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Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER
a single woman,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV 1(1-

-q3qq . c..,

AFFIDAVIT OF MARJORIE
LOIS ELLMAKER

VS.

CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER, and
Al REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
) ss:
)

Marjorie Lois Ellmaker, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in this case;

2.

The following documents were prepared by Seven F. Scanlin on
behalf of Martha Chitwood:
a. Power of Attorney for Marjorie Ellmaker on behalf of Martha
Chitwood, Exhibit A;
b. Will of Martha Chitwood, Exhibit B;

3.

In August 2003, I agreed to accept the Power of Attorney on behalf
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of Martha Chitwood, See Exhibit A;
4.

I was present in the room with Steven F. Scanlin and Martha
Chitwood when they reviewed Martha's will; Mr. Scanlin asked
Martha if that was what she wanted and she said yes; after
reviewing the will, the witnesses came into the room, the will was
signed and notarized; See Exhibit B;

5.

Martha was not under duress or undue influence in the execution of
the power of attorney (Exhibit A) or the Will (Exhibit B);

6.

Martha wanted to sell some of her McCall property but told me that
she did not want a McCall realtor involved; I tried to help her by
finding someone from out of the area, I found Gary Vizzoso who
eventually directed me to Calvin Tabor; Mr. Tabor then helped
Martha sell the McCall property; Mr. Tabor spent a lot of time with
us and gained our trust to the extent that we considered him a
friend; Mr. Tabor told me that he was part of the group of people
buying and developing Martha's McCall property;

7.

Around May 4, 2007, Mr. Tabor asked Martha and me if Martha
would be willing to loan him and his partner some money at 6%
interest; he said that he and his partner bought old homes, fixed
them up, and sold them for a profit; Martha agreed to loan Mr.
Tabor and his partner the money because she trusted Mr. Tabor
based on the relationship that he had developed with us;

8.

Mr. Tabor did not say that his partner was a real estate agent; nor
did he identify his partner by name;
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9.

At no time did Mr. Tabor say that the money was for an entity other
than himself and his partner; at no time did Mr. Tabor say that the
money was for a limited liability company or for A1 Real Estate
LLC; and at no time did Mr. Tabor (or anyone else -until this
lawsuit) explain the significance of the designation "LLC" as it is set
out on the Notes and the Purchase and Sale Agreement; nor did Mr.
Tabor ever explain the significance, or danger, of loaning money to
a limited liability company;

10.

Martha and I believed that the loan was to Calvin Tabor and his
partner, no one else;

11.

Until this lawsuit, I had no knowledge of limited liability
companies;

12.

Martha Chitwood died on or about July 25, 2007 and left her real
and personal property to me except as otherwise noted in her will;

13.

To assist me as personal representative of Martha Chitwood's estate
and to transfer the property referred to in the attachments to the
affidavits to myself, Steven F. Scanlin prepared the affidavit portion
of the following documents and instructed me to have them
recorded at the Valley County Courthouse,:
a. Affidavit in Support of Non-Probate, Exhibit C; and
b. Affidavit in Support of Non-Probate, Exhibit D;

14.

I personally took the affidavits (Exhibits C & D) to the Valley
County Courthouse and had them recorded;

15.

The property devised to myself in accordance with the provisions of
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Martha's will has not been possessed or claimed by anyone else by
virtue of the decedent's title during the time period for testacy
proceedings; the property has been in my possession since Martha's
death;
16.

I have paid property taxes on the McCall real property that I
received pursuant to Martha's will since her death in 2007.

FURTHER your affiant says naught.

M

ORIE LOIS ELLMAKER

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 22nd day of October,

2013.

Notary Public f r aho
Residing at Ca we , Idaho
My commission expires: 10/16/2019
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:
The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the following method indicated below to each
of the following:
David E. Kerrick
1001 Blaine Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605-3833

__x__

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Personally delivered (Kerrick)

Dated: October 22, 2013
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GENERAL DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY
OF SARA MARTHA CHITWOOD
1. Designation. I, SARA MARTHA CHITWOOD, as the undersigned Principal,
presently residing and domiciled at 517 1st Street, McCall, County of Valley, State ofidaho,
hereby revoke any other general durable Power of Attorney which I may have previously
executed, and designate MARJORIE ELLMAKER, presently residing and domiciled at 538
Notus Road, Notus, Idaho 83656, if living, willing and able to serve, as my Attorney-In-Fact. Jf
she is at any time unwilling or unable to serve, then LINDA SCANLAN, presently residing and
domiciled at 731 E. 15th Circle, LaCenter, Washington 98629, is designated as my successor
Attorney-In-Fact. If she is at any time W1willing or unable to serve, then ERIC ELLMAKER
presently residing and domiciled at 1482 Taramore, Florence, Kentucky 41042 is designated as
my second successor Attorney-In-Fact.

2. Effectiveness; Duration. This Power of Attorney shall take effect immediately and shall
continue until revoked, suspended, or terminated.
3. When Successor Attorney-In-Fact is entitled to act. The designated successor
Attorney-if-Fact shall be entitled to act as Attorney-In-Fact for the Principal immediately.

4. Powers. The Attorne?-ln-Fa~t, as fiducicrry,>shall haveallpowers of an absolute owner
over the assets arid liabilities oflhe Principal, wheth~r located within or without the
State ofldaho, including, without limitation, the power and authority to:
4.1

Financial Accounts; Safe Deposit Box. Deal with accounts maintained

by or on behalf of Principal with financial institutions (including, without
limitation, banks, securities dealers, credit unions and savings and loan
associations), which shaU include the authority to maintain and close existing
accounts; to open, maintain and close other accounts; to sell or transfer stocks,
bonds and other securities owned by the Principal; and to make deposits, transfers
and withdrawals with respect to all such accounts and to enter any safe deposit box
to which the Principal has a right of access and deposit or remove property
therefrom.

4.2

United States Treasury Bonds. Purchase United States Treasury Bonds which
may be redeemed at par in payment of federal estate tax.

4.3

Stocks; Bonds. SeH, exchange or otherwise transfer title to the Principal's
stocks, bonds, or other securities.

4.4

Real Property. Purchase, take possession of, lease, selJ., convey, exchange,
assign, mortgage, release or otherwise transfer or encumber real property or any
interest in real property.

GENERAL DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY -1-
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EXHIBIT A
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4.5

Personal Property. Purchase, receive, take possession of, [ease, sell,
assign, exchange, release, mortgage and/or pledge personal property or any
interest in personal property.

4.6

Taxes. Submit all federal and state income tax and gift tax returns on behalf of
the Principal; pay all such taxes as may be due; represent the Principal during
audits, appeals, and lmvsuits related to any income or gift tax return filed on
behalf of the Principal; and pay any assessments for interest or penalties levied
against the Principal in connection with such tax returns.

4.7

Transfer of Assets. Make any transfer of resources not prohibited under
the Idaho Code, as now or hereafter amended, when the transfer is for
the purpose of qualifying the Principal for medical assistance or a limited casualty
program for the medically needy, or for the purpose of preserving for the
Principal's spouse, other relative or domestic partner, the maximum amount of
property allowed under applicable law if an application has been made for
governmental medical assistance, or in anticipation of such application.

4.8

Moneys Due. Request, demand, recover, collect, endorse and receive all
moneys, income, tax refunds, debts, accounts, gifts, bequests, dividends,
annuities, rents and payments due the Principal.

4.9

Claims Against Principal. Pay, settle, compromise or otherwise discharge any
and all claims of liability or indebtedness against the Principal and, in so doing,
use any of the Principal's funds or other assets or use funds or other assets of the
Attorney-in~Fact and obtain reimbursement out of the Principal's funds or other
assets.

4.10

Legal Proceedings. Participate in any legal action in the name of the Principal
or otherwise, including the follO\ving: (a) actions for attachment, execution,
eviction, foreclosure, indemnity, and any other proceeding for equitable or
injunctive relief; and (b) legal proceedings in connection with the authority
granted in this instrument.

4.11

Transfers to Trust. Make transfers of the Principal's property, both real
and personal, to any trust created by the Principal of which the Principal is the
beneficiary during the Principal's life; or transfer assets of all kinds to the trustee
of any trnst which is for the sole benefit of the Principal and which does not have
dispositive provisions which are different from those which would have governed
the property had it not been transferred into the trust.

4.12

Disclaim. Disclaim, in whole or in part, any interest in property, whether
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outright, in trust, or otherwise, so long as in the sole discretion of the AttomeyIn-Fact such disclaimer would not be detrimental to the best interests of the
Principal, and would be in the best interests of those interested in the estate of the
Principal and of those who take as a result of any such disclaimer.
4.13

Written Instruments. Sign, execute, deliver and acknowledge all written
instruments or any other documents whatsoever which may be necessary or
proper in the exercise of the powers and authority granted as fully as the Principal
could do if personally present.

4.14 Gifts. Make gifts, whether outright or in trust, to the relatives of the Principal,
the spouses of any such relatives, or charities, in accordance with any pattern of
making gifts to such persons which the Principal has established or planned to
establish or in such amounts as the Attorney-In-Fact shall determine appropriate
so long as such gifts would be in the best interests of the Principal and those
interested in the estate of the Principal, such determination to be made in the sole
discretion of the Attorney-In-Fact; however, such transfer shall be in accordance
with my existing pattern of giving and shall not exceed the annual exclusion
amount presently set by the Internal Revenue Service at $10,000 per person.
4.15. Delegation. Delegate, in writing, to any alternate or successor Attorney-

In-Fact named above, any authority granted under this Power of Attorney,
provided that any such appointment of a temporary Attorney-In-Fact or
delegation of authority shall set forth the period for which it is valid, and
specify the limits, if any, of such appointment or delegation during such
period.
Purposes. The Attorney-In-Fact shall have all powers as are necessary or
desirable to provide for the support, maintenance, health, emergencies, and urgent
necessities of the disabled, incompetent, or incapacitated Principal.
5.

6. Limitations on Powers. The Attorney-In-Fact shall not have the power or
authority to make, amend, alter, revoke or change any life insurance beneficiary
designations, employee benefit designations, trust agreements or testamentary disposition
of the Principal's property. .

7. Termination and Revocation. This Power of Attorney may be terminated,
revoked or suspended by a writing executed and acknowledged by me, with written
notice to the designated Attorney-In-Fact.
8. Compensation. The Attorney-In-Fact shall be reimbursed for all expenses
reasonably incurred in such capacity and shall receive at least annually, without Court
approval, such reasonable compensation for services performed as is customarily charged
by the Trust Department of banks in the community for like services. The Attorney-in-
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Fact is further authorized, when said Attorney-in-Fact deems it necessary, to employ
others to aid in the management of my assets and in matters concerning my person or my
health care, or the exercise of this Power or any Power of Attorney for health care that I
have executed, including but not limited to, lawyers, accountants, financial advisors,
physicians or other appropriate persons.

9. Guardianship/Conservatorship. It is my intent to avoid the necessity of
guardianship and/or conservatorship proceedings and the powers given to my AttorneyIn-Fact herein should be broadly construed to accomplish that purpose. If, however, the
appointment of a Guardian and/or Conservator of my estate is sought, I nominate,
pursuant to the provisions ofldaho Code Section 15-5-503(2), as an1ended or later
recodified, MARJORIE ELLMAKER, to serve as Guardian and/or Conservator of my
estate. If she becomes unwilling or unable to serve, I nominate LINDA SCANLAN, as
alternate, to serve as Guardian and/ or Conservator of my estate. ff she becomes
unwilling or unable to serve, I nominate ERIC ELLMAKER, as second alternate, to
serve as Guardian and/or Conservator of my estate.

10. Court Actions Authorized. My Attorney-In-Fact shall have the right to seek
appropriate cowt orders mandating acts which my Attorney-In-Fact deems appropriate if
a third party refuses to comply with decisions made by my Attorney-In-Fact which are
authorized by this document, or enjoining acts by third parties which my Attorney-InFact has not authorized. In addition, my Attorney-In-Fact may bring legal action against
any third party who fails to comply with actions I have authorized my Attorney-in-Fact to
take and demand damages, on my behalf, for such noncompliance.

DATED this

)!:,_..

day of August, 2003.

Statement of Witnesses

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of Idaho that the person who signed or
acknowledged this document is personally knmvn to me ( or proved to me on the basis
of convi11cing evidence) to be the principal, that the principal signed or acknowledged
this durable power of attorney in my presence, and that the principal appears to be of
sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.
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NOTARY

STA TE OF IDAHO

)
)
)

COUNTY OF ADA

ss.

On this _j_£_ day of August, 2003, before me personally appeared SARA
MARTHA CHITWOOD, personally came to me known, and known to me to be the
individual described herein, (or proved to be on the oath of
and who executed the foregoing, and
duly ac~~~J.~Wlf,t;o me that she executed t d
same.
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WILL OF
SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD
I, SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD, also known as SARA MARTHA CHITWOOD,
presently residing at 517 N . 1st Street, in the City of McCall, County of Valley, and State of
Idaho, being of sound and disposing mind and memory do hereby make, publish and declare this
to be my Will.
FIRST: I hereby revoke all fonner Wills and Codicils heretofore made by me. I am a
single woman. I have no children now living.
SECOND: I djrectthat,myPersonal Represeritative,payand'discharge all of my just
debts, including the expenses of my last illness, funeral and administration expenses as soon as
shall be practicable. I further direct that any and all federal, state, foreign or other estate, transfer,
inheritance, succession, legacy and similar taxes, including interest and penalties thereon, if any,
iniposed upon or with respect to any property required to be included in my gross estate under the
provisions of any such tax law, and whether passing hereunder or by any Codicil hereto or
otherwise, or upon or with respect to any person with respect to any such property, shall be paid
out of my residuary estate as an expense of administration and shall not be equitably prorated or
charged against the gifts provided herein. lfl have executed a separate statement or list of tangible
property to this Will, it is my intention that it be incorporated herein pursuant to Section 15-2-513,
Idaho Code.

THIRD: I give, devise and bequeath to my friends, Dr. DALE SMITH and VERA SMITH
of New Meadows, Idaho, my cake plate and glass horse. I give, devise and bequeath to my friend,
MARGARET DURBIN of McCall, Idaho, my cats for their care and feeding. I give, devise and
bequeath all of the rest, residue a11d remainder of my property, real, personal and mixed, of
whatsoever kind and nature and wheresoever situated, of which I shall die seized or possessed,
and all property over or with respect to which I shall have any power of appointment, remaining
after the payment of my debts, funeral and administration expenses and any taxes which may be
payable, absolutely and forever to my friend, MARJORIE J. ELLMAKER, presently residing at
538 Notus Rd., in the City of Notus, Idaho.
FOURTH: In the event that any of the beneficiaries under this Wil1 shall die with me in a
common accident or disaster, or under such circumstances as make it impossible or difficult to
determine wl:µch of us died first or in the event that any such beneficiary shall die within sixty (60)
days of my d~ath, regardless of the circumstances, it shall be conclusively presumed that such
beneficiary sbcJ.11 have predeceased me and deemed not to have survived me.
F:!$' fi1',~ t,~ 9'~!!tt f~9pstitute'4ih.ci:'al)p6i,ntrMARJORIE.J / ELbMt d<ER;:presentl y --_' __
residing· p:3:$:N ottis!E;\i,~ igk.he,City -ofNo his} Idaho, as the Persona,! Representati ve·of this WiIYJ

~t:;

TESTAMENT -1WILL A,N"P.
, ' I

I

EXHIBIT B

0 00147

(

In the event of her death or resignation or failure or refusal to act in said capacity, I nominate,
constitute and appoint LINDA SCANLAN, whose address is 731 E. 15th Circle, LaCenter,
Washington 98629. as the Successor Personal Representative of this Will. In the event of
(his)(her) death or resignation or failure or refusal to act in said capacity, I nominate, constitute
and appoint ERIC C. ELLMAKER, whose address is 1482 Taramore, Florence, Kentucky 41017
as the Second Successor Personal Representative of this Will.
SIXTH: If any devisee, legatee, or beneficiary under this Will or any of the trusts created
hereunder or any legal heir of mine or person claiming under any of them, shall contest this Will
or the Trusts created hereunder, or attack or seek to impair or invalidate any of their respective
provisions, or conspire with or voluntarily assist anyone attempting to do any of these things, in
that event I specifically disinherit each such person and all interests given under this Will or under
the trusts created hereunder to that person shall be forfeited and shall augment proportionately the
shares of my estate going under this Will or under the trusts created hereunder to, or in trust for,
such of my devisees, legatees, and beneficiaries as shall not have participated in such acts or
proce~dings.
My Persona1 Representative is specifically authorized to defend at the expense of my'
estate;ta11y contest or attack made upon·this Will anu the trusts created hereunder or any, - '
provisiu'n':JiereoL i1
Fofpul'poses of this Article, a request to court of competent jurisdiction for instructions
oninteFJ!)retafilelh'shallnot be deemed to be a contestnrathrckitmtany,jprovisiohJ

a

SEVENTH: 1 direct that no bond, security or other tmdertaking shall be imposed upon
or required, at any time or in any jurisdiction, of any individual named herein for the faithful
perfonnance of his or her duties,
~

I SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD, the Testator, sign my name to this instrument this
day of September, 2003, and being first duly sworn, do hereby declare to the
undersigned authority that I sign and execute this instrument as my last will and that I sign it
willingly or willingly direct another to sign for me), that I execute it as my free and voluntary act
for the purposes therein expressed, and that I am eighteen (18) years of age or older, of sound
mind, and under no constraint or undue influence.
1

.. l) /~~,

7
,,d.,t,[,

,

..1.J

·t:?t'y.; J1116Ji• //[ (1 tr.,,
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SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD
Testator

the witnesses, sign our names to this instrument, being first duly sworn, and do hereby declare to
the undersigned authority that the Testator signs and executes this instrument as her last will and
that she signs it willingly ( or willingly directs another to sign for her, and that each of us, in the
presence and hearing of the Testator, hereby signs this Will as witness to the Testator's signing
and that to the best of his or her knowledge the Testator is eighteen (18) years of age or older, of
·''
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sound mind, and under no constraint or undue influence.
.•

.•

.,\

Witness

l''

]i--~··
' /!

.,·/ : /'.1,. / 7
Vi / J t{i./.....
/ .

/.
1

Witness

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)

ss.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to and acknowledged before me by SARAH MARTHA
CHITWOOD, the Testator, and subscribed and sworn to me before me. by
.l> o..J: el ;..;, l'V\u.....llw
and
\.I tA ... 0 ...
c. B t.l.c..L,:h,...
, Witnesses,
this _ _ _ _ day of September, 2003.

~forldaho
Residing at 13,.,;.,, :I"'~
My commission expires: .::r"---

'J,.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss
)

l'v1ARJORIE L. ELLMAKER, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.
The undersigned is the heir of SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD and
resides at Notus, Canyon County, Idaho. A death certificate for SARAH MARTHA
CHITWOOD js attached hereto.

2.

Decedent did leave a last will and testament.

3.
The heirs at law of decedent MARJORIE L. ELLMAKER, relationship to
decedent, and current addresses, are as follows:
NAME
MARJORIE L. ELLMAKER

RELATIONSHIP

ADDRESS

Heir

P.O. Box 145
Notus, Idaho 83656

4. All of the debts of the decedepts and the marital conimunity, inclucli11g, but not
limited to all ex1)enses of both decedents' la:st illnesses, funeral artd bit~ial expenses, and all
applicable foderal and state succession or inheritance taxes have been fully paid.
5. As of the date of the death of SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD, the value of
the real property of the decedent was $1,500,000.

6. This affidavit is ma4e (9r th~ purpose of transferring th~Jormer interest of
decede11t. $AR.AH MARTHA CHITW00D,to hetfi~jr arig &µpiesspr:,MAAJORIE L.
ELLMAKER in
VaHey,Cpu,ntyprqriehy 1o~~t~~, 517 Nottll Firs1/Street; McCall, Idaho
83638, more patiicu1afly described as the attached Legal"Description-Patcel B.

tte

at

·;x.l.,

DATED this

1-

day of August, 2007.
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)

COUNTY OF ADA

ss.

August q , 2007, before me personally appeared MARJORIE L. ELLMAKER, personally
came to me .known, an.d known to me to be the individual dejc
herein, (or prove~ to be on the
oath of _ _ _ _ _--c-------,---,-----~ and w o executed the foregomg, and duly
acknowledged to me that she executed the same.
_ _..,, '

·yed

s . .~,, ,
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Legal Description~ Parcel B

.

A p~l of land beii}g a portion of th.el &.ll~Westl/4 of tlle Sou.thWest 1/4; Sedion 9, T9WD$hip
I g No~ ru.nge 3 Eas4 .Boise Meridian, Valley County, Idaho, bemg more particularly described
as follows:
Co~ciQg at !he Section Coroex;@nlt(lon to ~ti~.ms St 9, 17 and l6. T. 18 N•• R 3 E .• B.M.
be~~ !1 s,,m,_~brass cap in cqn<?~(q?~f#t31ioo);
Thence. 8811 40' 19'; E. on tlicsoofiori lil)e b~een SectiQllS 9 arul 16 a, distance of 1331.06
f~ tl;t thew Ul6f:h Comer,
~irt4hijwn¥1mn ~ (CP&F # 132 U6);
Th~ N. 1° so• 40'' E. on the subdivi~i4ttiil li~ of ~4, ~on 9 a djstance of534 .83 feet to a
5/8-ini;:h ~lilti ~ing q~ ~ westerly right of way of the 3().0 foot wide 1st Street and the TRUE

s.

bei~g ax\ ~iistlng

POINT·OF. •llOOlNNING:
,:. . .
. .... .r

l9"

W. -~ gi~~ of i86-.i4{~t 4' a, 5/8~inQh•reb~ being on the. easterly right
of
the City of'M«;all bike p~ $ai,d nght of way bd:ng 25~0 feet eas~ly and parallel with
the foJ:tn~.~.$1,t<>rtµite~j(~cen~e;
Thence.9l). t®~dis~o f®t rig&tof ~ayJ~ 3- spiral CUNe to the right; which curve has a SD=4°
40' and~
4i,crd ~ N. 50c, ll>' ~8: E. a di~~ce of 192.15 feet to a point being the
1'hence.N'. 8~9 ·40•

wayof

top.g

fOmtQ'~~on,.6i7Sm.4 PT25.0 f~tfiiltt;
Theiicewn~qi~<ltl~d ~5.@f®ttit&t<.<>f:W~y~.

s.1° os~.4,r E. it distance of 188.07 feet to

a point ~~g on the we:$1:erlyrjght ofway of~ ~Q,9()fgpt: wj4¢lst Stt~t;

IhenC.e<m~1.1 westerly rigntofwayS. 1° 50~ 40''W. adi,~ce of:247.68 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING.
Said described p ~ of land contains 0.801 acres.
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AFFIDAVIT OF NON-PROBATE

OF THE ESTATE OF SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD
Instrument # 379023
STATE OF IDAHO
County of

) SS

VALLEY COUNTY, CASCADE, IDAHO
11:32:51 No.or Pages: 16
Recorded for : MARJORIE L ELLMAKER

)

~~/4~1~·:e~~~d~~YDeput~~'h

)

A&c-l'Z..

7.1a.2013

Index to: COURT RECORD

V

i'_a'.h)

MARJORIE L. ELLMAKER, being first duly S\vom, deposes and says:

I.
The undersigned is the heir and successor of SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD,
decedent who died at McCall, Valley County, Idaho. A death certificate for SARAH MARTHA
CHITWOOD is attached hereto.

2.

Decedent did leave a last will and testament that was not probated.

3.
The heirs at law of decedent SARAH MARTHA CHlTWOOD, relationship to
decedent, and current addresses, are as follows:
ADDRESS

NAME

RELATIONSHIP

MARJORIE L. ELLMAKER 538 Notus Road
Notus, Idaho 83656

Sole H.eir

4. All of the debts of the decedent, including, but not limited to all expenses of
both decedents' last illness, funeral and burial expenses, and all applicable federal and state
succession or inheritance taxes have been fully paid.
5. As of the date of the death of SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD, the value of the
real property of the decedent's was approximately $1,000,000.
This affidavit is made for the purpose of transferring the former interest of decedent
SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD, to her heir and successor, MARJORIE L. ELLMAKER in the
Agreement for Purchase and Sale of Real Estate by Calvin Tabor for A 1 Real Estate LLC in the
property locatecl at 57 l N. 1st Street, McCall, Idaho 83638 dated May 4, 2005, and the Promissory
Note by Calvin Tabor for A 1 Real Estate LLC dated May 9, 2005 and the Agreemement dated
2007.
DATED this

/1

day of July, 2013.

Signature: 'Ji1 "'.'t ...:.__:__ /
~ ·
MAz¥0RrE L. ELLMAKER

AFFIDAVIT OF NON-PROBATE
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EXHIBIT D

000155

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

COUNTY OF

)

A_cLL

ss.

On this -1:l. day of .::::f ,..__,('1
, 2013 before me personally appeared MARJORJE L.
ELLMAKER, personally came to me known, and known to me to be the individual described herein,
(or proved to be on the oath of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-h'-_ _ _ ___, and who executed
the foregoing, and duly acknowledged to me that she executed

o ary Public

Re iding at : o • ~ 1,.. X ~
My commission expires: ..:::f.,____... 'L>

MEAFFNONPROBA TE
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AGREEMENT EQR PIJBCHASE AND SALE OE BEAT ESTATE

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into this~ duy of~ 2Dfil, by and between
SARA CHITWOOD!herei:iafter referred to as "Seller"), whose address is
5 i 1 &! Is -f.. Sf. 2?, ~~
? .:1 ~- 2 f'
and AJ REAi, ESTATE I J,C AND/QR .iCsiiiifun (hereinafier referred to as "Buyer"), whose

~..e.

'-e

address is P Q Box 3943, Nompa fdabo 816.13.

The parties hereby agree that Seller shall sell to Buyer or Buyer's Assigns and Buyer or Buyer's
Assigns shall buy the following described real property upon the following tenns and conilltions:
1.

(a)

Description.
Legal description of real estale (hereinafter referred to as "Property"), located in the County
of VA I .J ,EY. State of Idaho.

SEE ATIACHED EXHIBIT(S) _ . . L1(1...__'
.
'-=a.:...:V'\=d:...·_''.;..:;{3;.__"_ _ _ _ _ _ __

cc~Ol\ly kvtcwll"\ as -

(b)

Street address of the property:

(c)

Personal property included: hJ.D.ME

2.

P11ccbase Price. $927,0QO on (NTNE HI JNQRED TWENTY SEVEN IHQI ISAND

(a)

Non-refundable deposit to be given to seller $65,0QQ OQ (SIXTY F[YE IHQI JSAND

nor LARS AND QQJIQO'S)

QQT LA 8 5 AND 00/1 QQ' S

(b)

Balance required to close, subject to prorations and adjustments:
$862,0QQ 00 (EIGHT HI lND8ED STXTY TWQ THQJ !SAND DQLT .ARS ANQ OQ/lQO'S

3.

Title Evidence Within J.b.w: (3.) duys from the date of closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer
or his attorney,

(a)

A tiUe insurance commitment, wilh fee owner's title policy premiwn to be paid by the Seller
at closing, issued by a qualified title insurer agreeing to issue to Buyer, upon recording of

the deed to Buyer, an Owner's policy oftitJe insurance in the amount oftbe p~e price,
insuring the title to the Buyer of the property. subject only lo liens, encwnbrances,
exceptions or qualifications set forth in lhls Agreement and those which shall be discharged
by Seller at or before closing.
Page 1 of 7
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(b}

3

Buy:1' shall 11ave .tlm!e (3) days .from dale of receiving evidence of title to examine same. If
tille 1s found defective, Buyer shall> wiU1in 1hr.ee (l) days thereafter. notify Seller in v.,-iti.ug
specifying the defects. If said defects render title unmarketable, Seller shall have ti1l.t:!ca
(15) days from receipt of notice within which to remove said defects, and if Seller is
unsuccessful in removing same wilhln said time, Buyer shaU have the option of either
accepting the title as it then is, or demanding a re.fund of aJJ monies paid hereunder which
shall forthwith be returned to Buyer and thereupon Buyer and Seller shaJJ be released 1 as to
one another, of all further obligations under th.is Agreement; however, Seller agrees that he
will, if title is found lo be unmarketable, use diligent efforts to correct the defects in tide
within the time provided therefor, including the bringing of necessary ~uits.

(c)

Seller shall, both as to the property and personalty being sold hereunder, furnish to Buyer at
time of closing an affidavit attesting to the absence, unJess otherwise provided for herein, of
any financing statements, claims oflien or potential lien or known to Seller and further
attesting that there have been no improvements to the property for ninety (90) days
immediately preceding date of closing. .If the property has been improved with said time,
Seller shall deliver releases or waivers of all mechanics' Hens executed by general
contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, and material men, in addition to Seller's lien affidavit
setting forth the names of all such geoeml contractors, subcontractors and materiaJ men and
further reciting that in fact all bHis for work to the property which could serve as a basis for
a mechanic's lien have been paid or will be paid at closing.

4.

Time fqr Acr.eplnuce and Effective Date. If this offer is not executed by both parties hereto
on or before the~ day of~, 2.005, the aforesaid deposit shall be, at the option of the
Buyer, returned to him and this offer shall thereafter be null and void. The date of
Agreement ("Effective Date") shall be the date when lhe Jase one of the Seller and Buyer has
signed this offer.

(s)
6.

Closing Date. Tws transaction sliafJ be closed at Pioneer Title Ca, Caldwell, Idaho, and the
deed and other closing papers delivered by midnight on the _ _ day of Mey, 2illl5,
Wl.less extended by other provisions of this Agreement.

Restricciaos, Easements, J iroitnrious The Buyer shall tnk.e title subject to: zoning.
restrictions, reservations, prohibitions and other requirements imposed by governmental
authorities; covenants, restrictions and matters appearing on the plat or oth~rwise common
to the subdivision; public utility easements of record, truces for year of closmg and
subsequent year; assumed mortgages and purchase money mortgages, if any; however, that
none of the foregoing shall prevent use of the property for the purpose ofit's intended use.

7.

Page 2 of 7
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8.

4

S,w:yey. The Buyer, within time aJJowed for <leHvecy of evidence of title and exantlnation
thereof, may have the property surveyed al his expense. If the survey, certified by a
property registered surveyor, shows any encroachment of said property or that

improvements intended to be located on the property in fact encroach on lands of others, or
violate any of the covenants of this Agreement, the same shall be treated ns a title defect

9.

logres,.<; aod Egress. Seller warrants that there is ingress and egress to the property sufficient
for the intended use as set out herein, the title to which is in accordance with Paragraph 3
thereof.

10.

Iirnc of E,c;sence- Time is of the essence of this Agreement. Any reference herein to time
periods of less than 1brf.c (3.) days shall in the computation thereof exclude Satw"days.
Sundays and legal holidays. and any time period provided for herein which shall end on a
Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday shall extend on to the next full business day.

11.

Docnroeots fur closing. Seller shall furnish the deed of mechanic's lien affidavit,
assignments of leases and any corrective instrwnents that may be required in connection
with perfecting title. Buyer shaU furnish lhe closing statc::mcot. mortgage, security
agreement, and financing statements.

12.

Expenses_ State docwnentary stamps which are required to be affixed to the instrument of
conveyance, escrow fee, and cost of recording any corrective instruments shall be paid by
Seller.

13.

Prnratiao cf Taxes (Beal aad Prcsaoal). Twccs shall be prorated based on the current year's
tax with due allowance made for maximum allowable discount and homestead or other
exemptions, if allowed for said year. If closing occurs at a date when the current years
millage is not fixed and current year's assessment is available tax.es
be prorated based
upon such assessment is not available, then truces will be prorated on the prior year's tax;
provided, however, ifthere a.re completed improvements on the property by Janumy 1st of
the year-of closing, which improvements were not in existence on January lsl of the prior
year's millage and at an equitable assessment to be agreed upon between the parties, failing

wm
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5

which, request will be made to the CoW1ty Property Appraiser for an informal assessment
trucing into consideration homestead exemption, if any. However. WlY tax proration based

on an estimate may upon request of either party to the transaction be subsequently
readjusted upon receipt of tnx bill on condition that a stutcmcnl to that effect is set forth in
the closing slnlement.

14.

Special Assessroeot r.ieos, Certified, confirmed Md ratified special assessment'!icns ll:> of
~ of closing, and not as of Effective Dote, ore to be paid by Seller. Pending liens as of

dale of closing shall be assumed by Buyer; provided, however, that where the improvement
has been substantially completed as of the Effective Date, such pending lien shall be
considered as certified, confumcd or ratified and Seller shall, at closing, be charged an
amoW1t equal to the Jast estimate by the public body, of the assessment of the improvement.
JS.

Pecsnoal :eroperty lospecrioo aod Repair Seller warrants that all major appliances, heating,
cooling, electrical, plumbing systems, and machinery are in working condition as of closing
date. Buyer may, at his expense. have inspections made of said items by licensed persons
dealing i.n the repair and maintenance thereof. and shall report in writing to Seller such
items as found not in working condition prior to taking possession thereof, or as of the
closing date, whichever is first. Unless Buyer reports failures within said period, he shall be
deemed to have waived Seller's warranty as to failures not reported. Valid reported failures
shall be corrected at Seller's cost with funds escrowed at closing. Seller agrees to provide
access for inspection upon reasonable notice.

16.

Bisk ofI .ass. lf the improvements are damaged by fire or other casualty prior to closing and
costs of restoring same do not exceed 3.% of the assessed valuation of the improvements so
damaged, cost of restoration shall be an obligation of the Seller and closing shall proceed
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement with cost therefor escrowed at closing. In the event
the cost of repair or restoration exceeds 1% of the assessed valuation of the improvements
so damaged, Buyer shall have the option of either taking the property as is, together with
either the said .1% or any insurance proceeds payable by virtue of such loss or dnmage, or of
canceling .this.Agreezi:ent and receiving return of deposits mnde hereunder.

17.

Maioreoaace. Notwithslanding the provisions of Paragraph 15, between Effective Date and
closing date, personal property referred to in Paragraph 15 and real property, including
lawn, shrubbery and pool, if any, shall be maintained by Seller in the condition they existed
as of Effective Date, ordinary wear and tear excepted, and Buyer or Buyer's designated
agent will be permitted access for inspection prior to closing lo confinn compliance with
this Paragraph.

18.

Proceeds af Sale aod Closing Procedures. The deed shall be recorded upon clearance of
funds and evidence of title, to show title in Buyer, without any encwnbrances or change
which would render Seller's title unmarketable from the date of the last evidence, and the
cash proceeds of sale shaJI be held in escrow by an escrow agent as may be mutually agreed
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.~pon for a period of not longer than .fu'..e (l) days from and after closing date. If Sellers title
rendered unmarkelable, Buyer shaU within u 1hi:cc (l) day period, notify Seller in writing
of the defect and Seller shall hnvc .fi.fken (l.l) days from date of receipt to such notification
to cure said defect. In the event Seller fajls to timely cure said defect. all monies pajd
hereunder shall, upon written demand therefor and within 1h.tec (1) days thereafter, be
returned to Buyer and simultunoously with such repayment, Buyer shall vacate the property
and reconvey same to Seller by special warranty deed. ln the event Buyer fails to make
timely demand for refund, he shaJJ take title as is, waiving all rights against SeHer as to such
intervening defect except as may be available lo Buyer by virtue ofwananties, if any,
contained in the deed. In the event a portion of the purchase price is to be derived from
institutional financing or refinancing, the requirements of the lending institution as to place,
time of day and procedures for closing, and for disbursement of mortgage proceeds, shall
control, anything in the Agreement to the contnuy notwithstanding; provided, however, that
the Seller shall have the right to require from such lending institution at closing a
commitment that it will not withhold disbursement of mortgage proceeds as a result of any
title defect attributable to Buyer-mongagor. The escrow and closing procedure required by
this Paragraph may be waived in the event the attorney, title agent or closing agent insures
against adverse matters pursuant to applicable laws of ll1is state.
JS

19.

Escrow Any escrow agent receiving funds is authorized and agrees by acceptance thereof
to promptly deposit and to hold same in escrow and to disburse the same subject to
clearance thereof in accordance with tenns and condi lions of th.is Agreement. Failure of
clearance of funds shall not excuse perfonnw1ce by Buyer. In the event of doubts as to his
duties or liabilities under the provisions of th.is Agreement, the escrow agent may in his sole
discretion, continue to hold the monies which are the subject of this escrow until the parties
mutually agree to the disbursement lhereof, or witil a judgment of a court of competent
jwisdiction shall detennine the rights of the parties thereto. or he may deposit nll the monies
then held pursuant to lhis Ab>reement with the Clerk of the Court of the Cowity having
jurisdiction of the dispute, and upon notifying all parties concerned of such action. all
liability on the part of the escrow agent shaU fully temtlnate, except lo the extent an
accow1ting for any monies theretofore delivered out of escrow. In the event of any suit
between Buyer and Seller wherein the escrow agent is made a party by virtue of acting as
such escrow agent hereunder. or in the event of any suit wherein escrow agent interpleads
the subject matter of this escrow, the escrow agent shall be entitled to recover a reasonable
attorney's fee and costs incurred, said fees and costs to be charged and assessed as court
costs in favor of the prevailing party. AJI panies agree that the escrow agent shall not be
liable to any party or person whomsoever for miss-delivery to Buyer or Seller of monies
subject to thls escrow, unless such miss-delivery shall be due to willful breach of this
Agreement or negligence on the part of the escrow agent.

of

20.

Attorney Fees and Casis- AU matters pertaining to th.is Agreement (incJuding its
interpretation, application, vaHdity, perfofmAA9e and breach), shall be governed by,
construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State ofldaho. The parties herein
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waive trial by jwy and agree to submit to the personal jurisdiction and venue of a court of
subject matter jurisdiction located i n ~ County, State ofldaho. In the event that
litigation results from or arises out of this Agreemenl or the performance thereof, the parties
agree lo reimburse the prevailing party's reasonable attorney's fees, court costs, and all other
expenses, whether or not taxable by the court as costs, in addition lo any other relief to
which the prevailing party may be entitled. In such cvenl, no uction shall be entertained by
said court or any court of compet.entjwisdiction if filed more than one year subsequent to
the dale the cnuse(s) of action actually accrued regardless of whether dam~ges were
otherwise as of said time calculable.
21.

Qef:mrit If Buyer fails to p<:rfonn this Agreement within the time specified, the deposits
paid by the Buyer aforesaid may be retained by or for the accow1t of SeJJer as liquidated
damages, consideration for the execution of this Agreement and in full settlement of any
claims; whereupon all parties shall be relieved of all obligations under this Agreement. If,
for any reason other than failure of SeJier to render his title marketable after diligent effort,
Seller fails. neglects or refuses to perfonn this Agreement, the Buyer may seek specific
perfonnance or elect to receive the return of his deposits without thereby waiving any action
for damages resulting from Seller's breach.

22.

Contract Not Recordable, Eersaos Bound aod Nnrice. This Agreement shall not be recorded
izumy public records. Titls Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties
hereto and their successors in interest Whenever the context pem1its, singular shall include
plural and on gender shall include all. Notice given by or lo the attorney for either party
shall be as effective as if given by or lo said pruty.

23.

Proratioos aod Jnsurauce Taxes, assessments, rent, interest, insurance and other expenses
and revenues of the property shall be prorated as of date of closing. Buyer shall have the
op lion of caking over any existing policies of insurance on the property, if assumable, in
which event premiums shall be prorated. The cash al closing shall be increased or
decreased as may be required by said prorations. All references in this Agreement to
prorations as of date of closing will be deemed "date of occupancy" ifoccupancy occurs
prior to closing. unless otherwise provided for he~in.

24.

Notice ao Radon Gas Radon is a naturally occuning radioactive gas that. when it has
accumulated in a building in sufficient quantities, may present health risks to persons who
are exposed to it over time. Levels of radon that exceed federal and state guidelines have
been found in buildings in this state. Additional.infonnation regarding radon and radon
testing may be obtained from your county public health urut.

25.

Conveyance- Seller shall convey title to the property by statutory warranty deed subject
only to matters coritnined in Paragraph 6 hereof and those otherwise accepted by Buyer.
Personal property shall, at the request of the Buyer, he conveyed by an absolute bill of sale
with warranty of title, subject lo such liens as may be otherwise provided for herein.
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Qtbec Agreements. No prior agreements or representations shall be binding upon any of the

26.

parties hereto unless incorporated in this Agreement No modifications or changes in this
Agreement shall be valid or binding upon the parties hereto unless in writing, executed by
the parties to be boWld thereby.

27.

Iy:pewritteo or Handwritten Provision Typewritten or handwritten provisions inserted
herein or attached hereto as Addenda shaU control all provisions in conilict therewith.

28.

Coorcacti,al Pror:cdmes Unless specifically disallowed by law, should Jitigation arise
hereunder, service of process therefor may be obtained through certified mail, return receipt
requested; the parties hereto waiving any and all rights they may have to object to the
method by which service was perfected.

29.

Special Clauses. See "Addendum I" attached hereto.

Executed by Buyer on th.is Alb day of~, 2005.

Witness

"BUYER"
Executed by Seller on this 4th ~ay of~. 2!105.

7,1-cj ,,.__:_,

,.f".

4-- --4.-1

Witn

=

"

.J.
t1 A a ,b
"SELLER

]·'lt . (~~:±·l&Y!--1?: )

11
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ADDENPIZM iii
SPECIAL CI.AT lSES
Addendwn to Agreement for Sale and Purchase dated the .4th day o f ~ 20.0.5.. by and between
SARA CHJTWQQD (hereinafter referred to as "Seller"), whose address is
and Al ~EAI ESIAIE TT,C AND/QB A$ ASSJONED (hereinafter referred to as "Buyer"), whose
address 1s :e o Bax 3943 1 Nampa, Idaho 83651
l.

By their signatures hereto. Buyer and Seller agree to be bound to the tenns ofthls
Addendwn as part and parcel of the above described Agreement for SaJe and Purchase, as if
the .tenns hereof were specifically set out therein.

2.

This Addendum is executed contemporaneously with the above described Agreement for
Sale and Purchase.

3.

All escrow deposits sball be, pursuant to this contract., the property of the Buyer.

4.

Buyer to construct a berm on ilie property line between sellers remaining property and sold
portion. This shall serve as a screen between sellers existing residence and new
development.

5.

Buyer will pay for all cosls associated Co split sellers existing residence from portion of
property to be soJd.

@

1.

{8)

1f at any future

date, seller decides to scU, transfer, or convey, personal residence commonly
known as ;[ 17 ~- Is f.
>1? (..c:,_"(( 5)£. £3(, # P
•
it is hereby agreed that Calvin Tabor (a member of AI Real Estate LLC) shall have first
right of refusal.

J-1-.

Self er agrees to allow right of way and/or easement to connect sewer line for new
development to existing sewer line on sellers remaining property.
Seller agrees to finance $150,000.00 (one hundred and .fifty thousand dollars) of the
purchase price through a promissory note with Al Real Estate LLC at an annual interest rate
of 6% due and payable on or before May 151, 2006. Trus note shaJl be secured by Al Real
Estate LLC and if ever in default, liens may be placed on the assets of Al Real Estate LLC.
Seller agrees to fmance $77,000.00 (seventy seven thousand dollars and 00/1 <10• s) of the
purchase price through a promissory note with Al Real Estate LLC at an annual interest rate
of6% due and payable on or before May 1st, 2007. Titls.!l9Je shall be secured by Al Real
Estate LLC and if ever in default, liens may be placed on the assets of A 1 Real Estate LLC.
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The closing shall take place at Pioneer Title Co, located in Caldwell, Idaho who shall
handle the closing a.nd prepare title insurance for the Seller, with all standard closing costs
apportioned according to lhi.s contract.

Executed by Buyer on this !Uh day of Mey., 2llili.

"BUYER"

"SELLER"
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Promissory Note

11
~

RECITATIONS:
Date;

Botrower.

"Z<JO {,

9,

h111.y

A1 Reru estate UC

P.O. Box 3§43, Namoo, ID 83653
5'1C"' A In.,,, 11,-1
CJ,; f s.,,r:,()J

Bon"owe(s Address:

Payee:

Place for Payment: ......
5.._IZ.._____At_l_s:_'T_....Jn..c-e__CA_!J_'l_=X=D::;;..__g_;_t_?_g___

PAYMENT TERMS. FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersfgned Borrower does hereby promise
to pay this Note as follows:

Pr!nclpal Amount:

s1so,ooo,oo Cone hundred and fifty thousand doUars)

lntersst 8% oor annum

ir,A v ( ,et'9G,, .&?,._f. ¢o ~lff~ C?.,n ./"-<--f /_,, J..<..,.
~ , , , : ; , . 1btt.f:-re, 'mli)' ', ~"" 7 f.t.,u{~,- Jl,._ /Ja.-,,,...-t,1/.Ntt"'

Term: 0U8 ln full QQ 9[ befqre

Number of Payments:

1

/ I •
~..,,.

~ ,/.. A- 1 R...( ~ /J.C. '1-Vl•o,
~ ~ ~ /1't11'( ~ )n... , . ~ ~ h l : )

J'~
•

BORROWER'S PRE.PAYMENT RIGHT. ~ res • es the rfght to/prepay ~Is Note In eL',v,-,{..
whole or In part. prior to maturity, without penalty.
~~ ~o 1:,

81NDING .EfFECT. The covenants, obllgatfons and condltfona hereln contained shatl be binding
on and Inure to the benefit of the heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of the parties hereto.

DEFAULT AND ACCELERATION CLAUSE. If Botrcwer defaults In the payment of this Note or
ln the performance of any obffgatlon, and the default contfnues after Payee gives Borrower notice
of the default and the thne wtthtn which It musl be aired, as may be required by law or written
agreement. then Payee may declare the unpaid principal balance and eamed Interest on this
Note Immediately due. Borrower and each surety, endorser. and guarantor waive all demands for
payment. presentatlon for payment, notfcas of Intentions to acceterate maturity, notices of
ac:celeratlon of maturity, protests, and noUces of protest, to the extent petmltted by law.
FORM OF PAYMENT. /v1y check, draft, Money Order, or other Instrument given In payment or
all or any portion hereof may be accepted by the hckfer and handled tn collection In the
customary manner, but the same shail not constitute payment hereunder or d!mlnfsh any rights of
the hc!der hereof except to the extent that actual cash proceeds of such Instruments are
uncondfflonalty recelved by the payee and applied first to Interest, and the balance to princtple.

ATTORNEY'S FEES. If this Note Is given to an attorney for collectfon or enforcement, or If suit Is
brought fer collectlon or enforcement. or If It Is collected or enforced through probate, banknlptc:y,
or other Judicial proceeding, then Borrower shall pay Payee all costs of collection and

enforcement. lncludlng reasonable attorney's fees and court costs In addltJon to other amounts
due.
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SEVERASIUTY. If a~ovislon of this Note or the application thei~shaU, for any reason and
to any extent. be !nval!d or unenforceable, neither the remainder of this Note nor the app{!catfon
of the provlslon to other persons, entlttes or circwTisfances shall be affected thereby, but rnstead
&hall be enforced to the maximum extent permitted by law.
CONSTRUCTION. The pronouns used herein shall Include, where appropriate, either gender er
both, singular and plural.

GOVERNING LAW. The undersfgned and au other parties to this note, whether as endorsers,
guarantom or suretfes, agree to remain fully bound until this note shaU be rutty paid and walve
demand, presentment and protest end alf notices hereto and further agree to remain bound
notwlthstand.lng any extension. modlflt:ation, waiver, or other Indulgence or discharge or release
of any ob!!gor hereunder or exchange, substltuUon, or release of any collateral granted as
security for this note. No modification or Indulgence by any ho!der hereof shall be binding un!&ss
In vmtrng: and any Indulgence on any one occasion shan not be an Indulgence for any other or
future occaslon. MY modlftcalion or change In tenns, hereunder granted by any ho«ier hereof,
shall be va.tid and binding upon each of the undersigned, notwithstanding the acknowfedgement
of any of the undersigned. and each of the undersigned does hereby ln'evocably grant to each of
the others a power of attorney to enter Into any such modfficatlon on the{r behalf. The rights of
any holder hereof shall b8 cumulative and not necessarily successive. This note shall take effect
as a sealed Instrument and shall be COJ'IStn.led, govsmed and enforced ln eccordance with the
laws of the State of tdaho.
DESCRIPTIVE HEADINGS. The descriptive headings used herein are fOf convenience of
reference only and they are not lntended to have any effect whatsoever In determining the rlghls
or obllgations under this Nole.
EXECUTEOon(Oate) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Borrower Signature

a1 R~1

. Bcrrower Print

t1t,, te..

Witness Print
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Promissory Note
RECITATIONS:
Da~ 6/6/2a07

Borrowar: A1 Real Estate LLC

Borrower's Address: 1924 E. Walnut Sttoot, CahtweU, ID 83805
Payee: Martha Chitwood
PAYMENT TERMS. FOR VALUE RECEIVED, 1tle undersigned Borrower does hereby promise
to pay thfs Note as fo!lows:

Principal Amount $160,0QO (one hundred fifty thousand dollars & 00/100's)

Interest Rate: 6% (six parcent) per annum

Tenn: Due In fun on or before 12/26/2007
BORROWER'S PRE..PAVMENT RIGHT. Borrower reserves the right to prepay this Note In
whole or In part, prior to maturity, without penalty.

BINDING EFFECT. The covenants, obl!gat!ons and conditions herein contained shafl be :bmdlng
on and lnum to the benefit of the heirs, legal representatives, and assfgns of the partle$ hereto.

DEFAULT AND ACGEU:RATION,CL:AU$E. If Sorrower.defaults In the.paym~t of this Note or
In ~e :performan?rof,any. ~l?llgat!O!i, anq·ttte··defautfcorjtlnu•• .PaY,ee ;gives i36li'ower notice
ot the default ancs-the ·time Wlth!n":.whk:h It musu» cured;.as may be required ·by-law or wrttten
~ then-~yee may-declare the unpafd·pi'f~I bala~ and:ea!'J:'8d fnterest on-thls,
Note lmm~te!y du,. Borrower-and each surety, endorser, and.guarantor waive all demands tor
payment. pr8$8ntBtlon for.payment. notices of lntenUOns to acce.terate maturity, notices of
acce!eratk,n of maturity. protests, and nolfces of protest. to the extent permitted by law.

FORM-OF PAYMENT. MY cit~; draft, MQney .0rder, or other.instrument given in p~yment of

an or any pot1ion hereof·may t,e ~pted ·by_ the tofdi!r: and:~ar.t~ledJn·coUection fn the
custo~ man~~r. -put-the-same
cohs~"·.payment:11ereund_er:or dfrtiinlsn any rights of

sh.all·~-•

the holdef h~reof except:to,the:extent-~- a~r,castr~:qf sucti:lnstr.uments are
uncom1Itlonalfy received by the payee and applied ffi'st to Interest, arid the balance to prlndpte.

ATT~'S FeES. If. ttils-N~-is given to an attorney fer colk3ctlon or enforcement, Ol'l lf suit Is
brougtit·for ~e«fon :or.:enfor:cem~t. qr ~-It rs cone¢te<t;or. enforced ·through
·bankruptcy.
er otherJu~l-~b'Jg;·~ •Bom>Wer sttaO-~Y:. Payeeiall·'.C9St& Qf co~n ·~
.
enforcemen~ ·1nctudlng reasonable attomeys·tees an<.f court costs fn addition to other amounts
due.

probate,
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SEVERAB1UTY. if any provision of this Note er the application thereof shall, for any reason and

to any extent. be Invalid or unenforceable, neither the rematncklr of this Note nor the appUcatlon
of the provlsl.on to other persons, entities or circumstances shall be affected thereby, but Instead
shall be enforced to the maximum extent pem1itted by law.
CONSTRUCTION. Toe pronouns used herein shall lncluda, where appropriate, either gender or
bolh, slngular and plural.
GOVERNING LAW. The undersigned and a!fother parties to this note, whether as endor&et's,
guarantors or suretles, agree to remain runy t»und until this note shall be fully paid and waive
demand, presentment~ protest and alt notices herofo and further agree to remain bound

notwtthstand!ng any extension, mO<flffcatfOn, waiver, or other Indulgence or discharge or release
of any obfigor hereunder or exchange, substitution, or release of any collateral granted as
security for this note. No modification or Indulgence by any holder hereof shall be blndlng unless
In \Wttlng; and any lndulgance on any one occasion shall not be an Indulgence for any o1he1' or
Mure occasion. Any modlflcat!on _or change In terms, hereunder. granted by any holder hereof,
shall be vafid and blndlng upon each qf th& W1d9rslaned, notwtttistandlng the aclalowfedgement
of any of the underslgl)ed, ·and each of the undersigned ~ hereby lmwocabty grant to each of
the othera-a power of-attorney to enter Into any such·modlfica~ on their behalf. The rights of
any holder hereof shaO be cumulative and not necessarily successive. This note shall ~ effect
as a sealed Instrument and shall be construed, governed and enforced In accon:fance with the
laws of the State of Idaho.

DESCRIPTIV.E HEADINGS. The descriptive headings used herein are for ccnvenleru:e of
reterenca only an~ tooy ~ not Intended to have any effect whatsoever In detennfning the rights
or obligations under this Note.

EXECUTED on (Date) _

jJ/.,

7

t_-_ _,2.__o....q--+Z------------

.,.....i::'-r.,..,1....
ec..__....

A1 Real Estate, u..c. 6Y Member, Cslvln Tabor
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STATE OF IDAHO
IDAliO DEPARTMENT OF HEA LTH AND WELFARE
BUREAU OF HEALTH POLICY AND VITAL STATISTICS

CERTIFIC1~fE OF DEATI-I

JULY 31, 2007

2007-0 5 909

Staie File No.

DECEDENT• LE~L N<o~!Af:

SARAH MARTHA CHITWOOD
SEX

SOCIAL SECURITY "''UMOER

I

FEMALE
B!RTtiPlACE

IA0;9

I

C>\TE OF OIRTII

YEARS

PLACE OF RESIDE/.CE

I

CALDWELL, IDAHO
1-'AR.'TALSTATUS AT Tll,la OF DEATH
WIDOWED

MCCALL, IDAHO
11:.\1.lE OF SUflJNIOO SPOLSE ti/ wl,, m,;d,n n,mo/

FATHE~ - t{.\J.'.(:

JAMES

I

OIITTH?l.ACE

DARKWDDD

WAS DECEDENT EVER IN
U.S. t,.l;M2.Q FORCES?

NO

INDIANA
e.:;r.r:?~·.c~

1.'0Ti-£R • J..¼li:iEN :;.,;..i,;.e

BLANCHE BESECKER

NEW YORK

I~::L;~R~CE~:·:~ESTENSEN

,._!ET~ OF DISPOSITION

C.REMATION
1':AME AND ADDRESS Of FUr-.~f\-\L fAC\ Ul Y

DAKAN FUNERAL CHAPEL,
DA TE OF DEA TH

..

I

JULY 25, 2007

CALDWELL,

IDAHO

I CllY,TCM'N OR LOCATION OF

Tlf...1c:OFDEATH

7:55 A.H.

NOTUS,

COUNTY OF O€ATii

DEATH

I CANYON

IDAHO

(undo!ly;ng """"' In«)
I NTRACRAN IAL HEMOR RHAGE

CAUSE OF DEATH

DUE iO (or
b.

/..pprolQn,.;ito lntetval BtttNcoo
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In Order to Make This Seminar Successful and Beneficial for
the Attendees, Please Consider the Following:

11

Include industry or practice specific forms, checklists, motions,
pleadings, policies, letters, contracts and agreements where
appropriate in your materials. Attendees always appreciate sample
documents.

11

Use of visual aids, case studies, real life examples, hypotheticals and
case law to generate good discussions between faculty and attendees.

11

The level of the seminar indicates how to gear your presentation:
o Basic - Cover fundamental "how-to's"
o Intermediate - Review the basics but speak beyond
fundamentals
o Advanced - Provide sophisticated practical tips and techniques
and complex dilemmas
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WRITTEN MATERIAL PREPARATION GUIDE
A high quality, complete manual will be important to the people attending your seminar. To

meet their expectations and our requirements for producing the materials, please follow the
guidelines below when preparing your written materials for the seminar. Your attention to
these guidelines is appreciated!

Tips on Preparing Materials for Your Seminar Presentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write your materials in prose form using Microsoft Word.
Ifyou will be presenting the seminar to a national audience, the materials need to be
nationally based, and not state specific.
Proofread and spell-check your work carefully. NBI, Inc. does not proofread or
spell-check your work.
Organize your materials to follow the advertised agenda.
Set all margins at 1.25".
Set line spacing at 1.5.
Use Times New Roman, 12-point font.
Send your materials electronically attached to an email. If that is not possible, please
contact us at 1-800-777-8707.

Don't Do Tips
•
•

Do not number the pages or create a table of contents for your materials. NBI will
complete these steps when compiling the materials.
Do not send materials via fax. The quality of the materials is hindered.

Use of Cases, Statutes and Copyright Issues
•

•

If you are using previously copyrighted materials, you must first obtain permission from
the copyright holder/s to do so. NBI must have a letter of authorization on file in order to
reprint previously copyrighted materials. Without these releases, the material will not be
published in the manual.
When including copies of cases or statutes, submit only copies published by the
government or Westlaw®. NBI has a limited blanket release from Westlaw® for our
faculty, which will allow us to print up to 25 cases and 25 West statute sections.
Anything other than cases or statutes will still require a release.
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DAVID E. KERRICK, ISB #2565
1001 Blaine Street
Post Office Box 44
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone:
(208) 459-4574
Facsimile:
(208) 459-4573

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K KILLEEN, DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendant Calvin Tabor

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER, a single
woman,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

CV10-4399C

AFFIDAVIT OF CALVIN TABOR

)

CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER and
Al REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
ss.
)

CALVIN TABOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I was introduced to Martha Chitwood through a friend of mine, Gary Vezzoso; and

2.

Mrs. Chitwood lived in McCall and wanted to sell her land, but keep her house; and

AFFIDAVIT OF CALVIN TABOR - 1
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3.

I met with Martha Chitwood and Marjorie Ellmaker and explained that Al Real

Estate was in the business of buying and fixing up houses and land to resell for profit; and
4.

They told me to see what I could do. I did the research and found the value for her

property. Then I started to contact investors to see if anyone would be interested. When I put a
group of investors together, I went to her with the proposal that she accepted; and
5.

The property was purchased by Al Real Estate, LLC for $927,000.00 on the terms

set forth in the closing statement attached hereto as Exhibit "A"; and
6.

Martha Chitwood was a McCall local who was well known and adored. She had been

a school teacher. She took in stray animals and stray people and provided food and shelter for them
out of her meager income; and
7.

I felt fortunate to be able to put together this transaction that made her a rich lady for

the last period of her life; and
8.

I believe that Martha Chitwood really appreciated what Al Real Estate, LLC did for

her and that she would not be a party to this misguided lawsuit; and
9.

Out of the closing, Mrs. Chitwood took as a portion of her payment from Al Real

Estate, LLC two Notes, one for $150,000.00 and one for $77,000.00. This was in 2005. In 2006,
the $77,000.00 Note had been paid and the remaining Note was extended from a 2006 due date to
a 2007 due date. In 2007, a replacement Note was given by Al Real Estate, LLC to Martha
Chitwood with a due date of on or before December 24, 2007; and
10.

During that time period, there was an abrupt down tum in the real estate market and

real estate prices plummeted. Al Real Estate, LLC had at least two real properties in inventory that
rapidly became worth less than the mortgages and were ultimately deeded back to lenders in lieu of
AFFIDAVIT OF CALVIN TABOR-2
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foreclosure. The other member of Al Real Estate, LLC, Keith Turner, filed personal bankruptcy on
November 15, 2012; and
11.

If I could personally afford to pay Martha back for the Al Real Estate, LLC debt, I

would do that out of the respect I have for Martha. But she is deceased and I lost everything in the
real estate down turn and as a contractor have had a very difficult and slow time starting over again;
and
12.

At all times, Martha Chitwood and Marjorie Ellmaker knew that they were dealing

with Al Real Estate, LLC. It was Al Real Estate that made the connection between Gary Vizzoso
and myself. It was Al Real Estate that put the Purchase and Sale Agreement together. Everyone
involved knew that, including Martha, Marjorie, and the investors; and
13.

Kenneth Stringfield has filed an Affidavit with Al Real Estate's 2008 income tax

return attached. Keith Turner was the member in the LLC that managed the finances. I was the one
that managed the construction. Keith Turner engaged CPA Gregory Braun to file our tax returns;
and
14.

I am not very familiar with how the tax returns were done, but Kenneth Stringfield

has absolutely no knowledge of the finances of Al Real Estate, LLC and has made false statements
in his Affidavit; and
15.

He states, "On or about December 31, 2007, six days after the date the Note was due

and not paid for the third time, Al Real Estate loaned $58,432.00 to Jeff Gardner." Al Real Estate,
in fact, loaned Jeff Gardner $50,000.00 on June 5, 2007. The money for the loan was borrowed by
Al Real Estate through its line of credit. Mr. Stringfield falsely insinuates that Al Real Estate had
$58,000.00 in cash on December 31, 2007; and

AFFIDAVIT OF CALVIN TABOR- 3
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16.

A copy of the Promissory Note from Jeff Gardner is attached hereto as Exhibit "B".

17.

Al Real Estate, LLC sued Jeff Gardner to collect on the Note in Canyon County case

number CV07-13313, but Mr. Gardner was uncollectable and later filed bankruptcy; and
18.

Next, Mr. Stringfield in his Affidavit states that I received distributions in 2008 of

$52,804.00 and that Keith Turner also received distributions. The distributions shown on the tax
return were largely how the company's outstanding debts were converted to paper "income". The
$35,000.00 that I did actually receive included payroll and carryover payroll, which was owed to me
but had never been paid from the previous tax years because Al Real Estate did not have the funds.
Much of the labor I invested in Al Real Estate ended up being done for free because of lack of
profits; and
19.

I loaned $100,000.00 to Al Real Estate which I borrowed as a second on my house.

That loan has not been repaid.
20.

I have attached as Exhibit "C" a letter from Gregory Braun, CPA for Al Real Estate,

which clarifies the 2008 tax return.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT .
. ·'J"

DATED this~ day ofNovember, 2013.

CALVIN TABOR
,fl---

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

§' -day of November, 2013.

Q

4

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO

Residing at: Caldwell, Idaho
My Commission Expires:

1/
I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5 day ofNovember, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following individuals in the
manner indicated below:

Kenneth F. Stringfield
P.O. Box 777
213 S. 10th Avenue
Caldwell, ID 83606

[ ] U.S. Mail
[~and Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Via Facsimile 442-7915

Attorney for Plaintiff
Erin J. Wynne
WYNNE & MELLO, PLLC
P.O. Box 1771
Boise, ID 83701

[~.Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Via Facsimile 473-2043

Attorney for Keith Turner

~-=-..,,.------,-!-)- - - David E. Kerrick
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6i O South Kimball• Caldwell, ID

(208) 459-1651

ESCROW NUMBER: PC6434 7
TODAY'S DATE: 05/09/2005
PROPERTY:
NNA Bareground
CLOSING DATE: 05/10/2005
McCall, ID 83638
Parcel I: prt of SW1/4 SW1/4 9-18N-3E B.M.; Parcel II: prt SW1/4 SWi/4 9-i 8N-3E B.M.
ESCROW CLOSING STATEMENT OF:
Sarah Martha Chitwood
OTHER PARTY:

A1 Real Estate, LLC
SELLER'S CLOSING STATEMENT
DESCRIPTION
Sales Price
Earnest money deposit
Unsecured Note to Sarah Martha Chitwood
Unsecured Note
Pay 2002-2004 taxes to Valley County Treasurer
Prorate Taxes from 1/1/2005 to 5/10/2005@ $1,367.36 J i2 months
Pay 2002-2004 taxes to Valley County Treasurer
Escrow Closing Fee (1/2) to Pioneer Title Company
Standard Owners Title Ins. to First American-Valley County

DEBITS

CREDITS
927,000.00

65,000.00

n,000.00/
150,000.00 \
. 4,186.31
, · 483.26
1,096.24
500.00
2,615.75

Balance Due To Seller
626,118.44
TOTALS
927,000.00
927,000.00
Pioneer Title Qompany of Canyon County hereby certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of funds received and disburse
by us in the above closing statement.
I/We, the undersigned seller(s), have read and approved the above closing statement.
Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County

Sarah Martha Chitwood

Vicki Hunsperger
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Promissory Note
RECITATIONS:

Date: June 5th , 2007
Borrower: Jeff Gardner
Borrower Social Security Number:
Borrower's Address: 34 South Pit Lane, Nampa, ID 83687
Payee: A1 Real Estate, LLC.
Place for Payment: 1924 E. Walnut Street, Caldwell, ID 83605
PAYMENT TERMS. FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned Borrower does hereby promise
to pay this Note as follows:

Principal Amount $50,000 (fifty thousand dollars & 00/100's)
Interest or fee: 10% fee
Term: Principle & fee due in full on or before July 5th , 2007
BORROWER'S PRE-PAYMENT RIGHT. Borrower reserves the right to prepay this Note in
whole or in part, prior to maturity, without penalty.

BINDING EFFECT. The covenants, obligations and conditions herein contained shall be binding
on and inure to the benefit of the heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of the parties hereto.
DEFAULT AND ACCELERATION CLAUSE. If Borrower defaults in the payment of this Note or
in the performance of any obligation, and the default continues after Payee gives Borrower notice
of the default and the time within which it must be cured, as may be required by law or written
agreemen~ then Payee may declare the unpaid principal balance and earned interest on this
Note immediately due. Borrower and each surety, endorser, and guarantor waive all demands for
paymen~ presentation for payment, notices of intentions to accelerate maturity, notices of
acceleration of maturity, protests, and notices of protest, to the extent permitted by law.
FORM OF PAYMENT. Any check, draft, Money Order, or other instrument given in payment of
all or any portion hereof may be accepted by the holder and handled in collection in the
customary manner, but the same shall not constitute payment hereunder or diminish any rights of
the holder hereof except to the extent that actual cash proceeds of such instruments are
unconditionally received by the payee and applied first to interest, and the balance to principle.

ATTORNEY'S FEES. If this Note is given to an attorney for collection or enforcement, or if suit is
brought for collection or enforcement, or if it is collected or enforced through probate, bankruptcy,
or other judicial proceeding, then Borrower shall pay Payee all costs of collection and
enforcement, including reasonable attorney's fees and court costs in addition to other amounts
due.

Page 1 of 2
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SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this·Note or the application thereof shall, for any reason and
to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, neitherthe remainder of this Note nor the application
of the provision to-other persons, entities or circumstances shall be affected thereby, but Instead
shall be enforced to the maximum extent permitted by law.
CONSTRUCTION. The pronouns used herein shall include, where appropriate, either gender or
both, singular and plural.

GOVERNING LAW. The undersigned and all other parties to this note; whether as endorsers,
guarantors or sureties, agree to remain fully bound until.this noteshali be f1;Jlly paid and waive
demand, presentment a_nd prot~st and all notices hereto and further agree to remain bqund
notwithstanding any extension, modification, waiver, or other indulgence or discharge or release
of any obliger hereunder or exchange, substitution, or release of any collat~ral granted as
security for this note, No modification or indulgence by ~ny holder hereof sna-U be binding unless
in writing; arid any lndlilgerice on any one occasion shall not be an indulgence for any other or
future occasion. Any modification or change in terms, hereunder granted by any holder hereof,
shall be valid and binding .upon each of the undersigned, notwithstanding tf)e acknowledgement
of .any of the undersigned, and each of the undt:irsigned does hereby irrevocably grant to each of
the others a power of attorney to enter into any such modification on their behalf. The rights of
any holder hereof shall be_.cumulative and not necessarily successive. This note. shall take-effect
as a sealed instrument and Shall be construed, governed and enforced in accordance With the
laws of the State of Idaho.

DESCRIPTIVE HEADINGS. The descriptive headings 1,1sed herein are for conveniemce of
.reference only and they are not intended to have any effectwhafsoever in determining the rights
or obligations under this. Note.

....;?~--------------

EXECUTED on (Date) _ _..::;6,:::...._--=&~··_0

Borrower Print

Page 2 of2
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PRINCIP'

RrPLEY

DooRtT

Jo.hn T. Berg, CPA
Gregory J. Braun, CPA
Bryan R. C:rookham, CPA
.Mark J. Flitton, CPA

COI\1PANY, P.L.L.C.

Michael O.'Groff, CPA
Michael E. Hut;et, CPA
Ronald J. Lauer, CPA

Randy S. Million,
Pen)' L. Obendorf,
Cory T. Smith,
Ted Stimpson,

CPA
CPA
CPA
CPA

Zl 7 W. Georgia Ave. Suite 1.00 • Nampa, ID 83686
PH. (ZOS) 466-9264 • FL"li: (208) 467-9983
Website: www.rdcpa.com

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

October 29, 2013
Keith Turner
340 S Lemon Ave #6771N
Walnut, CA 91789

Dear Keith:
Having prepared the 2008 return for Al Real Estate LLC, you recently asked me to go
back and review the transactions and journal entries with regard to the capital account
transactions for Al Real Estate, LLC during that 2008 tax year. I reviewed my tax return
workpapers and the QuickBooks transactions for 2008. I looked through the journal entries,
general ledger transactions, and bank account transactions for A 1 Real Estate and this is what I
have established.
During 2008, Calvin Tabor's K-1 shows $52,804 in withdrawals and distributions.
Calvin Tabor received $35,754 in cash. The remaining $17,500 in withdrawals and
distributions represents $5,416 of in and out money related to loans and repayments recorded
in 2008, and $11,634 which represents a charge on a receivable that was not recovered.
Management decided not to dedu:ct that charge as an expense on the A 1 return, but instead
recorded it as a charge to the shareholder capital account. This was a conservative approach.
fu addition, the capital contributed for the year of $104,949 represents the $5,416 of in and out
money above, plus $99,543 of Al liabilities that that were credited to Calvin's capital.account
when Al was dissolved. So in effect, Calvin received $35,754 in cash, but his account was
credited for $99,543 in liabilities. This kads to a net increase to Calvin of $63,789 iu liabilities
over assets.
During 2008, Keith Turner's K-1 shows $98,163 in withdrawals and distributions.
Keith Turner received $24,078 in cash payments. The remaining $74,084 in the withdrawals
and distributions represents $12,633 of in and out money related to loans and repayments
recorded in 2008, $49,817 of distributions of property net of the loans on the same property,
and $11,634 which represents a charge on a receivable that was not recovered. Management
decided not to deduct that charge as an expense on the Al return, but instead recorded as a
charge to the shareholder capital account. This was a conservative approach. Although the tax
return showed a distribution of property above amounting to $49,817 in historical property
value, the fair value of that property at the time, may well have been much less than that or

Offices also in Caldwell and Boise
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even negative. In addition, the capital contributed for the year of $112,176 represents the
$12,633 of in and out money above, plus $99,543 of Al liabilities that were credited to your
capital account when Al was dissolved. So in effect, Keith received $24,078 in cash, but
account was credited for $99,543 in liabilities. He also took the land net of the house for
$49,817 that in 2008 was recorded at historical cost.
So in analyzit1g the capital account transactions in 2008, remember that part of the
distributions and withdrawals compared to the capital contributed is in and out money. They
were loans and repayments if you will. Part of the withdrawals and distributions includes a
charge to the corporate books that we did not feel was deductible and could not justify it as an
expense so it was charged to the capital account, and finally, when reviewing the cash
distril::mtions, the crediting of debt that was recorded to you individually should be factored in
as well.
Please let me know if you have any further questions.

Best regards,
r, ,

.· · · A.i
t,1. ;ur,.

t-.

.I

,

I
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[. . .,.;. , ,:, ,, ···l
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t,.,/"

L..f;,,~-4

Gregory J. Braun, CPA
Cc: Calvin Tabor
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Kenneth F. Stringfield, ISB No.: 3907

P.O. Box 777
213 S. 10th Ave.,
caldwell, Idaho 83606

1

(

1(

'--'cl--

Telephone: (208) 459-6879
Facsimile: (208) 442-7915

kstringfieldlaw@gmail.com
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DlSTRICT COURT OF THE. THIRD JUDICIAL DfSTRICT OF THE
STAT'E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlft\1TY OF CA..NYON

MARJORIE LOfS ELL1viAKER
a single woman,
Plaintiff,

AFFrDAVIT OF l\lLL\.RJ0RIE
ELLI\.Lt\KER-ERRATA

vs.
(:_<\l,V1N TAEOR, ](EITH TURNER, and
A.1 REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Llmited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Canyon

)

)

55:

Marjorie Ellmaker, being 'first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:

Thnt my affidavit lha.t was filed on October

22, 2013,

contains an e.rrnr in

paragraph 7. The year that Mr. Tabor asked Martha and me if Martha woi..tl.d loan hln:i
money was 2005, not 2007 as I put in the affidavit.

FURTHER your affiant says naught.

AFFIDAVIT OF MARJORIE ElLMAKER-ERRATA -i
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This AFFIDAVIT OF lVLt\.RJORIE ELLMAKER-E~]<ATA was
SUBSCRIBED AND S11\TORN TO before me this-+- day of November, 2013.

_,..--::::::J!...L./..(1,i~~~'ffef:!-:::::::

Notary Public for

---,..._c....c~

Residing at {:oe,~;t<

C°"'+-~_

lVly commission expires:

a i>~i ~2.--01 <'..o
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document was served by the following method indicated below to each of the following:

0

DAVID E. KERRICK
1001 Blaine Street
Caldwell, Idaho

DATED: November 5, 2013

AFFIDAVIT OF MARJORIE ELLMAKER -ERRATA-1
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Hand Delivery
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Kenneth F. Stringfield, ISB No.: 3907
P.O. Box 777
213 S. 10th Ave.,
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone: (208) 459-6879
Facsimile: (208) 442-7915

kstringfi.eldlaw@gmail.com
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

10~~9q
Case No. CV ,1-0-i
:i-

lVIAR,JORlE LOIS ELLMAKER
a single "Noman,
Plaintiff,

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
MAR.JORIE LOIS ELUvLt\KER

vs.
CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER, and
Al REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
) ss:
)

Marjorie Lois Ellmaker, being first duly S\vorn upon oath, deposes and
says:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in this case;

2.

To reiterate what I have said before, neither Martha nor I were in
the business of loaning money; both of us were unfamiliar with

limited liability companies, and the Idaho Limited Liability
Company Act; until this lawsuit began I did not kl1ovv what a limited
liability company '..vas or any details about this type of business
organization, including any dangers of loaning money to one or the

AFFIDAVIT (SECOND) OF MARJORJE LOIS ELLMAKER-1
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need or importance to get a personal guarantee from the LLC

members on a loan to an LLC;
3.

At no time did l\fr. Calvin Tabor meet v,ith rrfartha Chitv1ood
without me being present;

4.

Before loaning Mr. Tabor the $150,000.00 that is the principal
amount of the loan at issue in this case, Mr. Tabor was clear to
Martha Chitwood and myself that the loan was to him., not to
someone or something else; the name on the N ates and Pmchase
and Sale agreement, Al Real Estate LLC, did not signify an:1rthing to
me to believe that the loan was to a business that was separate and
distinct from Mr. Tabor;

5.

Because of the trust relationship that had developed during the sale
of Martha's property and afterward, I would have expected Mr.

Tabor to have warned us about the significance and the dangers of
loaning to an LLC; I would have expected him at the very least to
have recommended that we see a la\-\ryer about the sale; instead, Mr.
Tabor did not ask us about the loan until the

11th

hour, right before

the closing on the sale, and while he did not say that the sale would
not take place ¼1.thout the loan, he did ask at a time when he had

arranged for a large amount of money to be transferred to Martha;
we were pleased and happy with what he had done and how the sale
had worked out and had no reason to distrust Mr. Tabor when he

asked for the loan vvithout explaining that the loan was to another
entity;

AFFIDA'lIT (SECOND) OF IvlARJORlE LOIS ELLMAKER-2
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6.

If the loan is to A1 Real Estate LLC, then Martha and me mistakenly

believed that the other party to the loan was Calvin Tabor and that
there was no difference betvveen Calvin Tabor and Al Real Estate
LLC; Mr. Tabor did nothing to correct that belief; based on v·.rhat I

have heard Mr. Tabor say, he mistakenly believes that he -.vas clear
that the loan was to an LLC and that we knew the loan was to an
LLC and not him, we did not; based on our different beliefs about

who the loan was to, there was no meeting of the minds about who
the parties were to the loan and Notes in this matter;
7.

When l\fr. Tabor failed and omitted to tell 1\fartha and me about the
LLC and the loan being to an LLC he caused us to be deceived about

who the loan was to; he was able to deceive us because we trusted
him and our trust included a belief that he would \Varn us about any
dangers associated Vvith the loan to an LLC;

8.

Even after loaning Mr. Tabor the $150,000.00 that is the principal
amount of the loan at issue in this case, Mr. Tabor was clear to
Martha Chitwood and myself that the loan was to him, not to
someone else; during a number of conversations with l\fr. Tabor he
told rne not to worry that he (not someone else) would pay back the
loan;

9.

.After the

2007

Note issued, Mr. Tabor and I met numerous times

where he was working on my home in Notus, because of two floods,
and the home I received from Martha in McCall to clean, repair,
and plan a remodel, almost every time Mr. Tabor and I met, \-ve
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discussed

the

outstanding

..J

JV

$150,000

debt;

he had

many

opportunities to tell me that it was A1 Real Estate's debt, not his
ovm and he never did; had he told me that it was Al Real Estate's
debt instead of his mvn, based on his statements when he obtained
the loan that it was for

him and his partner (not a separate

business entity) I would have taken legal action sooner because I
would have realized that I had been misled by his representations
when he got the loan;
10.

During the fall of 2008, Mr. Tabor and I had a conversation where
he said that he had the money to pay back the loan (presumably at
least

$150,000.00)

but was concerned about putting into his

business account and having his partner use it for something else; I
told him that I would be happy to meet him at the bank and he
could deposit the check and we could transfer it into my account;
after that conversation, I did not hear back from him until later as
noted next;
11.

.After the above conversation, Mr. Tabor told me that he had put
that money in the bank and his partner had loaned it to one of his

partner's friends and now he could not repay the debt; Mr. Tabor
assured me again that he would pay back the loan; I was present
dilling the April

26, 2013

deposition of Mr. Tabor vlhere he stated

that there had not been a time \·vhen the money was available to
repay the

$150,000

but was loaned out so the debt could not be

repaid; however, he admitted that A1 Real Estate had loaned money
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to someone who had declared bankruptcy and he admitted that A.1
Real Estate was not in the business of loaning money;
12.

During another conversation I had vvith 1fr. Tabor in approximately
the 'vvinter of 2008/2009, Mr. Tabor told me that he had spoken to
his partner about his need to repay the loan and his partner told
him to simply declare bankruptcy, like he, the partner, planned to

do; :Mr. Tabor told me that he told his partner, "You do not know
her like I do, I can't do that..."; he also told me much about his
family; based on Mr. Tabor's statements to me, I trusted him and
had no reason to believe the debt was anyone else's;
13.

Mr. Tabor did not tell me that A1 Real Estate was being

administratively dissolved at the time the parties entered into the
agreement on Note-2; nor did he tell me in 2008 that it had been
dissolved;
14.

Until this lawsuit, I was never told or notified that as a creditor, I
needed to make a claim against A1 Real Estate;

15.

In 2009, I attempted to mitigate the situation; I asked Mr. Tabor if
he would consider working off part of the debt by working on the
restoration of the McCall home that I inherited from Martha; he
told me that he had peen thinking the same thing. He contacted
people to draw plans and in June
2009

2009,

we set up a meeting in July

to discuss the bids that he said he had received towards the

remodel. Mr. Tabor failed to show up at the meeting and he failed
to respond to numerous phone calls and voice messages that I left
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him. In September

2009,

I sent l\fr. Tabor the attached letter

(EXHIBIT A); he did not reply to the letter.
16.

Based on what I know now about LLCs/limited liability companies
and Mr. Tabor's character, I would have made sure that Martha's
loans to Mr. Tabor vvere better protected, if we had made them at
all; the main protection that I would have required \vould have been
to maintain an interest in the IvfcCall property being sold lllltil the
loans were paid; because I did not know about A1 Real Estate being

a limited liability company, I did not understand the legal
significance of Mr. Tabor's signature "as a member of lU Real
Estate;" Mr. Tabor gained our trust to the extent that I did not think
that was necessary to maintain an interest in the McCall property.

FURTHER your affiant says naught.

MAR. ORIE LOIS ELLMAKER

Affiant

SUBSCRIBED Ai"\JD S\VORN TO before me this

_!j_ day of November, 2013.

~~

Notary Public for A:.l'•?:or½
Residing at c.olkuSRc 6-t-v.,-~
My eommission expires: 08"-?:.l-l-o L~

OFFICIAL SEAL

MARCUS BROWN
NOTARY PUBLIC • STATE Of ARIZONA

COCHISE COUNTY

My Col',',~· Expires /l.ugust31, 2016
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document was served by the following method indicated below to each of the following:

DAVID E. KERRICK
1001 Blaine Street
Caldwell, Idaho

DATED: November 5,

[~and Delivery

2013
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September 20, 2009

Marjorie L. Ellmaker
PO Box 145
Notus, Idaho 83656

Calvin,
The appointment that you made with me to present the final estimates on the McCall home on
Sunday, July 12, 2009, was not kept and after 5 telephone calls and left messages since that date,
the I~ one being the first part of August, have had no response from you. Each message was
requesting that you reply and update me as to the completed estimates and your proposal as to
how we were going to proceed.
This has been a great disappointment to me personally and certainly from a business stand point.
For the second summer the home in McCall has not been usable for occupancy either for a
summer home or a more permanent home. Both of these have great impacts on the planning for
my future and for my family.
The note of$150,000 that Martha loaned to you in good faith is now severely passed due. No
interest has been paid since June 2007. As of AUGUST 31, 2009 the Principal of$150,000 and
the interest at 6%, ($24.66 per day, $20,096.49) has a balance of $170,096.49 which is due and
payable, plus the interest accrued since Sept. I until payment date.
A reply _by September 30, 2009 is requested.
Sincerely,

"m

·-r~ Z'/..d.,.._--L

Marjorie L. Ellmaker
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Kenneth F. Stringfield, ISB No.: 3907
P.O. Box777
213 S. 10th Ave.,
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone: (208) 459-6879
Facsimile: (208) 442-7915
kstringfieldlaw@gmail.com
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON
lO-- L\3C19
Case No. CV 1-0--1--G~&t-

MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER
a single woman,
Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT (AMENDED) OF
KENNETH STRINGFIELD

vs.
CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER, and
A1 REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
) ss:
)

Kenneth Stringfield, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho and
am the lawyer representing Marjorie L. Ellmaker in this case;

2.

The Attachments to this affidavit are: "A" tax records provided to
the plaintiff by Calvin Tabor in response to a request for discovery;
"B" a partial deposition transcript of the deposition taken of Calvin
Tabor on April 26, 2013; "C" Idaho Secretary of State records from
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the Secretary of State Business Entities website for Perks Company
LLC, formed in January 2001 by Calvin Tabor; "D" Idaho Secretary
of State records from the Secretary of State Business Entities
website for Central Park LLC, formed in December 2007 by Calvin
Tabor; "E" Idaho Secretary of State records from the Secretary of
State Business Entities website for Al Real Estate LLC, formed in
March 2004 by Keith Turner Calvin Tabor; and "F" a partial
deposition transcript of the deposition take of Marjorie Ellmaker on
April 26, 2013;
3.

The tax documents Mr. Tabor submitted show that on or about
December 31, 2007, six days after the date the Note was due and
not paid for the third time, A1 Real Estate loaned $58,432.00 to
Jeff Gardner (See Attachment A, Schedule D.); Al Real Estate was
not in the business of loaning money (Attachment B, p.104, Ins. 714.); that amount would have paid one-third of the principal of the
Note;

4.

The same tax documents show that Mr. Tabor and his partner Mr.
Turner instead of paying their debt to Marjorie Ellmaker, took
distributions slightly in excess of $150,000 in 2008 (Attachment A,
Schedules K.);

5.

As seen in Exhibit B to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint, the

Note for $150,000.00 was due on or before December 25, 2007;
6.

In 2008, after the date the Note was due and had not been paid, Al
Real Estate stopped doing business and its members Calvin Tabor
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and Keith Turner allowed it to be administratively dissolved (See
allegations in initial complaint, paragraphs 5, 7, and 8, 1 that were
admitted in Calvin Tabor's answer, paragraph III.);
7.

In 2008, after the date the Note was due and had not been paid,
Calvin Tabor and Keith Turner took distributions out of Al Real
Estate in the amount of $150,967.00; an amount that would have
paid back the principle on the Note (See Attachment A, Schedule K,
Lines 19a & 19b and Schedule K-1 for Turner and Tabor, Federal tax
documents showing $52,804.00 in distributions to Calvin Tabor
(cash & marketable securities of $36,712.00 and other property of
$11,634.00) and showing $98,163.00 in distributions to Keith
Turner (cash & marketable securities of $36,712.00 and other
property of $61,451.00), for the year 2008);

8.

The tax documents show that between the loan amount and the
distributions, Calvin Tabor, Keith Turner, and A1 Real Estate had
$209,129.00 in assets available to pay the Note, if they were acting
in good faith.

9.

During the April 26, 2013 deposition of Mr. Tabor, he said that he
had a use for the $227,000 loan that he received from Martha
($150,000 of which is the loan that is the subject of this case) but
could not identify any homes that were purchased with the
proceeds (Attachment B, p. 69, ln.11 through p. 70, ln.22.); that he

The content of these paragraphs is identical to the content of the same
numbered paragraphs in the First Amended Complaint.
1
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had never heard of anyone getting that large of an unsecured loan
from a bank (Attachment B, p. 76, lns. 20-22.); and that he had not
tried to get the loan from the bank, "Because it [A1 Real Estate] was
a new company. They probably would not have loaned to us ... ,"
although earlier in the deposition he had said the business began in
2004
10.

(Attachment B, pp. 76 --77.);

In his deposition, Mr. Tabor agreed that he presented the loan
proposal to Martha and Marjorie in the manner consistent with
Marjorie's daim in the First Amended Complaint, paragraph

11

(Attachment B, p . 72, lns. 3-11.);
11.

At the time he asked for the loans, Mr. Tabor was or had been a
member of a limited liabi1ity company since at least 2004, Al Real
Estate (Attachment 13, p. 30, ln.20 through p. 31, ln.2 .), and another
one that he had form ed in 2001, Perks Company LLC (Attachment
C.) anc1 he currently is a member of MNT LLC (Attachment B, p. 31,

In. 25 through p.33 , ln. 1.); besides Al and MNT, Mr. Tabor claimed
to not remember being a part of other LLCs even though at the time
of the deposition he was also a member of Central Park LLC, that he
formed in December 2007 and had just filed the Annual Report in
.January 2013 (Attachment D.);
12.

Mr. Tabor said that he had researched limited liability companies
and used that business form for protection, although he was vague
about what he was protecting (Attachment B, p. 33, 111.11 through p.
35, ln.16.); he appears to have known enough about the LLC
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business form that he could have told Martha and Marjorie about it
and why they should get some advice from another person before
making the loans;
13.

Finally, and while there may be room for argument, Mr. Tabor said
that he was borrowing money as the agent of Al Real Estate, a
limited liability company and failed to discuss that with Martha and
Marjorie (Attachment B, p. 88, Ins. 14-19.); this is consistent with
Marjorie's claim that he did not say that he was borrowing the
money for a separate entity.

FURTHER your affiant says naught.

Affiant
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 5nd day of Novemb~r, 2013.

Notary Pubh for Idaho
Residing at
fcliv-cd
My commission expires:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:

The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the following method indicated below to each
of the following:
David E. Kerrick
1001 Blaine Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605-3833

__x__

U. S. Mail, postage prepaid
Personally delivered (Kerrick)

~

Dated: November

~013

.~-i3·
~~
lG
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A-1 REAL ESTATE, LLC

Page2

Cost of Goods Sold see the instructions
1
2

5

lnvllntory al beglM!ng or year .........................•................................•..•...................
2.
Pun;ttases less cost ofilems withdrawn for personal use ......•.........................•......•..•......•••.....
Cost of labor . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....•.....•.............•
Addit!cnal s:edion 263A costs (attach statement) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t-4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other costs (attach statement) . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1 - - 5 - - 1 1 - - - - - - - -

6

Tot:1:L Add r= 1 through 5 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l----'6--11--------

7

!mentory_at end of year................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t - 7 - 1 - - - - - - - - Cost of goods sold. Subtract llne 7 from line 6. Enter here and on page 1, fine 2. . . . . .. . . • . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ._8_.__ _ _ _ _ __
Check all methods used for valuing closing Inventory:

3
4

a
9a

(I)
(II)

b
c
d

e
..

.,_

§

Cost as deiscribed tn Regulations section 1.471-3
Lower of cost or marnel es described In Regulations section 1.471-4

(Ill)
Other (specify method used end attach explanation) to,. . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ......•.......... ~ ....
Check this box if there was a writedown of"subnormal" goods as descn'bed in Regulations sedlcn 1.471-2(c) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... ._

8

Checlc this bax: lf the UFO lnveruocy method was adopted this lalc year f()( any goods (if checked, attach Foon 970) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ~
Do the Nies or sectlon 2.83A (for property l)(oduced or acquired for resale) apply to the partnership?
Was there any change in determining quantities, coat, or valuations between opening snd closing !nvento,y? . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . .
If "Yes• attach eXPlanalion •

Other lnfonnatlon

Yes
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§
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a ,~:-:~iiuijpcgerieriil piµ1oe('ship
b
Domestic fimlted partnership
C

e

2
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d

No
No

. o No
s

1

Domesllc llmlted Pablllty partnership

;h,!Vi

--:;r~t:~.=:-:··

Foreign partnernhip
f
Other.._ . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
At any Ume during the tax year, was any partner In the partnership a disregarded entity, a partnership (Including
an entity treated as a partnership}, a trust, an S corporaUon, an estate (other than an estate of a deceased partner).

. -~---

~ff%

·. ~~~~E~=~~:~.~ ,:~;.~ o,.~:;·::; ;~:~~.~ ~; ~~~;:~;: :; ~:; : :,_ ~. ~~ ..................Ii"
or indlrect1'f, an interest of 50% or more In the profit, loss, or capttal of the partnership? For rules of constructive
ownership, see instructions. Ir "Yes." complele (I) through (v} below • . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
X
(I) Name of Entity
(fl) Employur
(Ill) Typo cl
(Iv) Countr, of
M Maximum
ldentlf!caUon
Number Of any)

b
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Organlnltfon

Pcm:ntllQ<t Ovmod in
Plt>fit, Lem. 01 Cae>ilal

Old any individual or estate own, directly or Indirectly. an Interest of 50'% or more In lhe profd, losa, or capital or the
partnership? For rules of constructive ownership, see lnstrucllons. If 'Yes," complete (I) through (Iv) below
..
(I) Name 01 lndivldual or Ealalo

(H) Social Security Number or

(Ill) Country of

Employer k11111lific:alfon Number

CltlutMhlp

1H anvl

/sea lnstruetlonsl

X
(Iv) Maximum
Percenlage Owr.ee! in
Pro!lt. Loas.otCaDil!ll

BBB STATEMENT 1

4

a

At the end or the tax year. did the partnershlp:
Own directly 20% or more. or own. direclly or Indirectly, 50% or more of the total votlng power of all classes of stock
el'llllled to vote or any rorelgn or domestic corporation? For Nies or conslOJctive ownershlp, see instructions. If -Yes."
complete (il throu11h (iv) below .
..
. . • . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
Ill Nam11 ot Corpcxatlon

Ill) Employw ldenli1ii:allcn
Number (If any)

(Ill) Country or
lnco,po,atlon

(IY) Pc:n:en11190
0,,tncd In VoUng

Sloclt

Form

OAA

203

1065 (200B)

Form 1065 (20()8} A-1 REAL ESTA'?B
LLC
32-0121271
b '0wn dlnlctiy an ~ cf 20% ar ffl0l'8, 01 own, dlrcdly or fndlrecltt, an ln1erest of 50,t, or man: In the profit. lou,
or capftal In arr/ foreign or dClll'le5Uc partneroh!p (lncludlng an enlft)' lraatad n a pastnenlh!p) er In the beneficial
!ntaraat or a tJUst? For rul8$ of constructiva
see lnstrud!ons. ff "Yea."
let8
v below

5

.

D!d tho partnerahlp file Fonn 8893, EJeetlcn of Partnership Level Tax Treatment, Gr an eled!on statement under
~ 6231(e){1 XB)(ii) far partnerah{p-!uwl tax trealm8nt, !hat Is In effea for this tax year? Soo Fom, 8893 for

6 Does lh8 paitnerahl? sal!sfy all four cf Iha fo!low!ng cond!tlona?
a Tho piutnenll,lp's total receipts for lh8 tax year WOOi ma than $250,000.
b The partnersh!p's total asoots at the end of the tax year wure le81J lhan S1 mlllion.
c Schedules K-1 are filed wilh the retum an_d furnished to the pl!Jtnera on or before Iha duo data (includlng extenstons)
!of' tho partrtershlp return.
d

7
8
9

10

11

Tho partnershfp b noHi!ing and Is not req~ to Ill& Schedule M-3 . . .......... . .... . ....... . ..... . . . ....... . . . ... . ........ . . . . ...... .
If "Yes,• !he partne1Ship Is not roqulred to complete Schedules L. M-1, and M-2; Item F on page 1 of Form 1005;
or ll&m Lon Schedu!o K-1.
ls !his
a
traded
as defined In aedlon 469
During the lax year, did the paztnerahlp haw any debt thet was cancelled, was forgiven. or had the terms
modfflad so as to reduce the
amount of the debt?
Has this partnefshlp llled, or Is It required to file, Fenn 8918, Materfal Advisor Disclosure Statement. to provlcle
fn!crma!lon on
ble llllnsactlon?
l1J. any time durlng cal8ndar year 2008, did the partnerBhlp have an Interest In or a signature or other
8llthori!y owr a 6nandal 80COUl'lt In a fmulgn ccWt!ry (such aa a banlt account. aecurttles account, or
oUlilr linalldal IWCOUtlt}? See the lnstrudlons ror exceptions and ll!lng requfromenta for Ferm TD F
90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank and Flnandal Accounts. ff "Yes: enlaf the name of the foreign

X

-~

/1J. any l!me during the tax year, did the partnerahlp receivo adlstribullon from, or was It lhe grantorof, or
lranaferor to, a foreign tnisl? lf"'fes: Iha partlleffhlp may haw to file Form 3520, Annual Retum To Report
Tranaac!lons Wl1h
Truala and Roell of Certain F
Gifts. See lnatrucllons

1Za ls !he partnerat,lp making, or had It prevlously made (and not revoked), a sedlon 754 election? .••. , . •. • , •••.• ••••...•.•.. ••....• . ..•.. . .
See fnatM:tioos for delalls reganl!ng u 88f;tlon 754 electlon.
b Old the pa,tneruhlp malce for Olla tax year an opllonal ba$la adjustment under secllon 743(b) or 734(b}? If "Yes."
allach a etatement showing Iha c:ornpuiation and sllocallon of 1118 basis acfjustmenL See lnatrvdlona •.••••.••• , • , ....•..• • . . . •. ... . . . . . . .
c Is !he partnership requited to adluat the baala of parlnefshlp as.sots Wider sedlon 743(b) or 734(b) because of e substantial
bul!l-ln losa (aa defined under section 743(d)) or substantial baals redlldlon (ea defined under sed!on 734(d}}? !r "Yefl,"
attach a atalement
Die
lfcn and allocation of !he basis ad
See lnstrudlons
13 Check lhla box If, during Iha aarent or prior tax year, the partnership dlatributed any prvpetty received !n a
!ike-k!nd
or contrlbuted such
to another e
a
anted
14 Al any lime durlng the tax year, did the pa.rtnffih!p distribute lo any partner a tenaney-!n-common or other
undMded Interest In
15
lflhe pm1natshlp Is required to !'a8 Fenn 8858, Information Retum cl U.S. Persons With Rasped To Foreign
Entitfas enter lhe number cf Fonna 8858 attached. See lnslM:tlons II16
Doe, the partnerahlp have any foreign partners? If "Yet," enter the number of Fonna 6805, FDl"Qlgn Partnsr'a
!n!ormirllan Sla!ament cf Section 1448 Withhold T 5/ed for this
• it,,
17 Enler IN number of Fcinna 8885, Return of U.S. Persons Wfth Respect lo Certain Forelen Pa.rtnershlpi,
81131:Md lo this return. .. .. .. . . . •
Oosl{JN11on of Tax Mattera Partner (500 the ln&truclfons)
Enter below the general partner designated as the tax matt.era partner (TM?) ror the tax year of !hi$ return:

Addmae1

~

I._
1924 WALNUT ST
, ~C.ALD~=WB=LL..,.,----------------I"""D:c--..,,..8"""3..,,.60"""5,,,,_
___________

__
Form

OM
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1085 (2000)

Form,1065(2008)

" · · ··"·il~

A-1

REAL

ESTATE, LLC

32-0121271

Page4

Partners· Distributive Share Items

Total amount

Onfinary business Income (loss) (page 1, line 22) ... _.. , . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l--1'-i------,---Net rental real e.itale Income (loss)(attach Form 8825} . .. • . . . . . . . _. . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . • . . . .. . . . ~2=_ _ _ _-_3_0___
, _0_5_1

1
2

;r. ',~:. _-,:

1_3_a..,l..--------.-,;4~_-_:,,'.r_:_

3a Other grins rental lnccme (loss) ....... ' ' ........... ' ....... ' " ... " ... ' .
b Ex~ from O!/!er rental aciivitills (attach statemenQ . . • . . . • • . • . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • l..._3b_...._

! _______,,'<':

c Other net rental !neome (loss). Subtract lfne 3b from t!ne 3a . . . . . ... _.......... _. _........... _..... __ . . . . . i--3_c-+--------Guaran~d payments ......... _.. _... _.. __ ... . . . _.. ___ . _ ..........•.. _......... __ ............ _. . . . l - 4 ' - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - 5 Interest Income •.....•••........................................................... _............... 1--5---1..-------6 Dividends: a Ordinary dividends
6a
b Qualttieddividends ::::::::
4

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·r Bb·1·. ·········' .......... l-,~===w.""'.,f-------0

7

RoyalUes •...•.••••.•.•..•••.....••.•...•.•••..•...••..•.••.•.•••••....... _.•.•••....•........... __ ..
8 Net short-term capllal gain {loss) (attach Schedule D (Form 1065}) ..•..•...•••..... _...•.................. _
9a Net long-term capital gain (loss) (al1ach Schedule D (Form 1065))
b CoUedfble3 8%) gain (loss)
..........•.
(2
...•...... ' .. ············· ................. .
o Unrecapturcdsec!lon1250gain(atlllch$~Q
I 9c I
9,748
10 Net secifon 1231 gain (loss) (attach Form 4797) .. , ..................................................... .
11 OU1edncome llossHsee Instructions) Tvne ~ ......................................................... .

'f 9b ·1·.................... .

7

a

-58,432

9a,,,t-_ _ _ _s.;...;;.o.,_,...:0:...0:...0~

0

--~-~~--~';r.'.~'f.~ ..?....

1h
C:
0

:;:l
(,)

::s

'tJ
CD

C

Seclion 179 deduction (attach Form 4562) ............................................................. .

12

(1) Type,- •••.•••..••••••.•••....•......•...•...•.........•..•.••.. _....... . . • . . . .
d Other deductions (see lnstructlons) Type II- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

b
c
15a

(2) Amount

JI,,- ....
u_c:..._1.2-1-l_ _ _ _ _ __
13d
14-a
Net eamlngs (loss) from self-employment .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. • . . . . . .. • .. . . . . .............. .
14b
Gross fanning or fishing Income . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ... _.......................... .
Gross nonfarm Income ........•.•.......................................•..•..........................
1511
Low-Income housing credit (seclion 42(J1(5)) ................•...•........................................

ccemt

b Low-Income housing
(other) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
c Qualified rehabilitation expenditures (rental real estate) (attach Fonn 3468) ................................ .
d Other rental real estate credits (see instructions)
Type ~ ................. _.............. ..
Type ~ .....•...•......•.................
Tvoe )- ................................. .

e Other rental credlls (see lnstructlons)
f Other credits (see instructions)
16a Name of country or U.S. possession Jl,,C:

0

g
(IJ

C:

I,!!

IC:

C)

e
0

LL

b Gross Income from all sources ..................................•........•.............................
c Gross income sourced at partner level ................................................................. .
Foreign gross Income sourced at partnership level

d Passive category JI,,- • • .. • • • • • .. • . .. .. • • .. .. ..

e General categO!}' >-

... ... .. .. ... ...... .. ... ..

r Other Jl,,-

9 lnlerest expense )- . .. . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h Other ................ ..
Oeducllolls allocated and apportioned al partnership level to C0<elgn source income
I Passive calegOf'Y ,.
J Ge11eral calegOf'Y >-1 Total foreign taxes'(~-~~~>=" j,.: · ·
Accrued

E

~

.

.5
a:,

.c:

5

16b
16c
16f

k Other )-

16k

m Reduction In laxes avaHable for credit (attach statement) .............................. _.................. .
n Other foreign tax tnrormallon (attach statement) ....................•...........................

16m

P~·id. ·0

O::::::···········

ca

~

15f

16h

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ... .

d Oil. ga:;, ana geolhermal propeltie~ross income ......... _..
e Oil, gas. and geothermal properties-deductions
· f Other AMr ilems (attach statement) .......... : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : · : · · · · · · · · · · · : : . : : : : · : : : : : : : : : : :
C:

15d
15o

Deductrons allocated and apportioned at par1ner level

b Adjusted gain or loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... _ . . . . . .
c Depfetton (olher than and gas}

0

15b
15c

J~?-

17a Post-1986 depredation adjustment ........... , .... _. _........................ .

:r

12

13a ConlribuUons •...•.....•.......•.................... _................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . i--13_a-t--------b Investment Interest expense ........................... _. . . . . .. . .. . .. • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r-13__b-+-_ _ _ _ _
1--0__,--5_5_6
c Section 59(e)(2} expenditures:

14a

U)

29,220

10
11

18a Tax-e,ccmpt Interest income
b Other tax-exempt Income ......... _........... _..... .
c Nondeductible expenses

~~-rk~~bi~ ~~·c·~riti~~ · · · · · · · · · · · ·

19a Oisbibutions of cash and
b Distributions ot other property

161

8

17a
17b
17c
17d
170
17f
18n
18b

18c
···· ··· · · ·· · ·· ·· ··· · ·· ·· · · ·· · ··· · · · ·· · · · · · ·

·. . . · · · . · · ·

·· ·· · · .· ·

·sEif ·STATEMENT .. 3· ...

20a Investment Income ......... : : : : : : : : : : · : : : : · : · : · · : : : : : : · : : · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · ·
b lnvestmenl expenses

c Other items and amou~i~ i;tt~cll· ~i~t~~~~ii : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · : : : : : : : : : : · : : : : : : :

19a

77,882

19b

73,085

20a
20b
Fotm

OM
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1065 {2008)

(
,. ,

A-l P..EAL
Anal· ls of Net Income Loss

32- 0l.

Form106.5(2f.J08)

1

Net

Piige 5

Tncome ~oss). Combine ~ u l e K, l!nes 1 through 11. From the result, SUbtract the sum or

Schedule K. lines 12 th
Analysis by

2

~-

:271

13d and 161

.

(I) Corporate

.. . . . .
(11) Individual
(active

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
(Ill) Individual
(v) Exempt
(passive
(Iv) Partnership
o anizatlon

- 1 9,819
(vi) Ncmlnoe/Othcr

-19 819
End of tax year

Beginning of lax year
{a)

1
2.a
b

(d)

Cash .. ... . . . .. . .. _. _.. . . ... ... .. _. .. __ _
Trade notes and accounts receivable

Less aUowance for bad debts

3

tnve nlories •... .. . . •. .. . ... ... .•• . . .. ....

4

U.S. government ob.'igations ..... . •.......

5
6

{c)

(b)

,•,.,. ! - - - - - - - -

Tax~xomptwcuritles . . .. ... .. .. .. . . . .. . .
Olltcrcum:nt~
SEE STMT 4
(att..dubrlcmcnt) . . •... . . . . . .• . ••• . ... . ..

7
8

Mortgage arn:J real estate loans . . ..•.. . ....
0:hcr in--tmcnts
SEE S TMT 5
{1,ttadulatomcml) . • . .. . •. .... •• . •. . •... . . •.

9a

Bui!dings and other depreda ble assets .•..•

b
1oa

Less accumula1ed depreciaUon •.... . . . .. . .

b
11
12:a
b

Oeplelablo asseta .... .. . . .. .. ... . . . . ... . .
Less accumulated depletion .• . •.. . . . . .. . . .
Land (net of Bf!'/ amortization) .....• . .. • • ..
Intangible assets (amortizab!e only) . . . ... . .
Less o=ulste<l amortization ... .... .... .

13

OtharM&eln
(attach otulolllOI\I) • , •.• • , . - • , .. , • , - - , - - • • • • · ·

14

Total assets . ... . _. . . ... .. .• . . ...• . •.• . ..
LlablUtlas and Capital

15

17

Accounl3 payable • .•• ..• •• . •..•. _• •. .• .. .
MorlgaiJeS, notes, bonds ~ In less than 1 yeai
Othor curronl llabililles

18

NI noru-ctoUrOO loans . . . ...... .... .. .. .... . .

19

20

Mor1QOjlOS, notes,~ poyab!o In 1 y,:,Ar o r moro
O\hor liubllitm
(atlnch !1121IC11Wlll) • •••. • • • , , • , • , , , • , , •. , ••• •

21
22

Partners' capital accounts ....... ... ... . .. .
Total liabifities and cruiltal . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .

16

·····™··· ·· ..

0

(atlach otntcmcnl)

f1::~1i1tffi,9. ~-1.ii{
1

Noto. Sdledule M-3 may be required Instead or Sclleoule M-1 (ace Instructions),

Net income (loss) per books . ... ..• .. . .•
lricome lr.dlXled on Sthedule K. llnas 1, 2, Jc,

z

---'====w.,._______O::..

a.__ _ _.::.6-=5-=9~,~0~7-=l=
h;:.:}@
~;\i-,~'}~:
· Reconciliation of Income (Loss) per Books Wlth lncoma (Loss) par Rotum

-19.819

6

5, 6a, 7, 8, Sa. 10, and 11, not recoroed on
000M !hi$ year

s ..... ..... ... ... .. ..... .
·· ··· ···· ······ ··· ····· ·· ··· ····· ····· ·····

a Tox~~mpt interest

(llemize~ ... ... ......... . ...... . . . . .. ..

.... .... .... .... ... ....... .. . . ···· ··
7

Guarentecd pQymen1s (oilier than health
[nsurance) ... .... books' ........... .. .

3

book Income this year (itemize):

13d, am 161 (ilemlz:e):
a
b

Ocpmc::iati:)n
Travel and
cnturtultlincl'I\

a DepreciaUon

s .. ... ....... ... .... ....
s .. ··· ········· ···· ....

6
.. ,...

Add lines 1 !hrouoh 4 ....
Y.>)' • t-•

nx.· . ~- ..... ~.

,0Scheaiitc,M~2:.¾1
1

Balance at beginning

2

CSpitBI contribu1ed:

.

'

.. ..

Other ln<71111l1CS
(i1emlzo):

5

Add lines 6 and 7

Income (loss) (Analysis of Net Income (Loss},
tine 1\. Subtract If.no 8 from Uno 5 ···· · ······ . ..

-19,819

.. .. . .. .. ..
- 4 6 , 34 9 6
a Gash . .. _. . . . . .
21 7 , 13 5
b Property . . • . .. -,___ _ _ _ _ _ _..... 7

4

Add fines 1 lhrouah 4

'

9

or year

Net Income (loss) per books .. . ....... . .

.... . . . . . . . . . . ······ ·· ······
. .. ... ... ·· ··· · · · .. . .. . ... . . .. . . .. . . ..
...... ... ······ ·· .... ..... ..... ... ... . , .. .

8

Analvs1s of Partners' Cao1tal Accounts

3

$

,

·· ·· ············ ········ ·· ········ ··

·· ······· ····· ·· ······· ···· .... .....

. ·· ·· ··· ······· ··· ·· ·· ···· ·· ·· ·· ········· ···

Dooud.ions lnduded on Schedule K, !in.es 1
through 13d, and 161, not charged against

~oor:~k lines tiJ:r

4

Income recorded on books this year not lnciudeo
on Schedule K, l[nes 1 lhrough 11 (itemize):

-19,819

t----------. B
15 0

, 9

67

9

······ ····· ······ ·· . .... . ...

77,882
73,085

Oi$bibutions: e Cash
b Property
Oilier doai,ase•
(llcmilo): . ... . .. .... . . ... ..... , .... . . . ...

,.

Add lines 6 and 7
Bnlnnce at end of ve ar. Subtract rine 8 from line 5

OM

-19,819

150,967
0
Form 1065 (2008)
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(RCIV. 0<:ccmb« 2006)

Rental Real Estate Income and Expenses of a
Partnership or an S Corporation

0MB No. 1545-1160

,._ s~ lnstruct!onis on back.

Oeplu!mcnl of rho Tmasu,y
lll!am:llR.,...,,,,uoSffitoo

,.. Attach to Fonn 1065, Form 1065-B, or Form 1120S.
employer l<!e~n ntunbGr

Namo

A-1 REAL ESTATE, LLC
1

32-0121271

Show the kind and location of each property. See plljla 2 to list additional properties.

RENTAL, TREASURE VALLEY, IDAHO
A

B

C

0

Pro erties
Rontal Real 1:3tato Income
2

Gross rents ....................... .

3

Advertising ....................... ..
Auto and travel .................... .
Cleaning and maintenance ..•.•...•.•
Commissions

A
2

B

0

C

6,515

Rental Real Estate Expenses
4

5

6

Insurance ........................•.
legal and olher professional fees •....

7

8
9

Interest ..........•......•.......•..
·Repairs ........................... ,

3
6
6
7

a
9

Taxes ............... , . , .......... .

10
11

12

Utililies

12

13
14

Wages and salaries ................ .
DepreciaUon (see Instructions) ....... .

14

15

Other(Dsl) jli, .... , ................ ..

10
11

.
16

9,407

2,798
731

13

6,340

5,567

SEE STATEMENT 6

··································

441
1,311
9, 97.l

15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total expenses for each property.
Add !Ines 3 through 15 ........... .

16

36,566
6,515

17

Total gross renlS. Add gross rents from line 2, columns A through H ..... .

18
19

Total expenses. Add total expenses from line 16, columns A through H.... . ................................... , . .
Net gain (loss) rrom Fann 4797, Part II, line 17, from the disposition of property from rental real

l-'-1.;..8-+------3_6....:..,_5-'6_6)

estate actlviUes ......•.•...• , ....... , .....• , . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l---'1'-"'9-+---------

20a

17

Net income (loss) from rental real eslate activities lrom partnerships, estates. and trusls in whleh

!his partnership or S corporaUon Is a pattner or beneficiary (from Schedule K-1) .................................... .
b Identify below lhe par1ner&hips, estates. or trusts from which net Income (loss) is shown on line
20a. Attach a schedule if more space Is needed:
(2) 1:mpbJUf ~ numbar

(1) Name

21

Net rental real estate !ncome (loss). Combine lines 17 through 20a. Enter the resun here and on:
• Fonn 1065 or 1120S: Sctiedule K, line 2, or
• Form 1065--B: Part I line 4
For P~rworlc Reduction Act Notlco, soe back of form.
OM
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Form

8825 (12-2006)

Capital Gains and Losses

SCHEDULED
(Potm106S)
~d

O&IS Ho. !5'16-00W

... ~ to Fonn 1065.
""889aepama[rmruc:tlona.

lho Tl\'mllly

trau R-,,,Serwb,

2008
~~

N=o C l ~

A-1 REAL ESTATE, LLC
Short-Tonn Capfta( Gains and Losses-Assets Held Ono Year or Le: m
(a) Oo$Qfpll:on cf property
~ 1CO ll'lalM

(bl 0alO aoqwa,d
(month. d4y, )'Galt)

(c)

~~

(cl) Salcltp<lc,I

<- !Ntruc:llons)

(mcmt,, day. year)

IUll'lllm

32-0121271
(a) Cootor 01hcr ~

(1) GlWlot(h)a)

(SO<!~)

~ ( C l ) !rem (d)

<JITC-.n.l

LOAN-JKPF GARDNER
12/31/07 12/31/08

1

58,4 3 2

2 Short-tBnn capaal gain from lnstallmant sales from Fonn 6252, line 26 or 37 ..........................................

2

:1 Short-term cap!ml galn (loss) from fllte.ldnd exc:hanaes from Form 8824 . .. ... .. . .. . .. ............... . ... .. . . ... . .. ...

3

-58,432

4 Pwtnershlp's share of net llhclt-tenn capi1ul gain Ck,w), lncfudlng specially llllocaled al\Ort-lann

capl!al IJlllns (loasea). from other paitnersh!p:8, estates, and !rusts .......... . ... ... .. ..... ....... . .......... . ...... ..
5 Net short-tonn capita! gain er (loas). Combine 111\9$ 1 lhl'OUQh 4 In column (I). Enter hare
and on Fenn 1065 Sdtedula K llne 8 or 11 .
.......... .

..

(a)

... ............. .. ····· ···· ·· ..

.........

4

a

Long.Term Capltal Gains and Losses-Aooets Held More Than One Year
Cd)..._,...
0cmcr!pdon Ill propsftt
(II) Dalll .......
je) D&lfldll
C•> COit or CICllolt 11011
(mmpb: 100 Iha/a
olTCo.\

~-.,..,

,-~,

(,nar,D\,.,,Y-,

c.-1natNcC1oiwJ

-58,432
(t) Gain or llcAI
Subtmct (o) from (d}

MCCALL CONTRACT
5/10/05

6

2/14/08

50,316

100,316

1 Lon!t!OOn capllal gain from Installment ae!ea from Fonn 6252, llne 26 or 37 ..... . ............. . ...... . ...............

T

llxe-klnd exchanges from Fann 8824 .. .. ........ . ...•.. . .. ..• .... ... . .. .. . ..... .. .

8

8 Long-tenn capllal gain (losa) from

50,000

9 Partneruh!p's share of net ton9-term capital gain (loss), fndudlng speelall'f a!localed

long-term capital gains Qosoos), from other partnerah!p&, euta!es, and tMta . ... ... .. . ... . .. . . .. .. ... . .... ...... .. ....

9

10 Capital gain dlstrtbullons ... .... . .... . .. ....•. . ... . . .. .. ..... ... . ..... .. •.•... .. ........... .. •...•...• .. ...... . ..

10

11 Net tona-turm capital earn or (108$). Combine anes 6 lhrough 10 In column (I). Enter hera
and on FOlffl 1065 Schedule K. line 9a or 11
...
. ,, ..
.. .
For Paperwort Redul.tlon Ac:t Notice, see tho Instructions for Form 1068,
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PARTNER# 1

2008

Schedule K-1
(Form 1065)

For Clllcndar y,,ar 2ooa, o, u,.x

of""_
...,~.,.,.~)&~-·""

0MB No. 15'45--0099

Partner's Shar.Ei_
Daductlons. Credl~hd\ ·

1

Ordlnar, builncu lnc:omo (loq)

2

Net rcn!al real estate lnooma (k>i•)

. . . •~Ji:7

15

Crod&

16

Foreign transaction,

17

~ mh!mum la:c (Mrr) ~

yaQI bogiM!ng
ending

Partner's Share of Income, Deductions,
Credits, etc.
9'- See ~ck of fonn and Hparato lnstructlont1.
. rL~n"&rshio

lnformaUS-

f!I Part 11

-~l Part ml
.~~

Ocpartrr>ent of Iha Tnouury
lntemal Rt:ve®4 Setvlco

651105

D Amondod 1<-1

*

-15,025

3

Olhor 11<11 rental 1ncomo (lass)

4

Guan,nteed paymants

5

lnte=t lncomo

6a

Ordinary divldcn<l,

Gb

Quallfiod dMdonda

7

Roya!Uca

8

Net short-term cnpllal gain (loaa)

1111

Net long-l<lrm c,ipllAI gain (lcso)

A Pmnershlp"II empb/or k!onllflcatlon number

32-0121271
B Paitnerlh!p'a namo, l>ddroaa, c:tty, atato. and ZIP cod<1

A- 1 REAL ESTATE, LLC
1924 E WALNUT ST
CALDWELL

ID 83605

C IRS Conlor whoto partnership filod rclum

84201-00lJ.

OGDEN, OT

O Chod. ~

0

II

-29,216

th\$ 11 a pUblldV traded pannc/'51llp (PTP)

:.1, .. ~ --.. -

CJ(

E Partnct's ldonllf)llng number

·-..... ·-~-

25,000

F PilltnUS narno, AddnlU, city, elate, and ZIP code

8b

Co0oc1ibl11S (28'!1.) gDin {loOI)

Sc

Unll!(:Splurad accllan 1250 goin

*

KEITH TURNER

10

4,874
Net ~on 1231 gain (lo,s)

18

Tax-<ll<ompl lneomo ar>d
nOMOduclibla cxpo!U4S

19

Ol&lt!butlons

14,610
1924 WALNUT ST
CALDWELL

0

G

[!}

General parlncr or LLC

12

Section 179 dl>duc,ion

A

13

Olhcr deductions

B*

member

0

g§ ·Oornastic partrufr

I

Wllal typo ot entity Is this partner?

J

Pastnol'a llharo of profit, 1"11, and caplW {MIO lnslrucilon,):

Forolgn pannor

INDIVIDUAL
Ending

BeglMlng

so. 000000 %
50.000000
50. 000000

Lou

01Mr lnc0rN (lo&s)

Um!tcd partner or other LLC

H

Co"'1.BI

11

ID 83605

mambef-managcr

. Prol!t

4

A

50. 000000 %
50. 000000..,
so. 000000 'II,

%

%

5,278

H

20

36,712
STM'I
01/lor lnf0m1alloo

K Patlncl'a &hate of liab<Woa al y,,ar and:

s

Nonrec:ourso

14

····· ·· ··· ···· ········· ·· ···· s
··········· ···
..... . .... ...... .......... .. . $

Sl>lf-employmont oomlngs (losa)

ClJaldiad nonmcounso financing
Rco:iul'MI

,

*See attached statement for additional information.

L Partno(1 capltl!I aa:ount analystt:
BoglMlng capital account

.... ... .. ... .. ..... $

Cal)IIGI CQf\1/!bUlcd durln9 lho yOllr

........ .. . , s

........... .. s
... .. .... ... .... . s (

Cumin! yoar lnc:nia.., (doaoaao)

Wrthd~b & cllllllbullol\$

En<Slng copltal occount

~

D

Ta,,balll
OUlcr (oxpaln)

· ·················· ..
GAAP

D

s

-26,311
112,176
-9,909
98,163)
-22,207

Soction 704(b) book

2:-

.

8
.,

:::>
Cl)

!5
...
0

1~11111111

u.

For P3perworl< Rod~Uon Act Notlco, 100 lm1true11ono for Form 1065.
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PARTNER# 2

00 final K-1

2008

Schedule K-1
(Fenn 1065)

For calomdar year 2008,

~ C 1 f lho T ~
lnlcmel Row:luo s-!co

·

2

Hot n,ntal n,.i -

·,_
}'[,1

~

)f

,_

Soo back of fonn and separato l~tructlona.

!ncomo (lc)ia)

-15,026

*3

;il5-Part 11 t¾'lnform'atiomAfiout the Partnershlo
A

Partner's
Share of- ''
.
Deductlons Credits.

1---1------------+--+-----------

Partner's Share of Income, Deductions,
II-

651108

=== OWi No. 15-4$-0099

Amended K-1

°' tax

yoarboglMlog, _ _ _ _ _ _ _
cndl,i,J - - - - - - -

Credits, etc.

·

D

Olhor net n,nbl lncomo (Ion)

4

Guaranloe<l p,,ymenu

5

ln!srsst II\COll\4

6D

Orcllnary dividends

6b

Qualified dividend•

7

Rcyaltlos

8

Nol short-term cap(lsl gain (lou)

9D

Nol loog-lmm cap!lol gain (Ian)

16

Fon:!on tranudio!U

Pertncrr.hlp'a omployor ld«ltificatio<t numt>c,r

32-0121271
B Plll!ncnihlp'a mimo. c<ldrcu, cily. stale. end ZIP todo

A-1 REAL ESTATE,

LLC

1924 E WALNUT ST ·

CALDWELL
C

IRS Ccn\l,t- whoro partnonhip lil0d nrlum

OGDEN, UT
0

ID 83605
84201-0011

-29,216

0

C ~ H lhll 11 D l)llbllc:t)' traded partneffll\lp (PTP)

~

Information About the Partner

•,

...

E Partncl'a ldont!fylng number

25,000
9b

Co~laa (28%) gain (Ion)

Be

Unraeapturad section 1250 ga!n

1T

A

530-58-1103
F Pamaf'a 111mo, addrou, ctty, ,1a10, and ZIP codo

*

CALVIN F TABOR

10

4,874
Net &l!dion 1231 gain (Jo$$)

18

14,610

28277 COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL
G

O Gol'lffll
0

Umltcd parlnor or otller LLC
mombor

D

1lom=ilic·~~

Foreign parlnor

Wll•I typo cf onli1y Is 11111 partner?

J

Par1ncl's shan, ol pt0flt. lou, end capllal (soo lns1tllCl.ion1):

Beginning

Lou
Cooi!nl

1--ii-------------119

INDIVIDUAL

I

Profll

Other lnaune (IO&s)

ID 83607

§9

pallllOf or LLC
mombct-mlUIBQW

H ~

11

iox-<ixempt ln<:omo end
noodoductlblo o,q:,cn.ca

Ending

12

Scalcn 179 deduction

13

Other dccluclions

50.000000'1'. .._H;;;;.._.______::5~,..;:2=-.:.7..;:8;__---J
50. 000000 %
5 0 • 0 00 0 00 %

50.000000%
50. 000000 %
5 0 • 00 00 00 %

~ o • . • ••. •..• •• • • .•. . •• . .. . .•...

s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cua!i!lcd nontl!Q)IIB&finandng __ . •. _• . . .•. _.

s_________

Raaiursc

$

---------

14

A

41,170

B*
20

STMT
Other lnl=tlon

Self-11mploymo111 aamlngs (loss)

t----t------------+--+-----------l
•see attached statement for additional Information.

L Pamofs capital acx:cunt anslyals:
~ n g caplllll IICQ)Unl .. _. _. • .• _ . . . _•.• _ s _ _ _-_2_0__,_0_3_8
Capital C101rtri1Med during tho yow . . . . . . . . ... s _ _ ___,.;;1;;;..0;;;..4~,..:;9...:5;..;9;;...
Ctnmlt yoar ltu;nra5n (dea=ol . ... _• . . .. . •. $ _ _ _ _ _-..;9;;...:.,...;;9..;:l;;..:;_O

s.2___,_8_0"--'-4>

Withdr.lwals & dia!n1>utlcns . . • . • . • • . •• •. .••• $_,(______
Endin;lcapitalDCa>lllll . •..•..•..

QQ

0

Ta,cbasls

O GMP

_.•.. _• • ••

O

s _ _ _ _. . . .;;2;.;2;;;..:.,. .;;2;..o;;;..7. :.

Scciion 70~(b) book

Olher (CJ<p!aln)

For Paptirwcril Reduet!on Aot Hollco, 11oe lnotrvctlons Ccr Fonn 1OU.
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Calvin Tabor 4/26/2
Page 30

A.

2
3
4

5

6
7

S
9
Ill

11

12
13
14
!5
l6

11
18

19
20
21

22
2>

H's just a time book.
Okay. All right.
A. It's nol comprehensive.
Q. Are there -- do you !Jave billing records
and receipts for that same time period?
A. Yes.
Q. Could 1 have those?
A. 1 would have lo ask my attorney about that,
yes.
Q. Oby. And if he doesn't lwve an objection,
then 1 can have them ns far as you are concerned?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Fair enough. What did Mr. Turner
bring into AI Real Est.itc?
A. He got n real est;:ite license, and he did
the research to buying and !he selling of the homes.
Q. Okay.
A. And all the book work, the paper parl of
it.
Q. And I know I asked you and you did11'l, you
don't really remember exactly when Al Real Estate
formed, but what is the earliest dale you remember
doing something with Al Real Eslil le?

Q.

24

A? Looks ffRe2004.

25

Q.

2

.3
4
5

()
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

lo
17

18
!9

20

21

businc:::s relationship where you were either a member
or a manager or a partner or where you had formed
yourself or been part of a group that fonned an LLC, a
limited liability company? '
A. l don't think so.
Q. All right. Since Al Real Estate, you have
been, right'!
A~ Yes.
Q. You have at least one or lwo other limited
liability companies that you nm?
A. i\l !cnst one other.
Q. Whal is that one, what is the n.:imc ofit?
A. lv1NT incorporated.
Q. W!iar does MNT stand for?
A. Miller Neptune Tabor.
Q. Whal is it?
A. What is it?
Q. Uh-huh. What does it do?
/\. There is an airplane involved in it.
Q. Why is it -- is it a business? Do you make
money off the ;:iirplanc?

22
23

A.

No.

What is the purpose of the limited
24 liability company llten?
25
A. Dick Miller used lo leach ilying and would

You were looking at --

Q.

Page 31

_A: Articles ofoi'ganization ofa limited
2 liab[lily company.
3
Q. Okay. Who went lo the secretary of state's
4 office and look care of that? Did you?
5
A. I would imagine Keith Turner did.
6
Q. Why <lo you imagine that?
7
A. Because I just saw his name on 11lat paper.
Q. Okay. Do you remember going there and
8
9 doing anything'?
10
A. No.
11
Q. Whose idea was it lo forn1 a limited
12 liability company ra1her than you guys ju::;t having
13 like a partnership'!
14
A. f don't know.
15
Q. Before that time, had you been involved in
16 any limited liability companies? I'm sorry. Before
17 the fonnation of Al Real Estate, had you been involved
IX in any limited liability companies?
19
MR. KERRICK: Wlrnl do you mean by involved?
20
MR. STRJNGFIELD: Wlwl is that'!
21
MR. KERRICK: By involved, you mean doing
22 business with somebody who has an LLC or contributing
23 to an LLC or being a member oC an LLC'! What cloes
24 involve mean?
25
Q. (l3Y lv!R. STRINGFIELD) Had you been in a

208-345-9611

M

&

I

u$e the airplane for teaching.

Q. Ok,1y. Any 9Jl.1t.,rs? A11y o\hcr.ljipited
liafiliiy co;hp,;nics besides)\ lRcnl Esfot~ that
4 l1.c;,,e been either a 111ember or manage{ in?
5
A. I can't recall any others, 1Yo.

2
J

yo(I

Q. (fat some point you remember, like you
7 wake up in the middle of the night and say, oh, yeah.
S l should have told him about that one, can you let
9 Mr. Kerrick know so he can let me know?

6

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

()by. Tb.an ks. \Yhen yoµforn1edAI Real

12 . fst~tc LJ-C, what was yJi.ir uriderstancti;ig of the purpose
13 (or forming it as an LLC?
14
A. For lbc protection that an LLC gives you.
15 which is the limited liability company.
16
Q. \Vh<:n you formed Al Real Estate LLC then,
17 you understood the protection that that type of
18 pu$inc:;s wquld give you Jiersqna!ly, right?
19
20

A

22

A.

Yes.

l
l
l
I

Q. Do you remember when you first learned
21 nbou! ~n LLC?

No.

23
Q. \Va~ it before the fonnalion of Al Real
24 Estate?

25

A.

Yes.

M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

212

800-234-9611

I
I

I

age 10

(Pages 34-37)

Calvin Tabor 4/26/2013
?age 34

Q.
A.

Was it a decade before?
No.
Q. Was it a year before?
/\. I research things when I have questions. I
can't lei! you a dale. r don't know.
Q. When you say you research things,
researching them on the internet or however, go to the
library or whatever you need to clo?
A. Yes.
, .A(?:.;··· D<.iydu re1116Jnbei· research in!.! f).. C? ·•
~

I

2

f
I

3
4

5
6

7
8

I
-

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

9
lO

II

Q.
12
13 it?
15

17
I~ •

19

7

S
9

12

10

13
14
15

16

17

rct.(9i111/1 ~s~I ~~iaii:,1~ kU: Jq be prolcc[cd?

JS

"1111

\.Vhal\vefc:you lryi11g to protect?'

19

20

.Nothing in lieneraL Just the idea of it.

20

A.

Q,' \iJf1aC~tc~c yoL;trying to .prqtec( against?

21

A,. :,I didti't ha,re ti1atTi1 n1i1)CL ..

22

Q.

23

So you researched the company or what an
24 LLC was and just Lhought protection is good, so we
25 will form it as an LLC?
23

5

c,

Do you remember why you were researching

21

22

4

t1

Knowledge.
Q. You must h,ivc heard about it, right?
A. Right.
Q .. 'Nhy)va,s it)n1p9rtantfqr you, for youthc11

16

I
2
3

'y;t·· ·····-·.·--.. ·.

A.

14

Page 2G

24

25

Did you trust Keith Turner at that time?
Yes.
Q. When you got -- when A 1 Real Estate bought
its first house, it was in !he name o!'Al Real Estate,
right, or was it in the name of you or in the name or
Keith Turner?
A. l don't have the knowledge of' that. I
don't know.
Q. Well, did you pa11icipa(e in that
transaction?
A What is that'?
Q. Did you participate in that transaction?
MR. KERRICK: Which Jransaction are you
talking about?
lv1R. STRINGFIELD: The very first
transaction where Al Real Estate bought its very first
house.
MR. KERRICK: Which transaction was that?
MR. STRINGFIELD: The very first one.
MR. KERRICK: Like, is there an address?
THE WITNESS: What do you mean involved?
Did I know about it? Did I go sign for it? Whal do
you mean by involvement in it? I guess repeat your
question.
lvfR. STRINGFIELD: Okay. That's fair.
Q.
A.

Page 3 7

2
3

4
5

6
7
S

9
JO
11
12

A.

Q.
13 abqut

20

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
lO
11

W.af9i1c9fthc tl1i11r;s [!\at you thought

fon1ii;;~ A1 B,eii.I. ~stat(! as an LLC, your (bought.

>;'~; /Pr~bauly;)'ef .....

17 ,, ·· 'Q. That makes sense. When you starled the
ts business with Keith Turner, were you concerned that
19 the business would fail?

No.
Did you believe it would succeed?
22.
A. Yes.
23
Q. Why?
24
A. Because we were able to do it. Real estate
25 was good.

21

2

No.

J,1 'tlr~l\v~ll;frtbebusinessfaiJed, f \Vou[cJ Still be
15 ,gpieto:protecl \~lrnt I l1c:1ve1 theassels that I have?

t6

l

A. Yes.
Q. Why didn't you do it as a corporation?
Don't you get the same protection?
A. It's different.
Q. In what way?
A. l would have to go rcsenrch it again, but
al the time that I turned it into a coq)oration, I
studied both probably.
Q. What do you remember -- do you remember
anything specific about the differences'?

A.
Q.

208-345-9611

M

&

12
13

14

15
16
17
!.S
19

20

Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) What was the vc1y
first house purchased through the bu:;;iness A I Real
Estate?
/\.
I don't have that in my knowledge, which
one is the very first one.
Q. Was there a vc1y first one or did you buy a
few the very first transaction?
A. I imagine there was a vc1y first one.
Q. Right. l would too. And based on how you
described the business, which is you would go and
Tabor Construction would go in and do the work to lix
up the house and then you would resell ii, and how you
have described the number or employees you had, mostly
it was you, I'm thinking you must have done the work
on the house yourself; is that right?
A. The work that I cou[d do.
Q. Right. Rigltt. Sometimes you would liave to
have electricians come in and do work?
A. Yes.
Q. Plumbers'?

21

/\.

Ycs.

22

Q.
/\.

And roofers? No roofers?
(Witness shakes head.)
Okay. Anybody else'? Insulation people?
(Witness shakes hend.)

23
24
25

Q.

A.

M COURT REPORTING SERVICE,

213

INC.

800-234-9611

18

(Pages 66-69)

Calvin Tabor 4/26/2013

II

2
J

4
5
6

7
8
9

Io
l I

12
13

!?age 66

property unrelated to the matter that you are
hon-owing the money for but put up other properly as
security?
A. No.
Q. The plane that you have a partnership or a
business ownership interest in, did you have to borrow
money lo pay for that plane?
A. No.
Q. You.just bought in the interest? You paid
cash?
A. Yes.
Q. What is your interest in it cash wise?
Whal is your cash interest in it?

14

A.

20,000.

J5

Q.

What is the plane worth?
At the time we bought it, it was worth

19

A. No.

20

Q.

21

A.

22

Q.

2."l
A.
24 it.
25
Q.

I
Q. One loan against the whole thing. ls there
2 just one Joan against it?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. The business Tabor Construction, is it in
5 debt?
c,
A. Yes.
7
Q. To who?
A Cornerstone Credit Union.
9
Q. For how much?
10

A.

14,000.

11

Q.

(2

A

For what?
I had an operating line of credit I was

13 using.
14
Q. The business, your business, Tabor
15 Construction. do you have accounts receivable with it?
l6
A. Yes.
I7
Q. What arc your outstanding accounts
lX receivable?
I 'J
A Right now?

A.
17 60,000.
1:,;
Q. Did it go up?

16

Page 68

What kind of plane is it?
It's a Cherokee Archer.

20

Q.

Uh-huh.

I have a couple houses out right now.
22
Q. What do you expect -- when you say a couple
23 of houses out, what do you mean?
24
A. I bill once a month. The houses are done.
25 I haven't billed yet. When l do bill, I don't gel
21

What is it worth now?
Lucky to se11 it for 40, if you could sell
All right. Do you guys fly it?

A.

Page 67

A. Yes.
Q. So you keep, al 1hc very least, you keep up
., the yearly or the required maintenance?
-i
A. Yes.
5
Q. What year is it?
1

1

c,

A.

'76.

Q. Your personal property out on Country Lane,
:-:; do you own that or are you paying the bank on it?

7

'>
io
11

12

1,:;
1-i

t5
I(,
17

1:-;
19
20

21

Paying the bank.
What is your equity interest in it?
About SI 00,000 upside down.
So how much do you owe the bank?
253,000.
Q. Does that include -- is the property out
(here, you have a house, a shop and a tree farm?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you have anything else out there, like
an alfalfa field or something like that?
A. Pasture.
Q. How many acres?
A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

A.

Eight.

22
Q. Is the property broke up into differen1
23 parts or is it all one piece, one loan against lhc
24 wbole thing much?
25
A. It's one piece.
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I paid until the eleventh, so some of them arc billed
2 because they closed and they bad to have a bill before
3 they, so they have -- actually, I have an invoice out
4 there, but I haven't got paid because they won't pay
5 me until the next month.
c, Q. Is that for the whole construction of the
7 whole house or was it one of these like one-third,
8 one-third, one-third type deals, progressive payments?
9
A. Ycs. l bill for the percenlag.:: that was
10 <lone during thot month.
lt
Q. After you talked to Keith about bo1rnwing
12 money from "tv!artha and Marjorie, Martha, did, how did
13 you determine how much you wanted to bmTo,v?
14
A, Probably had a specific need at <he time.
15 There was two, the 150 and there was the 77.
16
Q. Uh-huh.
17
A. The 77 came because the railroad gave back
IS their property that they took how many years ago.
l 9 They took it away to put the railroad in. They took
20 · it out, but she got her property back. That is whe;·e
21 the 77 came from. That was after, came after.
22
Q. Okay. You must -- I mean, tlrnt is a heck
23 of a lot money right, 227 ,000'?
24
A. Uh-hull.
25
Q. I'm thinking that I woul<ln'l be borrowing
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I that much money and not remember eight years later
2 whal I borrO\vcd it for. What was tl1c puqJose of you
3 borrowing that money?
4
A. For doing real estate transactions, buying
5 houses and flipping them.
6
Q. Diel you have specific houses that you were
7 borrowing thilt money for at that time?
S
A. Yes.
9
Q. About how many houses?
IO
A. I think one was a piece of land with a
11 mobile home park on it. l know· there was projec!s for
12 that money.
13
Q. Oby. Now, the property that you acquired,
1,1 thal Al Real Estate acquired with that money, what
15 happened to that propeity?
16
A. I know one particular properly that we
17 lost. l would have to -- I don't know the specifics
Is to which particular house they went to. We did lose
l<J about three houses in a row where they were no longer
2!) worth what tile loan was on them. But wltich panicular
21 property that money went, r would have to research
22 that. I do not know offl1and.
MR. KERRlCK: Whal money arc we talking
24 about'!
25
iv1R. STRINGFIELD: The $227,000 thal they

!?age 72

I do you mean probably?
2
A. You are asking me personally. I didn't.
3
Q. Right. You went to and lalkcd to ivia1jori e
4 about Jv1ariha loaning you and yow· partner money
5 because you and your partner were in the business of
6 buying houses, fixing them lip and investing them at a
7 profit, right?
8
A. Correct.
')
Q. That is the way you presented the loan and
IO your need to borrow the money lo her, right?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. You didn't identify your pnrtncr Keith
13 Turner, right?
14
A. I mentioned his name, yes, Keith Turner.
IS
Q. You remember where you were when you
16 mentioned hi s name?
17
A. No.
18
Q. Do you remember who was present?
19
A No.
20
Q. Wc1s it your idea when you said you were
21 going to borrow the money thar you were going to have
22 operating cash or capital that you could use to buy
23 other property?
24
A . Yes . Thal was the intent.
25
Q. Righi. Now, in the closing statement, if

Page 7 I

I borrowed.

MR. KERRICK: That was on the closing
3 siatement?
4
lv!R. STRINGFIELD: Right.
5
MR. KERRICK: So there wasn't really any
6 money that was given to A I. It was just an exchange
7 for the real estate. ls that the money?
s
1vlR. STRINGFIELD: Let's find out. I don't
!J know.
10
"tv[R. KERRlCK: I'm confused about the money
11 that you are talking about. ls there a check or
12 something that you are talking about?
13
Q. (BY MR. STRfNGFfELD) Diel you actually
t 4 receive $227 ,000?
15
MR. KERRICK: Are we talking about the
16 transaction? Are we talking about the tr:insaction of
17 May 9, 2005? What money are we talking about?
IS
MR. STRINGFIELD: I'm talking about whether
19 or not as a result of this either clo~ing or
20 borrowing, getting, taking out those notes, if you got
21 money based on those notes, and if so, who you got
22 money from and how much you got, if you got money.
23
THE WITNESS : I can't say me personally got
2,1 money. Al Real Estate probably got money.
25
Q. (BY MR. STlUNGFTELD) When you :;ay -- wh,ll

2
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I we just reacl that closing statement and look at it, it
2 almosl appears ag if the notes were, that you didn't
.3 get money, but the notes were just like parts ofa
4 loan that was involved in the purchase price of the
5 property?
<i
MR. KERRICK: I will object 10 the fon11 of
7 the 9ucslion, What it looks like is that lwo notes
8 were given a~ a portion of the purclrnse price and that
9 A I would have received property in exchange for
10 $626,000 cash and two notes.
11
MR. STRINGflELD: Okay.
12
MR. KER.RICK: So I object to the form of
13 the question because that is not what the closing
14 slatemcnt looks like.
15
Q. (BY MR. STRJNGFIELD) Can you explain that
16 closing statement, why i.t looks like that?
17
A . No, [ can't.
IX
Q. Wei I, did you get cash, did A I Real Estate
19 ;ind you and your partner, Keith Turner, gel $227,000
20 that you could use in your operation of Al Real
21 Estate?
22
A. l rcariy don't know how to answer that.
23 ['111 not the one who did that portion of the -2'1
Q. Well, who attended the closing, you or
25 Keith?
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A,
Q.
2
3 right,
4
A.
5
Q.

5

6

6

I

7

8

9
10

II
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

I don't remember.
Okay. You know it was before May ninth,
or closing May tenth?
Right.
How many times did you talk to them?
A. I have no idea.
Q. How did they treat you?
A. Fine.
Q. Did they treat you like a friend or like
you were somebody they are doing business with?
A. They were nice to me. I was nice to them.
Q. Right. That continued even after this deal
was done, right?
A. Yes.
Q. You were still nice to them, and they were
still nice to you?
A. Yes.
Q. When you were working on this deal, al
some point, you detennine that you would ask them to
loan you about $227,000, right?
A. Yes.
MR. KERRICK: Who do you mean by them?
MR. STRINGFIELD: Martha.
Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) Martha. ls that
right, you detennined you would ask Martha if she

Page 64
I

2
3
4

7

8
9

to
II

12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

No.
Q. Tell me what you remember about the
conversation with Mr. Turner then about borrowing the
227,000.
A. The only thing I can recall is wondering if
we should ask them if they would be willing to loan
money to Al Real Estate to develope, to do flipping
houses.
Q. Did Mr. Turner say don't do it?
A. No.
Q. What did he say?
A. He said ask them.
MR. KERRICK: Could we take just a short
break?
MR. STRINGFIELD: Uh-huh.
(Briefrecess.)
MR. STRINGFIELD: We just had a break.
Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) Mr. Tabor, during the
break, is there anything you want to say, anything you
want to clarify about your prior testimony up to this
point?
A. I guess maybe the one thing I can think of
is you mentioned about Al Real Estate being dissolved.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. It lapsed in coverage and has never really
A.

Page 65

Page 63

I would loan you 227,000?
MR. KERRICK: Loan who?
3
THE WITNESS: I don't believe I ever met
4 with Martha specifically for that.
5
MR. STRINGFIELD: Okay.
6
Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) You met with -7
A. Without Marjorie there.
8
Q. When you were talking about that -- I
9 assume it involved some negotiating? You had to make
10 a detennination about how much interest to pay and how
11 much money you wanted to borrow, right?
12
A. Yeah.
13
Q. Who did you do most of the talking to or
14 did you do most of the talking to one person?
IS
A. I'm assuming it was to Marj. It would be
16 Marj.
17
Q. Did you, before you asked Marj, and Martha
18 about borrowing the money, did you talk to Keith, your
19 partner, about borrowing the money?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Do you recall where you were when you
22 talked to him'!
2

23

A.

No.

Q. Okay. That's fair. Do you remember who
2S was present?

24

208-345-9611
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l ever been dissolved because we didn't legally dissolve
2 it because of a debt, so it's still there, but we
3 don't -- it's not -- it's still there. We haven't
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

II

12

13
14

ls
16
17

18
19

20

21
22
23
24
25

legally been dissolved because we can't.
Q. Right. Are you saying that because of based
on your knowledge of the law as a layman'?
MR. KERRICK: I'll object to the question.
Instruct you not to answer.
Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) You are not trained
in the law, right?
A. No.
Q. Have you researched the matter?
A. No.
Q. We were talking about the McCall
transaction and how you came about borrowing the
money. I think I asked you if you talked it over
with, borrowing the 227,000, if you talked that over
with your partner, Keith Turner. Right?
A. Correct.
Q. And you had. Now, at that time, you knew
what it was like to borrow money and have to be
personally responsible for borrowing the money with
your business, right?
A. Yes.
Q. Have you ever borrowed money and put up
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A. I told you before, I don't remember who was
I
2 at the closing.
Q. If you got $227,000 cash -3
MR. KERRICK: r will object lo the fonn of
4
5 the question.
Q. (BY MR STRINGFlELD) -- what would you
6
7 have done with the money?
MR. KERRICK: I will object to the form of
8
9 the question. It's a hypothetical, and it doesn't
10 have anything to do with the facts of the case which
II were expressed in the closing statement.
MR. STRINGFIELD: You can answer, if you
12
13 can.
THE WITNESS: You keep saying me. It was
14
15 Al Real Estate and not me.
Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) Right now, I'm using
16
17 you synonymous with Al Real Estate. Okay? I know
18 what your position is about it so, and I'm not arguing
19 with you about that, with that being your position.
20 But if the money had come to you or come to Al, your
21 language, what would happen to that money?
A. Would have purchased houses with ii.
22
Q. The check itself, the one check or two
23
24 checks or three checks, however many, were they cash,
25 a pile of cash, what would either you or Keith have
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I Mr. Turner for the purposes of our review in this
2 lawsuit, right?
A. Yes.
3
4
Q. Will you do that?
A. Yes.
5
Q. Okay. I don't know ifhe has them ornot.
6
7 Can you get something to cover that time period.
8 That's what J want. Is that okay?
A. Yes.
9
Q. Okay. At the time that you got the Joan,
10
11 AI Real Estate got the loan, and you know our position
12 is that it may not simply have been A I Real Estate,
13 but I'm just wanting to use your language, at the time
14 A I Real Estate got the loan, what was the financial
15 condition of Al Real Estate?
A. We were making a profit on houses.
16
Q. Would you agree that $227,000 is a
17
18 substantial loan?
A. Yes.
19
Q.
Have you ever heard of anyone going to a
20
bank
and
getting an unsecured loan for $227,000?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Did you try to go to a bank and get a loan
23
24 from the bank for that amount?
A. No.
25
Page 77

Page 75

I done with that pile of cash?

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
II

12
13
14
IS

II

I

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

I don't think there was cash.
Q. You think it was checks, right?
A. Yes.
Q. Or maybe a couple of checks?
A. It would be no cash, I'm sure of that.
Q. Right. You probably would have put it in
the bank, right?
A. Yes.
Q. It should be reflected in a bank statement,
right?
A. Yes.
Q. You remember -- the bank statements, I
understand based on your testimony earlier, that you
did not possess them, and you kindly at your own
expense went to the bank and got copies and made
copies for us, looks like going back to 2006 between
2006 and 2008. I'm not finding any for 2005, which
would cover the time period of the closing. But if
that money went into your, Al's checking account, it
should be reflected in the bank statements, right?
Mr. Turner, does he have those bank statements?
A. I would assume, yes.
Q. If Al Real Estate hasn't been dissolved,
then you should be able to demand those from

208-345-9611
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I
2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10
II

12
13
14
IS
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

Why not?
A. Because it was a new company. They
probably wouldn't have loaned it to us.
Q. That is kind of common sense, right?
Wouldn't have loaned it to you unless what?
A. We had a way to back it up.
Q. Unless you and your partner had assets that
exceeded $227,000 so the bank felt secure, right?
A. Yes.
Q. You knew that when you borrowed the money,
right?
A. Yes.
Q. What is the most money you either
personally borrowed or borrowed for a business?
A. Are you talking Al Real Estate or Tabor
Construction?
Q. Anything. Any of the above, you, A I Real
Estate, Tabor Construction, the tree fann.
A. I don't know about A I Real Estate, but I
borrowed $50,000 before.
Q. You borrowed 50,000?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. What was it secured with?
A. Nothing.
Q. Who did you borrow it from?
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I unsecured on the first page, -2
MR. KERRICK: On the closing statement.
3
MR. STRINGFIELD: You arc talking about -4
THE WITNESS: The dosing swt.::mcnt, yes.

s

I
2

3
4

MR. STlUNGFIELD: Right.
Q. (BY lv1R. STRINGf!El.D) The closing sta!emenl

6
7 itself, you received that at the closing?
S
A. From Pioneer title.
9
Q. Righi. So you would lwve noticed -10
MR. KER!UCK: You received that l'rom Keith
11 because that is the sellers. This is what iv[anha
12 would have had.
13
Q. (13Y MR. STRINGFIELD) So/\ l Real Estate
14 would have a copy of that, should have a copy of that,
15 right?
16
A. (Witness nods head.)
17
Q. Some reason you didn't provide that when I
18 asked for the related documents in discovery? ls the
19 reason you didn't provide that is beeaLise Mr. Turner
20 had it and yoLI didn't have it?
21
A. 1 don't recall you asking specifically for
22 that, but l don't have it.
23
Q. You don't have ir, yeah. And you presumed
24 thar if Mr. Turner still has all the records, then he
25 should have it?

5
6

7

8
9
10

11

12
tJ
1,1
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Now, Mr. Tabor, would you have felt, if you
saw that, would you have foll compelled to say, hey,
we got a problem here, this says unsecured, we signed
a document that said secured, sornetl1ing is wrong'/
A. If I would haw thought about it at the
time, yes.
Q. Martha and Marjorie, when you talked to
them about borrowing the $227,000, you didn't offer
any security and you clid not ask them if they knew
what an LLC was, did you?
A. No.
Q. You knew when you got that loan and that
you signed on tl1e no(c as a member of Al Real E$late
LLC, thiilfo11 ,vcre"6orrowing tl1cmoney.as an agent for
a limited liab.iliJy <,:pnwany, correct?
A. Correct.
(). Aiid you failed to discuss that witlran
85:.ycaraold lady and a 72-year.old lady?
A. Yes.
Q. When was it that you realized you were
going to be unable to repny -- when you initially
realized you were going to be unable to repay the loan
on lime the notes on time?
A. The exact time?
Q. You know, the area?

?age 87

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

S
9

IO

11
12
13

14

15

16
17
18
19

20

21

A. Yes.
Q. Again, if Al Real E::;ta(e hasn't dissolved
and you are still in partnership with him, then you
should be able to get that from him by asking, right?
A. Yes.
Q. Will you do that, please?
A. Yes.
Q. So that there is a buyer's closing
statement, J would make a guess then that your
signature, if you were present at the closing, your
signature should appear on that buyer's closing
statement, right?
A. If I'm present, yes.
Q. It should be almost identical with some
variation to this closing statement al least with
respect to the noti::s. Would you agree based 011 your
experience buying and selling houses?
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. If it says, we, the undersigned and if it
says buyers and yours have read and approved the above
closing statement, that would mean that you rend the
closing statement that said the notes were unsecured

22
23 contrary to the nddcndum that says fhey an:: secured;
24 is that right?
25

A.

Yes.
M

...

M
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I

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14

15
16
17
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19

20
21

22
23

A. When? \Vithout knowing at that time when
the real estalc market just started going down fasicr
than anyone ever predicted.
Q. That was -- okay.
A. Starting in '07 through '08.
Q. You have renewed the notes in '06. ;\( 1hal
time, could you have repaid them if you wanted to or
you renewed one of the no Les and you repaid the one,
77,000. You repaid that. And you repaid interest
just like you said you would. Then you negotiated a
renewal of the $150,000 note. Could you have repaid
that S [50,000 note at the time that you renewed it'?
A. At the time I renewed it?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Probably not.
Q. You know that you might have had business
reasons for not wanting to even if you could. l
unclerstancl that. When you renewed the nole though,
did you tell Marjorie that you couldn't repay the note
al that lime and you lwd to renew it [f she would
agreetoit?
A.

Correct.

Q. That was in May 2006. Was the nrnrkct
24 starting to go down al that time?
25
A. l think it started going down in '07, last
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part of'06 and '07.
2
Q. From the time -- when you were thinking
3 about whether or not you should renew that note, did
4 you discuss that with Mr. Turner'?
5

A.

c,

Q.

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
!Ci

17
IS
19

20

21
22

23
2-4
25

Q.

Yes.

Did you also discuss whether or not you
guys should pay off the $77,000 note?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have an agreement between the two
of you that yon should pay off the one and renew the
other one if Marjorie and Martha would do that?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you guys have a plan that, based on
your projection for that coming year, that would have
allowed you to pay off that note the following year?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Whatwaslheplan?
Buy houses and flip them like we had been

A.

When did you realize you were getting in

2 lrollble?

doing.

Q.

Did you have anything specific, like a
specific house or a series of houses that were lined
up to buy?
A. We always had ideas on what houses to buy.
We were always looking.
Q. · Do you recall how much money you had

3
A. When the market kept continually going
4 down, gelling harder to sell houses.
5
Q. You had houses that you owned or at least
c, owned interest in, but you couldn't sell them?
7
A. Yes.
::i
Q. Or couldn't sell them l'or the price you
9 wanted to sell them for, right?
ID
A. Yes.
\I
Q. At what point did you tell Ma1jorie that
12 you were going to be unable lo repny the renewed note
13 and wanted lo gel a new one for a shorter le1111?
14
I\. l don't know.
15
Q. Did you talk \o Mr. Turner about how you
16 were going to approach Ma1jorie?
17
A. I'm sure we talked about it, but I don't
18 know details. I don't know how to tell you details on
19 ii.
20
Q. Right. Did you tell Mr. Turner tlrnl you
21 didn't ta!k to Maijoric and Manha about the
22 signilicance or Al Real Estate, the LLC borrowing lhc
23 money versus you and your partner as individuals
24 borrowing the money?
25
A. l don't believe !hat convcrsalion ever came

Page 91

available to buy houses at that time?
2

A. No.

Q. Do you recall how much credit you had
available lo borrow to buy houses?
A. No.
5
Q. Did the business have a line of credit for
6
7 buying houses?
s A. Yes.
Q. What was the line of credit?
9
3

,1

Page 93

up.
2
Q. But you did l;i/k to Mr. Turner about the
3 age of the people involved, correct?
,1
A. Yes.

Q. When you -- befon.: you ever borrowed the
money,
did you know whal Martha had done for a living
6
7 in McCall did you know she had been -A. l believe I was told that.
~
')
Q. Like a librarian and 3 school teacher?
5

10

A.

For 50,000.

10

Il

Q.

How much?

II

A.

For 50,000.

12

12
13

14

15
l(J

l7
18

19
20
21
22

23

24
25

So it was about actually one quarter of
what you borrowed from Marjorie and Manha and
one-third of what you had outslanding, right?
A. Correct.
Q. So yott didn't have anything specific other
than just keep going in your business model that you
had?
A. Yes.
Q. When did you realize thnt you were nol
going to be able to repay the renewed note on time?
A. [ wouldn't know a specific elate.
Q. Understand.
A. l knew we were gelling in trouble.

Q.
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/\.
Q.

Yes.

And at that time, before you borrowed the
money, did you know lhal Ma1jorie had sold real estate
and worked in a bank?
A. l don't believe so.
Q. You don't bclicv..: so?
A. That was probably after.
Q. Okay. \.Vhen you were talking to Mr. Turne1·
about borrowing the money and you had told him about
the age of ll1e peoplt:, Maijorie and Martha, l don'I
know if you did or you did not tell them, did you tell
Mr. Turner what lvlartha had done for a living?
A. l don't recall if I did or not.
Q. But you had told him their ages roughly,
right?
A. I believe so, yes.
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E>age 95

I
Q. Did t-.fr. Turner ever say to you hey, we are
2 dealing with older ladies, we need to make sure that
3 they know what the risk of loss is -- there is a risk
4 of loss and they won't have any rr:eourse against us

4

5 personally?

5

6

6

A.

Did you ever con:;idcr talking to them abou1

9

No.

Io

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
IS

19
20

21
22
23

24
25

A.

2
3

No.

Q.
S that?
7

I giving you cause for optimism?

7

8
CJ

Q. If somebody were to come 10 your mother and
try to get her to give them 1111 unsecured $227,000
loan, that was in lhe position of J\ I Re.ii Eslatc back
then, what would be your advice to your mother?
MR. KERRICK: Object to the form of11Jc
question. !l's a hypothetical question, and ii
doesn't have anylhing to do with tile case thal ! can
pos,ibly imagine; therefore, l'm going to instruc1 you
no( to answer.
ivfR. STIUNGFIELD: l object to your
instruction, but we cnn deal with it later.
Q. (BY MR. STRINGFIELD) When you realized you
weren't going to nrnkc the renewed note, did you say
yes, you had talked to Mr. Turner about tha1?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you talk to him aboul whal you should

10

11

There is always l1ope.
Okay. In 2006, right after you signed the
note, continued on for a year, the LLC was
administratively dissolved for failure to pay or
failure lo file report. Were you aware that that was
going to happen before it happened?
A. No.
Q. Once it happened, how did you become aware
or it?
A. Arc you talking the first time or the

A.
Q.

12 second time?

13

14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22

23
2-1

25

Q. In 2006 time. As far as I know, that is
rhe first time. Not the final time?
A. It was just change of address situation
tha1 we didn't gel the le!ler, and I didn't even know
;:ibou( it until something triggered that we checked.
Q. Something triggered and you checked'!
A. I'm not saying 1 checked. Just somehow it
got checked.
Q. Okay. Then Mr. Turner renewed it, paid
whatever reinstatement fee needed to be paid and gol
the LLC reinstated. The next year though, was it next
year, in 2007 or was it 2008, that i1 was finally
administratively dissolved? Do you recall?

Par;e 9S

I

2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9

· 10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

l9
20
21

22

23
24
25

do'!
A. I imagine it was discussed, but I clon'I know
the details of what we did discuss.
Q. Okay. But eventually, you went and asked
her to renew the note to December 27, 2007, right?
A. Yes.
Q. l-IO\v did you decide on that date?
A. 1 have no idea.
Q. You just, roughly six months maybe?
A. I don't know.
Q. Any idea wily you didn't do it for a whole
another year?
A. No.
Q. And after you renewed 1he note or, not
renewed it, after you got the new note, when you got
the new note, did you have any realistic hope of being
able to repay that note?
A. Yes.
Q. Whul was it bas eel on? You said earlier the
market had turned down at that time. What was your
hope based on that you \voulcl be able to come up with
the $150,000 in interest?
A. I'm just an optimistic person, hoping I can
turn it around.
Q. What did you sec in the market that was

208-345-9611

M

&

I

2
J
4

5

<,
7
8
<J

IO
II

12
I.>
14

15

16
17
18

I9
20
21

22

23
24
25

A.

I don't know what year.
Q. It's in the -MS. WYNNE: Can l just make a comment. It
looks like it was first administratively dissolved in
2007. You said 2006 earlier.
MR. STRfNGFIELD: l did. Thank you.
MS. WYNNE: Sorry. I just wanted to make
that clarification.
MR. STRINGFJELD: Don't apologize. J would
rnthcr have the record accurate. I'm not trying to
trick you. Okay. 2007.
Q. (BY lv!R. STRINGFIELD) ls !!wt because
Mr. Turner moved from either a p.o. box or South Pit
Lane or l 314 Fifth Street South co the Walnut
address?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have a discussion with him after
you found out that it had been dissolved that you
needed to be careful about thai?
A. No.
Q. So it was eventually administratively
dissolved on June 5, 2008. Before that happened, did
you have a discussion with Mr. Turner about allowing
the LLC to lapse?
A. No.
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2
3

4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11

I2

13
14
15
16

!7
J8

19

Q. And be administratively dissolved?
A. No.
Q. When it happened, after it happened the
first time, did you say to him, hey, you can't lei
this happen?
A. No.
Q. You then knew in 2008 that the limited
liability company, Al Real Estate, can be
administratively dissolved, right?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you take any steps to prevent that from
ha1ipening?
A. No.
Q. Did you ask Mr. Turner to take any steps lo
prevent it from happening?
A. No.
Q. When it was administratively dissolved, did ···
you send out any notice to creditors that they needed
to make claims against A 1 Real Estate?

Page 100

I
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
JO

11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18

19

20

A.

No.

20

21
22

Q.
A.

_..,

21
22

Q.

Do you know did Mr. Turner?
I do not know what he did.
Did you talk to him about doing it?

24

A.
Q.

No.

24

Were you talking to him at that time'?

25

')'

25

23

A. Yes.
Q. And actually, that was in July of,
July 25, 2007, is when !viartha died, and you knew she
died, right?
A. Yes.
Q. You had gone to her funeral?
A. Yes.
Q. And you knew -- when you went to her
funeral, did you know that you were in trouble on that
loan, getting the $150,000 paid back?
A. I don't know the lime frame on that.
Q. All right. You renewed it, and then
sometime before it was due in December, I assume that
you slopped being optimistic that you would be able to
find a way to pay it, right?
A. Probably.
Q. You had -- I also assume that you had
discussions with Ma1jorie about repaying the note, the
$150,000?
A. Yes.
Q. And how you would be able to do it; is that
right?
A. State the question one more time.
Q. Fair enough. That was a bad question.
After you got the new note in the
!?age lOl

I

A.

Yes.

I

4 right'?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. You did restoration work; is that right'?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. And you did also -- she had you do some
9 remodel that was beyond the restoration work?

10
11
12

13

14
15

16
17

JS
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

6

not sure.

7
Q. Right. In fact, you and Marjorie had
8 discussions about lots of things, right?

A. Yes.
Q. Diel you do that as Tabor Construction or as
Tabor Construction and Al Real Estate?
A. Tabor Construction.
Q. When you got paid, did you just get paid
from Marjorie for everything or did you get paid in
part through Marjorie and part through the insurance
company? If you remember.
A. I'm thinking there wos an insurnnce check
that came.
Q. Right. Which makes sense. Before you did
the work, how many times did you go out to Marjorie's
house and meet with her about doing the work?
A. Several times.
Q. You felt comfortable going and talking to
her, right'?

208-345-9611

spring of 2007, and it was due in December 2007,

2 sometime during that time period, did you have
3 discussions with Mmjorie about whether or not you
4 would be able to repay that nole in time?
5
A. I know we had discussions about it, but !'m

2
Q. In 2008, starting in the fall of 2007, you
3 did work on Marjorie's house because of the Hood,

9
10
11
12

13
14

15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

A. Yes.
Q. You talked to her about your children, and
I think one of your kids may have gone to Walla Walla
College, talked to her about that, talked to her about
the daughter in Seattle getting man-ied and her
husband working inn bank, right? You remember that?
A. Could have.
Q. I mean, you and 1 haven't talked about it,
right?
A. Right
Q. So ifMaijoric knew about it, I assume she
wasn't friends with your wife, so it would have come
from you, Is that fair?
A. Yes.
Q. Is it fair to say that in some ways your
relationship then with her was a little closer than
just an ann's length business relationship, as maybe a
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i

nice acquaintance and business relationship?

2
A. 1 don't know what you mean by arm's length,
3 but.
4
Q. J don't know. But you tell me what it was
5 like then. Describe your relationship with her.
6
A. We had a good relationship.
7
Q. She appeared to trust you?
R
1\. \'es.
9
Q. When did she fast lalk to you about doing
10
Jl

12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

the remodel on the house in Mc.Call?
A. I don't know 1hc time frames on that, but
yes, it w11s discussed.
Q. Maybe in 2008, aft:er the second flood'?
A. Yes.
Q. And you did the reslorntion for that -we!!, was there much restoration for the second nood?
A. New nooring, l believe.
Q. You put in carpet and found a good deal on
carpet after the firs! flood, and then that got
damaged in the second lloocl; is that right? Do you
remember?
A. (Witness shakes head.)
Q. You said no? You shook your head?
A. Yeah. l know there was new flooring in the
main area where t\ie water was.

2
3
4
5

<,
7

s
9
10

ll

12
13
14
15
16
17

JS
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

bankruptcy trustee or person and tlrnl you were
disgusted with it?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember why you wcnl to that ('
bankruptcy proceeding?
0. P. /7
A. Because it invo!vcd Al Rea! Estate. ,t:,i2,
Q. And money that Al Real Esta le had loaned
out to the person or a project that you had worked on
with the person?
A. 1 don't think ft was a project, so it must
have been money loaned.
Q. Was Al Real Estate in the business of
loaning out money?
A. No.
Q. Was there a time when the money was
available to repay the $150,000, but it was loam:d out
and so you couldn't repay the £[50,000?
A. No.
Q. When you were talking to Marjorie about
repairing or remodeling the McCall property, <lid you
get an architect or some sort of designer on board?
A. Yes.
Q. And then some son of illness happened in
the family and he couldn't follov.-·-up on it?
A. Moved out of slate.
Page- 1 Cl_:

Q. Okay. Do you rt::me1~1ber having a
2 conversation with rvfarjorie about having had !he money
J to repay the S 150,000 note, but your partner
,J Mr. Turner had loaned it lo a friend?
5

A.

No.

6
Q. Do you remember Mr. Turner loaning money lo
7 a friend, and you going -- and then the friend
8 declared bankruptcy? A guy named Lee?
9
A. Who?
l(J
Q. Lee?
A. Lee?
11
Q. I don't know. Maybe. Maybe Lee. Anyone?
12
A. I don't recall that, 110, sir.
13
Q. Do you recall going to a bankruptcy hearing
14
15 where either Mr. Turner or your company, A I Real
16 Estate, J1ad loaned somebody money and they were
17 declaring bankruptcy?
18
19

A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember 1alking to lvlaijorie about

20 that?
A.
Q.
22
21

Do you remember telling -- maybe this will

M

208-345-9611

5

or

7 stairwell and maybe a bearing wall'!
8

A.

9

Q.

10

Bearing walls?
Okay. Did you get bids from subcontrac1ors

to --

l started to.
Did you meet with, even at some point when
13 you were cleaning up the property, try to or for the

lt

12
14

A.
Q.

future enlist the help of n young man and his father

15 named Sussui, maybe?

That name doesn't ring a bell.
Q. Do you remember meeti11g with some people
17
18 that were helping at the house, a father and n son?
16

;\.

19

A

Yes, but I believe Marj hired.them or

20 some1hing.
No.

23 help your memory, l don't k11ow. Do you remember at a
24 bankruptcy proceeding you thought that the person that
25 you had gone there to watch had been lying to the

Ir

Q. Jvlovcd out of stale. Okay. So then you had
2 to get an engineer to work on the project?
3
A. l think the engineer that did the whole
4 thing moved out
stale.
5
Q. Was there n -- okay. Wns tlial -- did you
6 need that person because lhere was an issue about the

,-,---··"·

&

Q. Do you remember talking to them about
21
22 helping you later on when you were doing the remodel?
A. Yes.
23
2,1
Q. in June 2009, were you set to do that
25 remodel project I.hen'?
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FILED/EFFECTIVE
ARTICLES OF DBGANIZA TION
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY J~tt \I

z4E fl.\ vo\

(Instructions on back of application)

1.

The name of the limited liability company is: Perks Come.any,, llC.

2.

The address of the initial registered office is 28277 Country Lane, Ce/dwell ID
83605 and the name of the initial registered agent at that address is: Celvin
Tabor.

3.

The mailing address for future correspondence: 28277 Country lane, Caldwell,

ID 83605.
4.

Management of the limited liability company will be vested in:
Manager(s1

6.

[81

O.

(please check tha appropriate box)

If management is to be vested in one or more manager(s), list the name{s} &
address(es) of at feast one initial manager. If management is vested in the
members, list the name(s) and address(es} of at least one initial member.
Name
Address
Calvin F. Tabor
Mike Musni/

6.

or Member (s)

28277 Country lane, Caldwsll, JD 83605.
11222 W. Hickory H17/ Ct., Boise, 10 83 713.

Signature of at least one person responsible for forming the limited liability

company:

,

01}T~~89f 0 1fit9=r,S0

CK, 2715 CT, 82!39 B81 172549

1 II 188.88 • 188.88 ~ LlC I J
1 9 cl.tie 01 28,88 EXPO>ITE C I 4
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,,,-No.

Due no later than January 31, 2004

W14045

·

I

Retumto:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720.0080

2. Regisleled Agent and Offlce NO PO Ba<""'\

Annual Report Form

CALVIN TABOR

28277 COUNTRY LANE

PERKS COMPANY, LLC

CALDWELL. ID 83605

28277 COUNTRY LANE

3. ~ Registered Agilnt Signature

CALDWELL, ID 83605

NO RUNG FEE IF

RECEIVED BY DUE CW"E
4.
Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Managers.
~

Office held
/h4ti

tt1

ca/,,; ..

CY

ht.I«.

~""..,, . ,,

/11"-~1~11

/.,,..,-<
!. p~,,/;u 11.,,._J

-z_-r.2-77

6 I()

6 ,._ 1v-y

N
N

u,

5. Organized Under the laws of:

IDAHO
W 14045
Issued 11/03/2003

.•

·:·

.. ·..

.9!:{

Street or P.O. Address

7,, bar

6.

Signature

Name=~

C.1,1.Mlt

IV•"'°~

a~
?/4
e,, .
~

n)..",,.

Do Not Tape or Staple

State

:ID

ro

Date

TiUa

1m.
!)"} /,()

b">'

j

7

~

7-- z7,..- o'-1

/hll"" 'J<I"

-I

760

,.-~-,,...

,------------.;.
No.

Due no later than Jan 31, 2002
Annua~ Report Form

W14045

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE

700 WEST JEFFERSON
POBOX83720

PERKS COMPANY, LLC

BOISE, ID 83720-0080

282TT COUNTRY LANE

NO FILING FEE IF

2. Registered Agent and Office NO PO BOX

CALVIN TABOR
28277 COUNTRY LANE

CALDWELL, ID 83605
3. ~w ~stared Ag

CALDWELL, ID 83605

r-RE-----"'C=BVE="'-D=BY.;...O=U=E=~=J'E==---_.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __....{'
4.

Limited liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Managers.
Office held

Name

Stroot or P.O. Address

.Q!y

;l..&wp1.. 1J4f ,/k5 0

t S!Qnatura

~

u
State

/ l!o s. />tJu,K,r/~ fed_ J)t!N·(h. _RJ t'3lf?
"'!9?.. ??,
/J411tfjtr Aldt<- /J.u.5~/I &;o ~ -~tuc1v-/r11t- &/ Akn-r,//4 J:?J_
¼n4:Jr (1(111n Tc,_(,,..r ;c 8'G/77 fkt1-!y !.11, %,%i:.Jt,%--f?:/ 7~3to.,sIJttU7¥ DeLJ~.,ri J&w ~<1"<1 -r7
kt., tJ/duil, -RJ

~.viy

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

IDAHO
\f\11404~

6.

Signature -=-,....;.,.;;::=-i,c.J.,..::.:::=JU~::Mc:!a~4-
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State of Origin: IDAHO
Date of 04 Dec 2007
Origination/ Authorization:
Current Registered Agent: CALVIN TABOR
28277 COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL, ID 83607
File Number: W69113
Date of Last Annual Report: 13 Jan 2013

Original Filing:
[ Help Me Print/View TIFF ]
Filed 04 Dec 2007 ARTICLES OF
ORGANIZATION

View Image (PDF format).
View Image (TIFF format)

Amendments:
( Help Me Print/View TIFF ]
Amendment Filed 09 Jan 2008 NAME CHANGED View Imag~(.PDF format). View
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Image (TIFF format)
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View Document Online
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(lnstructlons on back of application)

1. The

name of the limited liability company is:

Centat Park LLC
2. The street address of the initial registered office Is:
28277 Country Lane Caldwell ID 83607
and the name of the initial registered agent at the above address ls:

-·-- ·ea1v1n Tabor··· . ··

· --·· ·•·

3. The mailing address for future correspondence is:

28277 Country Lane Caldwell ID 83607
4. The limited liablllty company will be:

Manager-managed

O

or Member-managed

0

·(pleaaa dleCk tho sppropnme bOX)

5. If manager-managed, list the riame(s) and address(es) of at least one initial manager.
If member-managed, list the name{s) and address(es) of at least one initial member.
Address

H.amA

·

Calvin Tabor

282TT Counby Lane Caldwell ID 83607

Vicki McMinn

609 S Grays Lane Nanipa ID 83687

6. Signature of at least one person responsible for forming the limited liability company:

_a_·_·_-72_~
__· ___

Signature:
Typed Name: _Ca_lv_in_T_abor
_ _ _ _ __

Capacity: _ _.-:--_ _ _ _ _ _ __

...

I
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ARTICLES. ·oFAMENDMENT TO
ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

•
1.

.n

v~

~~

'6>
.

~~

-~

~y, .~.i:1~

(Instructions on back of appOcatlon)

v: ,-

7

~~ 6-t
~~

The name of the flmlted liability company ls:

~~~

Cental Park LLC

i

r

-------,,tf:-,,the:---e-LLC.,..,,....,haa--,beo_n_ad.,....m.,...,lnlstnrtlv~,.-11..,....ly-=dia.ctwd,---,--,.-and--,..tho,.,._name--,,ls-no-----~ avallable for use, 13 below mutt lncludG an ~lldmQnt cf l'l#mO.

2.

Oec.42007

The date the articles of organization were filed was:

COMPLETE .OHLY THE APeWCA§LE ITEMS
3.

The name of the limited liability company is amended to read:
. Central Park LLC

4.
5.

The roan.agement of the fimlted11ablllty company shall henceforth ~ vested In:
Manager{s) ·
Members ·

·

·

·' · · D

D.

The infonnation on the managers/members shall be amended as fc?llows:

Mdre§s

~

~: a

6.

'Ami

Qelet~

0

D
D

D
D
D
D

. ·

~

i,

i'

D
D
0

I
[

I.
I

Signature of at least one manager, if any, or at least one member.

TCa~.n:ie: CalvfnTabor

,.........,.

~
·.

,-l---Seae1a--ry-of_S_ta_tausa-only---~

·

.

Member

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TypedNama: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Capacity:

JI

I

.
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1 I 38.88 • 38.18 · ~ AKEX I 2

i· ,
:·

(

~.

I ,

l
l
i

i

'

..
No. ·

,-.

V/69113

....... .. ...
_

____

CALVIN TABOR
28277 COUNTRY LANE
CAL0WEU.. ID 83807

CENTRAL PARK LLC
282n COUNTRY LANE
CALOWBJ., ID 83607

PO BOX83720
BOlSE,l08372().-006:0

-

Due no later than December 31, 2008 · ·· · 2. ~~;.~~Cf.loo i'iO PO ru"i'AMual Re
Fonn

'"'Ratu.....-_m_to_:~ - - - -- -,
.SECRETARYOFSTATE
.
450 NORTH FOURTH STREET

·· · - -·- ·- ·· - · · · ·

NO FILING FEE IF
ENEDISYDUE A

Limited Llabl!fty Companies: Enter Na!'"es end Addresses of Members.
Offlc. held

h,,-e,.,,J1

h1 ~11"'·"

~
.
Stroot or P.Q, Mc!rffi
7."i;f'Z,77 -~ .... t,y
C .. /.,1-. .,,,;.~,,.

-.

Vr, I< I

hA

/!IC

..)lo·

1r11ni.

Ct> 't 5 C'"-Y1

J-.,,,.,..

I,..,, H.

~
~
c,/d,-1.I ~,o

IV'*-~"'
r

•

'J:j) •
.. .

.. ......
. ....... . .

5. 0rganlzGd Under the Laws of:

IOAHO

W69113

-ru,_

~

l,,,,y

IILN - - , . . . . . . . . , ; ' - - - - - - ,

Issued 10/01/2008

Do Not Tape or Staple
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200812008817

.

Annual Report for W 69113

No. W69113

http://www.sos.id

Due no later than Dec 31, 2009

Annual Report Form

Return to:

SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

NO FIUNG FEE IF

v/servlet/TransformXMLDoc?URL=\20I001 ...

2. Registered Agent and Address
(NO PO BOX)

CALVIN TABOR
2s2n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83507

1, Mailing Address: Correct In this box If needed.

CENTRAL PARK LLC
CALVIN F TABOR
2s2n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607
USA

3.

~

Registered Agent Signature:*

RECEMD BY DUE DATE

4. Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager.
Office Held
Name
Street or PO Address
CJty
...
·-··-·······. ... ,. . .... ··- ....... ' ············
············ .
MEMBER
CALVIN TABOR
282n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL
MEMBER
VICKI MCMINN
NAMPA
609 S GRAYS LANE

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID
W 69113

Processed 01/11/2010

I of I

State
ID
ID

-·--····

..

Countr")'
USA

USA

Postal Code
83607
83687

6. Annual Report must be signed.*
Signature: calv!n Tabor

Date: 01111/2010

Name (type or print): calvin Tabor

Title: Member

* Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.
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Annual Report for W 69113

No, W 69113

http://www.sos.id

Due no later than Dec 31, 2010

Annual Report Form

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO 80X83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

NO FIUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

1. Malling Address: Correct In this box If needed.
CENTRAL PARK LLC
CALVIN F TABOR
282n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607
USA

v/servlet/fransformXMLDoc?URL=\20110 I ...

2. Registered Agent and Address
{NO PO BOX)
CALVIN TABOR
2a2n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607

3. Me:tL Registered Agent Signature:*

4. Limited Uabllily Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at feast one Member or Manager.
Office Held
Name
Street or PO Address
.. aty ..
·- .. --· -- ..... - -- -· ------.
··-···-····-··- ... ---------- .... ------ .......
MEMBER
CALVIN TABOR
2a2n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL
MEMBER
VICKI MCMINN COLBURN
609 S GRAYS LANE
NAMPA

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID
W69113
Processed 01/09/2011

I of I

State
ID
ID

·---

Country
USA
USA

Postal Code
83607
83687

6. Annual Report must be slgned. *
Signature: calvin Tabor

Date: 01/09/2011

Name (type or print): calv!n Tabor

lit!e: Member

* Sectronfcally provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.
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Annual Report for W691 l3

http://www.sos.id

No. W69113

Due no later than Dec 31, 2011

v/servletffransformXMLDoc?URL=\20120 l ...

2. Registered Agent and Address

(NO PO BOX)

Annual Report Form

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

NO FILING FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

CALVIN TABOR
2a2n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607

1. Maillng Address: Correct In this box If needed.

CENTRAL PARK LLC
CALVIN F TABOR
282n COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607
USA

3. Nl:'ll Registered Agent Signature:*

4. Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager.
. ~~~- ~~-!~.
MEMBER
MEMBER

.. .. _r~-~'.1:1~......... . .
CALVIN TABOR
VICKI MCMINN

5. Organized Under the Laws of:
ID
W 69113

Processed 01/09/2012

I of I

..

. _S~e.f:t or_ PO Af!~rE:5:>.....
282n COUNTRY LANE
609 S GRAYS LANE

C_lty__ ...
CALDWELL
NAMPA

State
ID
ID

_C:otJ~l:!Y .. fo~l~i:
USA
USA

83607
83687

6. Annual Report must be signed.*
Signature: calvln Tabor
Name (type or print): Calvin Tabor

Date: 01/09/2012
Title: Member

* Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.
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Annual Report for W 69113

http://www.sos.id

No. W69113

Due no later than Dec 31, 2012

Annual Report Form

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE

700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

NO FIUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

1. Mailing Address: Correct In this box If needed.

CENTRAL PARK LLC
CALVIN F TABOR
28277 COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607

v/servlet/fransfonnXMLDoc?URL=\2013 0 l ...

2. Registered Agent and Address
{NO PO BOX)

CALVIN TABOR
28277 COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL ID 83607

3. NeY.£ Registered Agent Signature:*

USA

4. Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager.
Office Held
Name
Street
or PO Address
. __gty
...
-·····-···- ............
············--··-·· ·····- ............. ·------- MEMBER
CALVIN TABOR
28277 COUNTRY LANE
CALDWELL
NAMPA
MEMBER
VICKI MCMINN
609 S GRAYS LANE

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID
W69113

Processed 01/13/2013

State
ID
ID

Co~nt:iy_

USA
USA

Postal Code
83607
83687

6. Annual Report must be signed.*
Signature: Calvin Tabor

Date: 01/13/2013

Name (type or print): Calvin Tabor

lltle: Member

* Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

I of I

11/4/2013 11:47 AM
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Marjorie Ellmaker

Name:
Fax:

Phone:

15205861093

E-mail: kstringfieldlaw@gmail.com

8 page(s) (including cover)
Subject: Revised Affidavit

Comments:

Marje,

Here is the the revised affidavit.
Ken

,/¼5
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•

ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(Instructions on back of applicatlon)

1. The name of the limited liability company is:

A 1 Real Estate LLC
2. The street address of the initial registered office is:

1314 5th St S. Nampa, Idaho 83651
and the name of the initial registered agent at the above address is:
Keith D Turner
3. The mailing address for future correspondence is:
1314 5th St S. Nampa, Idaho 83651
4. Management of the limited liability company will be vested in:
Manager(s)

0

or Member(s)

0

(pleosa chocll the appropriate box)

5. If management is to be vested in one or more manager(s), list the name(s) and
address(es) of at least one initial manager. If management is to be vested in the
member(s), list the name(s) and address(es} of at least one initial member.
Addroaa

Name

Keith D Turner

1314 5th St S, Nampa, Idaho 83651

Calvin Tabor

28277 Country Ln, Caldwell, Idaho 83607

6. Signature of at least on person responsible for forming the limited liability company:

Signature:

--,,u-:i=...-::......;...._.<-.:;.;~.;..._;;,..._.._ __

Typed Name: Keith D Turner

r,-----Secn,--la-ry_of.&ale use only

Capacity: _m_e_m_be_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature____________

;$~
~
Il1]
0

TypedName: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

J

Capacity:

lh.;;;;;;;;;;.;~~~;;;;;;:;;;;~;;;~;;;;:;:=;;~;;;;;;;;.d ,..

/.t-:r•

~ •. •r,,

IPfffl SECRETARY If STATE
03/1"3/E004 05:00
ex, 1936 cr, 1n&£1 BH: mJtl

1 ~ 186.88 "

u,e.88 ORGAK LLC i 2

-~·===-~-=-=-=======-=-=-=··-======-===============~·:.:j-,ATTACHMENTE
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Due no later than March 31, 2005
Annual Report Form

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, 10 83720-0080
NO AUNG FEE IF

II

A1 REAL ESTATE LLC
KEITH D TURNER

!
~
I
'

~

~

3 9 4:s

e~ u
I

---- ____ __ .,.

RECEIVED BY DUE CWE

.~

l~a.ld~JL,Ja
1so4 Vllsso4.IC\ L..Xi !:3
'R"~, OS

t 'Sl:.'$ 5 I3. New Registered Agont Signature

____ ___ - - - - - - - - __,_'

Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members.

4.

Street or P.O. ~ddress

Office held

I

po

2.Rerystered1>,gentanc!OfficeNO?OBOX. "\

~DTURNER

----~----0. «. . .:lli
. . .___----~lY.~®i'.._._____._\s_o_L(.._.._fv_,_,\ts-----'~-u1.......

C
. .a. .........ld_w-"-'e.l_.__!___l_d...c-_D1 £()$_

Q___
W-'-"-o.8-'-+t-"'l

GlvUll Tator ziz.77 Cowi:g LV\ , (~ldwe.11

~-

07

- - -------~~-----------_J
/4
& ~ - ----~/4~5

· 5. Organized Under the Laws of:

IDAHO

r·

6

~

~,gnature

fJ!-ffi.:-:

1

.

~<

Date

_ _ _ _w_293~~-·-- -----·- - - _Name:~~~-":•.
~r.1££.'--:_._~-~-~··- nt~~ _--::--~«- =::;;Issued 01/03/2005
200503001291
Do Not Tape or Staple
.

J

- ··-· ·- --·- - .. --- ------- ·------··"-· ---- ---- -·-- "··-·-------- -------

6

No.

Annual Report Form

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX 83720
BOISE. 10 83720-0080

A1 REAL ESTATE LLC
KEITH D TURNER
~3

'31{

NO FILING FEE IF

~'- I

RECEIVED BY DUE DATE
4·

M~
w
00

3. New Registered Agent Signa1ure

:r:a. "b 3Go]

Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members.
Office held

N

Sou.th f',t~

Name

Street or P.O. Address

~?l~

M~ DJ11ir1 F

~

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

31./.s;.w«P-d~
34' s~ l'il ~

6.

IDAHO
W 29338

Signature

::.=t 4ilh J1 ~
krDo Not Tape or Staple
200603001704
... .- .----··· .. ·- --~
- ------------------,_.. . ,__
Name

Issued 01/04/2006

- ·--- --..·-· ___

~~~CL!~~LJ~~a:.t:::__ Date _.!/~-'-.;-r.:..ea.~'----1

,

Title

________

________ _

.._.

. 217

APPLICATION .FOR REINSTATEMENT
To the SECRETARY 0~ ST~TE. _STATE OF IDAHO

.

en
m-c::,

,

1. The name ·of the Idaho cotpOratton / limited llabillty company/ llmlted partnerahip ~ed:'ltAblltty
partnership applying for reinstatement following admlnlstratfve dlssol_utlon or forfeltur~a~le, is: .

~;; ~

. A1 REAL ESTATE LLC
.

.

-~~

.·

2. The date of Its incorporation I organization was:

March

19,

2004 0

9i

~

3. The corporation / limited llablllty company/ limited partnership/ limited liability pa~hi~
hereby applies for_ reinstatement. If the entity name ls unavailable, -a certificate of am~en@5,_r a
.
ti-t ·
name change must be attached.
4. This appllcatlon Is accompanied by a current
soermrv o-t State use only
annual report, appointment of registered agent, or
articles of amendment extending existence, as
appropriate, and a fillng fee of $30.00. ·
Signature:

~

-42?

··--·

---------------------··-----·
239

..·

.... -·.

1D,J::i'I\IQTJ\TC~JC:?\!T
l'IV lr-\l L..IVIL-J'II I

No.

AnnuJ:1I Report Fprm

W29338

ADMIN. PIS_SQLVED, 0.6/00/2007

Rotum lo:
SECRETARY OF STATE

+SO N 4tli STREET

A1 Real Estate, LLC.
1924 E. Walnut Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

PO !;\OX e.,720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

FEE OUE $:30.00
~-

Corpornllon6; Eniet NQ!J1~S and BuslnOS!I Addrosaoii of Prwatdent, IIBcretnry and Directors
Umltod llabillty Companies: Enlor Names and Addl'eGSes o{ rnana12emenL
Limited and Umlloo Uablllty Partriarahlps: EDtar nrunos and 11.ddressea of al kiast two (2) partners.

QffJce held

llilme.

street or eo Address

5. Orgru,lz&d under the laws of:

IDAHO .
W 29338
Issued 07/27/2007 by SLD

240

2. Rec~teroo AQonl·m<l otnc~ NOT A P.O. 60-X

Keith D. Tun:,er
1924 E. Walnut Street
Caldwell, ID 83605
-- - ------·~ ~---- ~···--···--·- ...
_._ , .

3.• t:l.flJi rsgs1erod _aaanteiynAlurQ

.. -

.. .,

State of ldah
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY REINSTATEMENT CERTIFICATE

I, BEN YSURSA, Secretary of State of the State of Idaho, hereby certify
that the articles of organization
ESTATE
.. of A1 REAL
,.
'. '. LLC, file number W 29338
, a limited liability company qrganized
under
the laws
qf ,the State of Idaho, was
.
·-·:.
.
'

'

'

administratively dissolved onJune 8, 2007, for failure toJile the required annual
report form by the date due.

I FURTHER CERTIFY That the limited liability company has on August
20, 2007, been reinstated on

the records of this ~fflcie, and that its articles of

organization in the ·State of ldaho are hereby

rest~r~d.

Dated: August 20, 2007

------------------···---·--------·······
- - ·. ··---··· --··

·--·-····---··-··------··-··-···--·-----·----·--------·--

...............
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·~

I

····( .

.i

STATE OF IOAHO
BENYSURSA

~

FIRST-cl.ASS

SECRETARY OF STATE
450 NORTH FOURTH STREET
PO SOX 83720 . ·,
BOISE.1083720-()()80

. .
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED··

U.S. POOl'AGE PAIO
13o!M, !O

PERMIT No..1

lOAHO ANNUAL REPORT FORM w 29338
U10 Uila fo·rm to flle on~rno &t www.~oa.ldaho.gov

. T1US IS 11fE ONLY NOTICE. YPU W1LL RECEIVE

Al. REAL ESTATE LLC
KEITHD 'XlJru,l'ER
l?O BOX 3 943 .,
.
NAMPA, ID' ·s36S3·

._: ,. Noorn, : .
·-··:-""·
cflttDL?R£SS
.
.: ,
DNFJf.E

242

I

'

:- ·. .

i'

l
'

........

~

..

',

STATE OF I0AHO
BENVSURSA
SECRETARY OF STATE
P .0, BOX 83720

BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0080

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

08 FEB - I AH 8: 3 J
SECRETARY OF STATE
STATE OF' rDAHO

i

-!

·1
.,·,
l

I

!

KEITH D .TURNER
1504 -:MISSOULA ·
CALDWELL ID 8~ :

---·-·----·--·-- -

- ..·

. -'Mt:xt~

f/37

DC 1 .

Rfl:TURN TO
·. HOT 0£!..l:V&RABl..li:
·\JNA8l..lt TO
. '13C t ·Dl!I..,,.._0
r ,...,.., ,.
... 0
.

00 Oi../:!l:tl'Oe

SENDER ..
AS A0DRES.S:E:0
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·
• ..049~-®fS?'0-31- l..!!I

IIn lu I fl I I, nl,ili IJh 11I l1ul lmlul111, 1111 I, II
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1.

Page 8 (Pages 26-29)
Marjorie Lois Ellmaker 4/26/2013

I
I

Page 26

I
2
3
4

5

I
I

6

7
8
9
10
II

12

13
!4
15
16
!7
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

Q.
A.

Business law?
Uh-huh.
Q. That's yes?
A. Yes. Economics.
Q. Okay.
A. Banking rules and regulations. They were
taken at Mesa Community College, and I can't remember
all of them that I took, but whenever there was a
course that came up that was appropriate to what was
my job or my situation at the bank at that time.
Q. Those were at Mesa Community College?
A. Uh-huh. I think it was business law one
and business law two, and that would -- most of that
was done in, probably whenever they came up in '74,
'75, because my daughter graduated in May of'76, so
it was before her graduation, so I would think '73,
'75. You know, whenever the appropriate courses would
come up, l availed myself the opportunity to gain more
knowledge.
Q. Now, this lawsuit that you have brought
against Al Real Estate, Calvin Tabor and Keith Turner,
you have alleged that those defendants owe you a sum
of money. How much money is it you are asserting is
owed?
A. The note was 150,000 and the interest at six

Page 28

I

2

3
4

5
6
1
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

A.
Q.
A.

Absolutely.
Was the will admitted to probate?
Absolutely.
Q. And you are named the personal
representative of that?
A. I was.
Q. Okay.
A. Attorney Steve Scanlin in Boise.
Q. Okay. Do you have any of those probate
documents?
A. Did I give you the will? Yes.
Q. The lawsuit is in your name and not in the
name of the estate, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Is there a decree or something that
establishes your ownership of this receivable?
A. The note was taken out, at the closing of
the sale of the property, it was Martha Chitwood, she
was the one that signed for it. At the establishment
of the will, the same day, Steven Scanlin also
prepared the document, a power of attorney that was
for me on the same date that she signed the will. She
also signed a medical power of attorney. So at her
death, everything passed to me, property, banking,
notes, everything was passed on to me.
Page 29

Page 27
1

percent interest that has accrued from May first, I

I

2 believe, of 19 -- 2006 to date.

3
Q. Now, there was a note that was made in 2007
4 which your complaint calls note number two for
5 150,000.
6
MR. STRINGFIELD: What page are you
7 referring to and what paragraph? Are you looking at
s the initial verified complaint or amended complaint?
9
MR. KERRICK: The note that I'm talking
1o about is a note dated 6/6, 2007. The bar order is A I
11 Real Estate LLC and the payee is Martha Chitwood.
12 It's $150,000 at six percent. Is that the note?
13
THE WITNESS: That is an extension of the
14 note that was granted to Calvin May I, 2005. There
15 were two notes. One of77,000 and one of 150,000.
16 Both of which were to be paid by May first of 2006.
17
Q. (BY MR. KERRICK) The payee is Martha
18 Chitwood?
19
A. It was.
20
Q. How is it that you are the owner of a note
21 owing to Martha Chitwood?
22
A. Because I was the inheritor, am the
23 inheritor of her property and all when she died on
24 July 13, 2007.
25
Q. And did she have a will?

208-345-9611

M

&

Q.

So Mr. Scanlin filed the will with the

2 court?
3
A. Absolutely. That is in here as well.
4
Q. Okay. Do we have that?

5
6

7

s
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
11
18

19

2.0
21
22

23
24

25

A. Don't you have the other paper that was
signed? What do they call it? Acknowledging. I
thought that was in the paperwork I gave you.
MR. STRJNGFIELD: I'll check.
Q. (BY MR. KERRJCK) I have been handed a
will of Sarah Martha Chitwood. It's dated
September 5, 2003. And that was Sarah Martha
Chitwood's last will?
A. Yes.
Q. And then you also have a death certificate
there for her date of death?
A. Yes.
Q. Could I have that too. I won't do it right
now, but we will make copies of these, and then we
will get them back to you and make them exhibits to
the deposition.
There is a document entitled
Affidavit of Non-Probate of Marjorie L. Ell maker.
That was signed by you August ninth of 2007; is that
right?
A. Uh-huh.

M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

245

800-234-9611
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Page 13

(Pages 46-49)

Marjorie Lois Ellmaker 4/26/2013
Page 46

So he had -- we accepted the

I

2 bid to the Circle C Excavation, and so when it came
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14

15
16

J1

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

time to pay it, it was paid to him because he then
paid the contractor. So you will see -- you will not
see any check to Circle C at all because he was the
one that -- I paid it to him as Tabor Construction,
and he, then I'm sure he paid them because I never
received any kind of statement from them.
Q. Do you and Martha have a common ancestor?
A. Sure.
Q. Who is your common ancestor?
A. Common ancestor would be James Zenas
Bessecker.
Q. Zenas?
A. Z-e-n-a-s. His twin brother is Zeno. And
Sarah Sophrenia Atwater Bessccker.
MR. STRINGFIELD: Atwater. Bessecker, can
you spell that.
THE WITNESS: B-e-s-s-e-c-k-c-r.
MR. STRrNGFIELD: What was the last name of
Zenas?
THE WITNESS: It wasn't his last name. It
was his middle name. James Zenas Bessecker.
Q. (BY MR. KERRlCK) A.lid what ancestor is that
of yours'?
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A. This is -- yes, I would agree to that, but is
this your copying machine? Because there wasn't
anything that is -Q. That is a copy of the document that was
provided to me.
A Correct. But there is nothing, there was
nothing marked out in that one. It just appears to
me -MR. KERRICK: Ken, do you have a cleaner
document of the will, a cleaner copy?
MR. STRINGFIELD: Let's see.
THE WITNESS: I see. It's picking up where
he has -Q. (BY MR. KERRICK) This is just a copy of
what your attorney submitted to me today.
A. I understand that.
Q. I have never seen this before.
A. I understand that, David. I was questioning
why it looked like there had been something marked
out, and I understand now that it's his highlighter
pencil. Tirnnk you.
MR. KERRICK: You bet.
MR. STRINGFIELD: I'm thinking, looking al
this makes me think that this came out of it -THE WITNESS: It did, and I have that at.
Page 49
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I

A.

He was the grandfather, first grandfather

2 of Martha, and he is my great grandfather. My

3 mother's maiden name is Bessecker. So I can take you
4 back to 1770 something.
5
Q. Your complaint said that she was your
6

7
&

9
10

11

12
13

14
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16

17
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20
21

22

23
24

25

M

&

THE WITNESS: lt was the power of attorney

4

5 as well as the medical power of attorney.

cousin, so I just wanted to know.
A. She is my cousin second removed. She is my
mother's first cousin, and so therefore, she is my
second cousin, but I don't know if that is when they
say twice removed.
Q. Now, I probably asked you this before, but
do you have anything in writing other than what you
have submitted here prior to where Calvin Tabor has
guaranteed the debt of Al Real Estate LLC?
A. No.
MR. KERRICK: Could we take just a little
break. I'm about done.
(Recess taken.)
(Exhibits A and B marked.)
MR. KERRICK: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. KERRICK) I'm showing you what has
been marked as Exhibits A and 8. Would you identify
that Exhibit A is the will that you provided to me
today and that Exhibit B is the affidavit of
non-probate?

208-345-9611

I home in a folder.
2
MR. STRINGFIELD: With other documents in
3 it?

MR. STRINGFIELD: lfyou could bring

6

7 everything.
8
THE WITNESS:
9

Q.

(BY MR. KERRICK) So in other words,

JO Exhibit A is the copy of a copy of the will that your
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22

23
24
25

attorney provided to me today, but you have the
original will back at your place?
A. I do.
Q. Okay.
A. Yes, I will stipulate Exhibits A and Bare
correct.
Q. You have alleged in your complaint that you
were not familiar with the limited liability act in
Idaho'?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Are you familiar with it now?
A. I am, because I did some research for myself
and for Ken as to what the legal liability is and when
it took effect in Idaho.
Q. And when was that?
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I will.

800-234-9611

DAVID E. KERRICK, ISB #2565
1001 Blaine Street
Post Office Box 44
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone:
(208) 459-4574
Facsimile:
(208) 459-4573

F I L E D

_ _ _,A.M.~ _µ"'..':~ ~P,M.

NOV o7 2013
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendant Calvin Tabor

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
MARJORJE LOIS ELLMAKER, a single
~mm,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

CVI0-4399C

CORRECTED
AFFIDAVIT OF CALVIN TABOR

)

CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER md
A 1 REAL ESTA TE, m Idaho Limited
Liability Compmy,
Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
ss.
)

CAL VIN TABOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I was introduced to Martha Chitwood through a friend of mine, Gary Vezzoso; and

2.

Mrs. Chitwood lived in McCall md wmted to sell her land, but keep her house; and
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3.

I met with Martha Chitwood and Marjorie Ellmaker and explained that Al Real

Estate was in the business of buying and fixing up houses and land to resell for profit; and
4.

They told me to see what I could do. I did the research and found the value for her

property. Then I started to contact investors to see if anyone would be interested. When I put a
group of investors together, I went to her with the proposal that she accepted; and
5.

The property was purchased by Al Real Estate, LLC for $927,000.00 on the terms

set forth in the closing statement attached hereto as Exhibit "A"; and
6.

Martha Chitwood was a McCall local who was well known and adored. She had been

a school teacher. She took in stray animals and stray people and provided food and shelter for them
out of her meager income; and
7.

I felt fortunate to be able to put together this transaction that made her a rich lady for

the last period of her life; and
8.

I believe that Martha Chitwood really appreciated what Al Real Estate, LLC did for

her and that she would not be a party to this misguided lawsuit; and
9.

Out of the closing, Mrs. Chitwood took as a portion of her payment from Al Real

Estate, LLC two Notes, one for $150,000.00 and one for $77,000.00. This was in 2005. In 2006,
the $77,000.00 Note had been paid and the remaining Note was extended from a 2006 due date to
a 2007 due date. In 2007, a replacement Note was given by Al Real Estate, LLC to Martha
Chitwood with a due date of on or before December 24, 2007; and
10.

During that time period, there was an abrupt down turn in the real estate market and

real estate prices plummeted. Al Real Estate, LLC had at least two real properties in inventory that
rapidly became worth less than the mortgages and were ultimately deeded back to lenders in lieu of
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foreclosure. The other member of Al Real Estate, LLC, Keith Turner, filed personal bankruptcy on
November 15, 2012; and
11.

If I could personally afford to pay Martha back for the Al Real Estate, LLC debt, I

would do that out of the respect I have for Martha. But she is deceased and I lost everything in the
real estate down turn and as a contractor have had a very difficult and slow time starting over again;
and
12.

At all times, Martha Chitwood and Marjorie Ellmaker knew that they were dealing

with Al Real Estate, LLC. It was Al Real Estate that made the com1ection between Gary Vizzoso
and myself. It was Al Real Estate that put the Purchase and Sale Agreement together. Everyone
involved knew that, including Martha, Marjorie, and the investors; and
13.

Kenneth Stringfield has filed an Affidavit with Al Real Estate's 2008 income tax

return attached. Keith Turner was the member in the LLC that managed the finances. I was the one
that managed the construction. Keith Turner engaged CPA Gregory Braun to file our tax returns;
and
14.

I am not very familiar with how the tax returns were done, but Kenneth Stringfield

has absolutely no knowledge of the finances of Al Real Estate, LLC and has made false statements
in his Affidavit; and
15.

He states, "On or about December 31, 2007, six days after the date the Note was due

and not paid for the third time, Al Real Estate loaned $58,432.00 to Jeff Gardner." Al Real Estate,
in fact, loaned Jeff Gardner $50,000.00 on June 5, 2007. The money for the loan was borrowed by
Al Real Estate through its line of credit. Mr. Stringfield falsely insinuates that Al Real Estate had
$58,000.00 in cash on December 31, 2007; and
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16.

A copy of the Promissory Note from Jeff Gardner is attached hereto as Exhibit "B".

17.

A I Real Estate, LLC sued Jeff Gardner to collect on the Note in Canyon County case

number CV07-13313, but Mr. Gardner was uncollectable and later filed bankruptcy; and
18.

Next, Mr. Stringfield in his Affidavit states that I received distributions in 2008 of

$52,804.00 and that Keith Turner also received distributions. The distributions shown on the tax
return were largely how the company's outstanding debts were converted to paper "income". The
$35,000.00 that I did actually receive included payroll and carryover payroll, which was owed to me
but had never been paid from the previous tax years because Al Real Estate did not have the funds.
Much of the labor I invested in Al Real Estate ended up being done for free because of lack of
profits; and
19.

I loaned $100,000.00 to Al Real Estate which I borrowed as a second on my house.

That loan was repaid slowly over time.
20.

I have attached as Exhibit "C" a letter from Gregory Braun, CPA for Al Real Estate,

which clarifies the 2008 tax return.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
DATED this _G_"_day ofNovember, 2013.

CALVIN TABOR

Res1 mg at: Caldwell, Idalio
My Commission Expires: ~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~.·

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this L_:cfay ofNovember, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following individuals in the
manner indicated below:

Kenneth F. Stringfield
P.O. Box 777
213 S. 10th A venue
Caldwell, ID 83606

[~.Mail
[ Hand Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Via Facsimile 442-7915

Attorney for Plaintiff
Erin J. Wynne
WYNNE & MELLO, PLLC
P.O. Box 1771
Boise, ID 83701

~.S.Mail
[, =·. 'fland Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Via Facsimile 473-2043

Attorney for Keith Turner

David E. Kerrick
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610 South Kimball• Caldwell, ID 83605

(208) 459-1651
ESCROW NUMBER: PC6434 7
PROPERTY:
NNA Bareground
McCall, ID 83638

TODAY'S DATE: 05/09/2005
CLOSING DATE: 05/10/2005

Parcel I: prt of SW 1/4 SW1/4 9-18N-3E B.M.; Parcel II: prt SW1/4 SW1/4 9-18N-3E B.M.
ESCROW CLOSING STATEMENT OF:
Sarah Martha Chitwood
OTHER PARTY:
Ai Real Estate, LLC
SELLER'S CLOSING STATEMENT
DESCRIPTION
Safes Price
Earnest money deposit
Unsecured Note to Sarah Martha Chitwood
Unsecured Note
Pay 2002-2004 taxes to Valley County Treasure,r
Prorate Taxes from 1/1/2005 to 5/10/2005@$1,367.36 I 12 months
Pay 2002-2004 taxes to Valley County Treasurer
Escrow Closing Fee (1/2) to Pioneer Title Company
Standard Owners Titfe Ins. to First American-Valley County

DEBITS

CREDITS

927,000.00
65,000.00

77,ooo.oo/
150,000.00 \
'4,186.31
. · 483.26

1,096.24
500.00
2,615.75

Balance Due To Seller
626,118.44
TOTALS
927,000.00
927,000.00
Pioneer Titfe 9ompany of Canyon County hereby certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of funds received and disburse,
by us in the above closing statement.
I/We, the undersigned seller(s), have read and approved the above closing statement.

,·1

,\

Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County

.,

.~'ittlt \;'k1 ut.\,-l~k.rc
Sarah Martha Chitwood

Vicki Hunsperger
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EXHIB~T

Am=

Promissory Note
RECITATIONS:
.
.
~-~~
Date:
JLme
o=fu, "'uua

Borrower. Jeff Gardner
Borrower Social Security Number:
Borrower's Address: 34 South Pit Lane, Nampa, ID 83687
Payee: A1 Reai Estate, i..LC.
Place for Payment: 1924 E. Walnut Street, Caidweil,ID 83605
PAYMENT TERMS. FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned Borrower does hereby promise
to pay this Note as follows:

Principal Amount $50,000 (fifty thousand dollars & 00/100's)
Interest or fee: 10% fee
Term: Principle & fee due in full on or before July 5th, 2007

BORROWER'S PRE-PAYMENT RIGHT. Borrower reserves the right to prepay this Note in
whole or in part, prior to maturity, without penalty.
BINDING EFFECT. The covenants, obligations and conditions herein contained shall be binding
on and inure to the benefit of the heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of the parties hereto.
DEFAULT AND ACCELERATION CLAUSE. If Borrower defaults in the payment of this Note or
in the performance of any obligation, and the default continues after Payee gives Borrower notice
of the default and the time within which it must be cured, as may be required by law or written
agreemen~ then Payee may declare the unpaid principal balance and earned interest on this
Note immediately due. Borrower and each surety, endorser, and guarantor waive all demands for
paymen~ presentation for payment, notices of intentions to accelerate maturity, notices of
acceleration of maturity, protests, and notices of protest, to the extent permitted by law.
FORM OF PAYMENT. Any check, draft, Money Order, or other instrument given in payment of
all or any portion hereof may be accepted by the holder and handled in collection in the
customary manner, but the same shall not constitute payment hereunder or diminish any rights of
the holder hereof except to the extent that actual cash proceeds of such instruments are
unconditionally received by the payee and applied first to interest, and the balance to principle.

ATTORNEY'S FEES. If this Note is given to an attorney for collection or enforcement, or if suit is
brought for collection or enforcement, or if it is collected or enforced through probate, bankruptcy,
or other judicial proceeding, then Borrower shall pay Payee all costs of collection and
enforcement, including reasonable attorney's fees and court costs in addition to other amounts
due.
Page 1 of 2
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SEVERABlUTY. lfany provision of this Note or the. application thereof shall, for any reason and

to any extent, be 1nvaffd Oi unenforceable, neither the reme1inder ofthis Nofe nor the application
of the provision to.other persons, entitles or circumstances shall be affected thereby, but instead
shall be enforced to the maximum extent permttted by law.
·
CONSTRUCTlON, The pronouns used herein shall include, where appropriate, either gender or
both, singular and plural.

GOVERNINGLAW; The undersigned and al! other parties to this note; whetheras endorsers,
guarantors or sureties, agree to remain. fully bound until this note. shall be fylly paid and waive
demand, presentment a,rtd protest'andaU notices hereto.and further agree to remain bqund
notwithstanding any extension, modification, waiver, or other indqlgence ore discharge or release
of any obligor hereundsr orexcriarige; substitution; or release of any colla\eral grantedas
security for th.is note. No modification or indulgence, by a.ny holder hereof ;:;hall be binding unless
in writing; arid any inqulger.ice on any one occasion shall not be an1nduigence for ariy other or
future occasion. Ahy modification orchange in terms; hereund,er granted by any hoider hereof,
shall be valid and binding upon each oftheJJndersigned, notwithstandir,ig tf)1:: .acl:<nowjedgement
ofany ofthe undersigned, and each ofthe. urid~rsighed does heteby irrevo;cably grant to each of
the others a power of attorney to: ente(into any such modification ?n th~ir. b:ehalfa· The rights of
any holder hereof snail be . curnulative.and not neces_sa:rily succes$iVe. Thismote shall take ~ffect
as a sealed instrument and·shall be construed, governed and. enforced in accordance with:the
laws of the State of Idaho.
·
·
DESCRIPTIVE HEADIN,<3S. The descriptive headings use:d tiefeln .are Tor conve.hience of
reference only' and''they are not intended to have any effect whatsoever in dGterminihg the rights
or obligations undedhi!;;.-Note.

EXECUTED on {Date) _ _..:::&:::..._... -=·&:_·_·0:_?:._·_ ___:__ _ _ _ _.;.__ _ _ __

. ~ ·..

r""

__?
...

- ~;~

Borrower Print
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PRINCIPAL

RIPLEY

DOORJ\T

CO}JPA1'1Yi PL
I>

,;

T
j_j

-0

. John T: Berg, C..PA.
0-i:egqry J. B:re-un, CPA
Bryan R Crook.ham; CPA
J.\.fark J. Flitton, GPA

C:

lviich.ael 0. Groff, CPA
Nlitha_elE. Huter, CPA

Ronald J. La\ler, CPA

lfandv S. Million, CPA
Perry L. Obendorf, CPA
Cory T. Smi±h, CPA
Ted Stimpson, CPA

217W. Georgi..aAve. Suite LOO • Nrunpa, ID S313Si3
PH. (ZOBJ 4/56-9264. • FA.X (20$) 407-99}3
Website:- www.rdcpa:com

.'.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

October 29, 2013
Keith Turner
340 S Lemon Ave #6771N

Walnut, CA 91789

Dear Keith:
Having prepared the 2008 return for Al Real Estate LLC, you recently asked me to go
back and review the ttansactions and j.ournal entries with regard to the capital account
transactions for Al Real Estate, LLC during tbat 2008 tax year. .I reviewed my tax: return
workpapers and the. QuickBooks transactions for 2008. I looked through the journal entries,
general ledger transactions, and bank account transactions for Al Real Estate and tb.is is wb.at I
have established.
During 2008, Calvin Tabor's K-1 shows $52,804 in withdrawals and distrjbutions.
Calvin Tabor recd.ved $35,754 in cash.
The remaining $17,500 in Withdrawals and
distributions repr.es.ents $5,416 of in. and out money related to loans and repayments recorded
in 2008, and $11,634 which represents a charge on a receivable that was not recovered.
Management decided not to deduct that charge as an expense on the Al return, b.:ut jnstead
recorded it as a charge to the shareholder capital account. This was a conservative approach.
Ih addition, the capital contributed for the year of $104,949 represents the $5,416 of in and out
money above, plus $99,543 of Al liabilities that that were c:redited to CaJvin 1s capital.account
when Al was dissolved. So .in effect, Calvin received $35,754 in cash, but his account was
credited fo:r $99 ,.543 in Uabilities. This leads to a net increase to Calvin of $63, 78'9 in. liabilities
over assets.
During 2008, Keith Turner's K-1 shows $98,163 in withdrawals and distributions.
Keith Turner received $24,078 in cash payments. The remaining $74,084 in the withdrawals
and distributions represents $12,633 .of in and out money rela~ed to loans and repayments
recorded m. 2008 ,. $49,817 of distributions of property net of the loans on the sa:tne property 1
and $11,634 which represents a charge on a receivable that was not recovered. Management
decided not to dedu.ct that charge as an expense on the Al return, but instead recorded as a
charge to the shareholder cap.ital account. This was a conservative approach. Although the tax
return showed a distribution of property above amounting to $491'817 in historical property
value., the fair value of that property at the time, may well have been much less than that or
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eve11 negative. In addition, the capital contributed for the year of $112,176 represents the
$12,633 of in and out money above, plus $99,543 of Al liabilities that were credited to your
capital accouD.t when Al was dissolved. So in effect, Keith received $24,078 in cash, but
account was credited for $99,543 in liabilitie,;;. He also took the land net of the hoµse for
$49,817 that in 2008 was recorded at historical cost.
So in analyzing the capital account transactions in 2008, remember that part of the
distributions and withdrawals compared to the capital cpntributed is. in and out money. They
were loans and repayments if you Will. Part of the withdrawals and distributions includes a
charge to the. corporate books that we did not feel was deductible and could not justify it as an
expense so it was charged to the capitaI .account, and finally, when reviewing thc: cash
distri1;mtions, the crediting of debt that was recorded to you. individually should be factored in
as well.
Please let me know if you have any further questions.

Best regards,

U u2,4,,--,,.-r
A f~h
a u...ri
w
.o ~rr
~.:.~---\..
1

I

ya

Grego.ry J. Braun, CPA
Ct: Calvin: Tabor
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Kenneth F. Stringfield, ISB No.: 3907
P.O. Box 777
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone: (208) 459-6879
Facsimile: (208) 442-7915
kstringfieldlaw@gmail.com
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

4~1:\°l

MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER
a single woman,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV 10-:w681
BRJEF IN OPPOSITION TO
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
MOTION TO DISMISS

vs.
CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER, and
Al REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

I.
INTRODUCTION

The root of this case is that Calvin Tabor gained the confidence, trust, and
friendship of two elderly ladies, Martha Chitwood and Marjorie Ellmaker; he became
their advisor then took advantage of his position. He mislead them when he obtained a
loan from Martha and failed to tell them that the loan he asked for was with another
entity, not himself. He then acted in bad faith by loaning money and distributing income
out of A1 Real Estate after the loan was due.
Marjorie Lois Ellmaker submits her brief in opposition to Calvin Tabor's Motions
to dismiss and for summary judgment. Calvin Tabor claims that Marjorie Ellmaker lacks
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION To SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION To DISMISS
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standing to bring this law suit because she is not the owner of the claim. He also claims
that there is no issue of fact because Al Real Estate LLC, not Calvin Tabor, entered into
the agreement to borrow the money on the defaulted loan. However, Marjorie Ellmaker's
standing is wither by ownership or her duties with respect to Martha's estate. There are
significant and material facts in dispute surrounding Calvin Tabor's acts,
representations, and omissions.
II.
STATEMENT OF FACTS.
The following people and entity are involved: Martha Chitwood (Martha), the
seller of McCall property and lender of the money making up the claim; Marjorie
Ellmaker (Marjorie), Martha Chitwood's relative, helper, friend, and devisee under her
will; Calvin Tabor (Mr. Tabor), who befriended Martha and Marjorie, helped sell the
McCall property, and was a partner and member-manager of Al Real Estate LLC; Keith
Turner (Mr. Turner), Calvin Tabor's only partner in Al Real Estate; and A1 Real Estate a
dissolved limited liability company.
Martha was a longtime McCall, Idaho resident who owned a piece of real property
located near downtown McCall, Idaho. In 2003, Martha was 85 years old. In August
2_003,

she gave her cousin and friend Marjorie, power of attorney to help her manage her

affairs; and in September she executed a will giving Marjorie all of her estate except a
"cake plate and glass horse" and her cats. (ME Afft't., Exhibits A and B.). 1 Martha
wanted to sell some of her McCall property and asked Marjorie to help her. (ME Afft't,
,r6.) Marjorie knew that they needed help, so she contacted a person she trusted, Gary

1 Marjorie Ellmaker's affidavit filed October 22, 2013.
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION To SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION To DISMISS
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Vizzoso, regarding the property; Gary Vizzoso got Martha and Marjorie in touch with Mr.
Tabor, who Gary Vizzoso said they could trust. (ME Afft't, 16.) Mr. Tabor facilitated the
sale ofland owned by Martha and located near downtown McCall, Idaho. Mr. Tabor
guided Martha and Marjorie through the sale of the property. (ME Afft't, i!6.)
Mr. Tabor developed his relationship with Marjorie and Martha from a
quasi-fiduciary relationship, to one where they believed he was their trusted friend. At
the time Martha was 87 years old and Marjorie was 70 years old. Both women were
unfamiliar with limited liability companies and business transactions involving limited
liability companies. (ME 2 nd Afft't., ,r2.) Martha had lived in McCall, Idaho most of her
life, where she was a teacher and a librarian for a number of years. She was not a
sophisticated business woman. (Amended Complaint, ,r3.)
The closing of the McCall sale took place in May 2005. (See ME Afft't, Exhibit D,
"Agreement".) After the terms of the sale were agreed upon and shortly before the
closing, Mr. Tabor asked Martha in Marjorie's presence,2 if she was willing to lending
him money. Mr. Tabor told Marjorie and Martha little about his business or his partner,
other than the business purchased and restored homes for re-sale. Mr. Tabor did not
identify the names of his business or his partner, Mr. Turner. Because he had gained
their trust and confidence, he was able to persuade Martha to loan him
Two promissory notes were prepared; the

$150,000.00

$227,000.00.

note partially reflects the loan at

issue here. This note was due May 1, 2006. When Mr. Tabor persuaded Martha to loan
him money, he did not ask her if she was willing to loan money to Al Real Estate LLC. He
framed his proposal to make the loan sound as if it would be a loan to him personally, a
See ME 2 nd Afft't, ,r3.
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION To SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION To DISMISS -3
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human being, not a business entity. (ME Afft't., ,r9.)
Mr. Tabor or Keith Turner prepared the typed May 9, 2005 promissory note, and
Mr. Tabor presented them to Martha and Marjorie. The borrower is listed as Al Real
Estate LLC. Mr. Tabor initialed each page with a "C.T." and signed the notes "Calvin
Tabor, as a member of Al Real Estate." (ME Afft't., Exh. D.; Amended Complaint Exh. A
-referred to in David Kerrick's affidavit, DKAfft't., ,r,-i 3.a. & 3.b.) Mr. Tabor did not ask
them if they knew what an LLC was and did not explain that LLC meant limited liability
company. Mr. Tabor did not tell them that they should get the advice of a lawyer, or
anyone else, before entering into the agreement with him. Mr. Tabor did he tell them
that he did not have a specific plan for how to pay back the loan. (KS Afft't, Attachment
B, p. 90, ln. 18 through p. 91, ln.20.) Because he had gained their trust, they did not think
to contact a lawyer or investment advisor. Mr. Tabor never explained to either Martha or
Marjorie -who was present during the loan discussions -the significance ofloaning
money to a limited liability company. He did not explain that if Martha did not get
security for her loan, or a personal guarantee from him or Keith Turner for the loan, that
her money would not be protected. He did not explain that if she loaned money to Al
Real Estate, her loan would not be protected should the company fail. It is unclear
whether any security was offered for the loan. (See gen., ME Afft't., ,r,r 6 & 8-11; ME 2 nd
Afft't., ,r,r 2-8 & 16.)
The following April, 2006, interest was paid on the $150,000.00 note and it was
extended to May 1, 2007 by a hand written modification. (DK Afft't., ,-i,r 3.c. & 3.d.) That
note was not paid May 1, 2007; instead it was replaced by a note on June 6, 2007, two
days after Mr. Tabor allowed Al Real Estate to make a non-business loan to Jeff
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Gardner3 and seven weeks before Martha's July 25 th death (See Death Certificate, ME
Afft't, Attachment C; and DK Afft't., ,r,r 3.e. & 3.f.); this note's due date was December 25,
2007. Mr. Tabor negotiated all of the modifications; he did not clarify that the loan was
to a limited liability company.
Al Real Estate ceased to exist in 2008; Mr. Tabor allowed it to be administratively
dissolved. Al Real Estate's creditors were not notified of the dissolution; nor were they
paid as required by Idaho law.4 (ME 2nd A:fft't., ,r,r 12-14.) According to the 2008 tax
return, Schedule K, Form 1065 provided by Mr. Tabor, the total distributions were
$150,967.00. Mr. Tabor took $52,804.00, and Mr. Turner took $98,163.00. (KS Afft't.,
Attachment A.) It appears that Calvin Tabor and Keith Turner gave themselves
distributions in the form of cash and property and securities from the assets of A1 Real
Estate. The note has not been paid.
Between 2007 and the fall of 2009, Marjorie and Mr. Tabor had numerous
discussions about the debt, including times when Marjorie hired Mr. Tabor to make
repairs on her Notus home. During these discussions, Mr. Tabor both acknowledged the
debt as his own and he caused Marjorie to believe that he intended to repay the debt.
(ME 2nd Afft't., ,r 9.) Because of his assurances, Marjorie did not bring a lawsuit to collect
the debt. Id. Mr. Tabor never told Marjorie during this time or these discussions that the
debt was A1 Real Estate's not his; he never told her that A1 Real Estate, not Calvin Tabor,
was responsible for the debt. , Id.

3 According to Mr. Tabor's Novmber 2013 affidavit, ,r15, which appears to be at odds
with the tax documents he provided.
4 Idaho law requires creditors to be paid upon the dissolution of an LLC prior to
members taking distributions.
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III.
MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
LEGAL STANDARDS.
The standard for considering an I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss is the same as
that for granting summary judgment; it is that the non-moving party-here Marjorie -is
entitled to have all inferences from the record and pleadings viewed in her favor, and
only then may the question be asked whether a claim for relief has been stated. Idaho

Schools for Equal Educational Opportunity v. Evans, 123 Idaho 598 (1993). The motion
may only be granted when it appears that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support
of his claim. Ernst v. Heminway & Moser, Co., 120 Idaho 941,946 (Ct. App. 1991),

modified, 126 Idaho 980 895 P.2d 581 (1995). The court can only consider those facts
appearing in the complaint, supplemented by those facts of which the court may properly
take judicial notice. If matters outside the pleadings are submitted in support of the
motion and not excluded by the court, it is considered a motion for summary judgment.

See I.R.C.P. 12(b); Hellickson v. Jenkins,. 118 Idaho 273 (Ct. App. 1990); see also, I.R.C.P.
56(c). See I.R.C.P. 12(b) and 12(c); Thomson v. City of Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473,476
(2002); Merrifield v. Arave, 128 Idaho 306·, 307 (Ct.App.1996).
Summary judgment under I.R.C.P. 56(c) is proper only when there is no genuine
issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
When assessing a motion for summary judgment, all controverted facts are to be liberally
construed in favor of the nonmoving party and the trial court must draw all reasonable
inferences in favor of the party resisting the motion. G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation

Co., 119 Idaho 514, 517 (1991); Sanders v. Kuna Joint Sch. Dist., 125 Idaho 872
(Ct.App.1994).
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Here, because it is necessary for the Court to consider facts outside of the
pleadings to determine whether to grant the motion to dismiss, Mr. Tabor's motion to
dismiss should be treated as a motion for summary judgment.
IV.

ARGUMENT
CALVIN TABOR FAILED TO SHOW THAT THERE ARE NO DISPUTED FACTUAL
ISSUES
The argument will show that there are factual issues surrounding standing, Mr.
Tabor's agency and misrepresentations, and his bad faith in carrying out the contract.
Marjorie Ellmaker Presented Sufficient Factual Allegations To Withstand
Dismissal and Summary Judgment On Her Claim of Standing to Bring This Suit.

A.

This section will argue that Marjorie presented sufficient factual allegations to
demonstrate her standing based on intestacy, the will, or as a bailee. Preliminarily and to
avoid unnecessary confusion, the notes at issue are governed by common law contract
principles not the UCC section on negotiable instruments. Promissory notes payable
simply to a specific payee, and not "to the order of the payee" or "to the payee or order,"
are non-negotiable. Sirius LCv. Erickson, 144 Idaho 38, 41 (2007). The notes here lack
words of negotiability.
1.

Standing.

Mr. Tabor contends that Marjorie Ellmaker does not have standing to pursue her
claims. He argues that Marjorie does not "own the claim" and is not the "real party in
interest." To have standing, a litigant must allege an injury in fact and a substantial
likelihood that judicial relief will redress the alleged injury; but a party is not required to
prove their case before commencement of trial. .li1iles v. Idaho Power, 116 Idaho 635
(1989); Pro Indiviso, Inc. v.1v1id-1vlile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 746 (1998). The
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standing inquiry focuses on the party seeking relief, not the issues the parties are seeking
to have adjudicated. Brooksby v. Geico Gen. Ins. Co., 153 Idaho 546,549 (2012);

Bagley v. Thomason, 149 Idaho 806, 807 (2010).
Marjorie must "establish a peculiar or personal injury that is different than that
suffered by any other member of the public." Selkirk-Priest Basin Ass'n, Inc. v. State ex

rel. Batt, 128 Idaho 831, 833, 834 (1996). Where Marjorie is a successor to a portion of
Martha's estate under the laws of intestacy, and therefore has some interest in the note.
However, if Martha did not die intestate and her will is upheld, then Marjorie still
succeeds to the estate as she is the named residuary beneficiary. As either an heir or
beneficiary under the will, Marjorie has a recognizable, particularized, legally protected
interest in the note. Finally, she may have an interest in the note because of her duties
as legal representative of Martha.
There must also be a fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed injury
and the challenged conduct. Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104 (2002).

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55 (2013). Here,
defendants' direct failure to make good on their debt owed to Martha has economically
impacted her estate and thereby Marjorie, Martha's heir and beneficiary.
Because a successful prosecution and receipt of a civil judgment against Al Real
Estate and its agents to perform by repaying their debt will redress Marjorie's injury, an
injury causally connected to defendants breaches of contract and duty, Marjorie meets
the requirements for standing.
2.

Under Intestacy.

"An heir is 'one who on the death of another becomes entitled by operation oflaw
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to succeed to the deceased person's estate, as an estate of inheritance; an heir at law."' In

re Hornby's Estate, 75 Idaho 361, 365 (1954) (citing Standard Dictionary; Oxford
Dictionary; [1] Bouvier's Law Dictionary [Rawle's Third Revision, p. 1432]; and Black's
Law Dictionary).
Mr. Tabor failed to produce evidence that Marjorie would not inherit Martha's
estate under intestacy. In this case, Marjorie indicated that she was the "inheritor" of
Martha's property. She -incorrectly-identified Martha as her second cousin. Marjorie's
mom was Martha's cousin. (KS Afft't., Attachment E, pp. 46 & 47.) Marjorie and
Martha's common ancestor was James Zenas Bessecker, Marjorie's great grandfather
and Martha's grandfather. Id. As Martha's relative she is in line to inherit at least a
portion of, if not all of, Martha's estate under intestacy laws.
Any part of Martha's estate not effectively disposed of by her will passes to her
heirs as prescribed in the following sections of this code. Idaho Code §15-2-101. Where
there is no surviving spouse, as is Martha's case, to whom a spousal share would be
distributed according to Idaho Code§ 15-2-102, and where there is no surviving issue,
nor surviving issue of the parents, again as is Martha's case, then the entire estate should
pass to the issue of grandparents, or if no surviving issue, to their issue, etc. Half of the
estate goes to the paternal grandparents' side and half the estate to the maternal
grandparents' side. Idaho Code §15-2-103. Marjorie as the great-granddaughter of
Martha's grandfather is in line to take a share of Martha's estate by intestacy. As
Martha's first cousin once removed and heir to a portion of Martha's estate under
intestacy statutes, Marjorie Ellmaker falls within the category of "heirs." See Idaho
Code§ 15-2-103.
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3. Under the Will Either Through Devise or As Assignee.
Paragraphs four and six of Martha's will specify that Marjorie is the beneficiary of
the residuary and personal representative, respectively. (ME Afft't., Exhibit B.). The
note, which had been renewed a mere seven weeks before Martha's death, was included
in Martha's residuary estate.
Defendants correctly point out that Martha's will was not admitted to probate,
that Marjorie was never formally appointed personal representative, and that the statute
of limitations for probate has passed. Defs Motion To Dismiss For Lack of Standing,

June 7,

2013,

p.

2,

,r 1. However, the probate court is not the only mechanism for making

a valid transfer of property from a decedent to a beneficiary, and in specific
circumstances, including those where fiduciary responsibilities were breached and fraud
occurs, the Idaho courts have been willing to reopen estates after the limitations period
has run. Matter of Cahoon's Estate, 102 Idaho 542,546 (1981) (relying on Idaho Code§
15-1-106).

Although the trial court is not a probate court, it should consider Martha's will
and look to it as evidence, and give effect to her intent and directions that Marjorie
receive her residuary estate. There is evidence sufficient to infer that will devising the
property to Marjorie was dully executed and unrevoked. (Steve Scanlin Afft't, p.2, ~,r5
through 8, and Exhibits B through D.; KS Afft't, Attachment F, p. and that the property
passed from Martha Chitwood to Marjorie Ellmaker (Steve Scanlin Afft't, p.2, ~7, and
Exhibits C and D.) and has not been claimed by anyone else and has been in Marjorie's
possession since Martha's death. (ME Afft't., p.3, ~,r15 & 16.)
Therefore, there is evidence that would allow the court to infer that Martha's will,
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despite having not passed through probate, devises, transfers, or gifts the note to
Marjorie.
The Idaho Probate Code provides for both informal and formal procedures (see
Idaho Code§ 15-1-201(20) and (24)). One exception to probate is the informal affidavit
procedure believed to have been utilized here by Attorney Scanlin. See, Idaho Code §
15-3-1201, et seq.

Attorney Scanlin, who prepared Martha's will, and upon whom

Marjorie reasonably relied to manage the estate, an affidavit was submitted and recorded
in Valley County, where the estate was located. (ME Afft't., p.3, ,r,r15 & 16.) Though it
appears that Martha's estate was larger than the small estate described under Idaho
Code § 15-3-1201, that fact alone does not defeat the will's validity or Marjorie's interest
in the note.
It has long been the policy for courts to uphold a testator's will whenever possible

(In re Eggan's Estate, 86 Idaho 328 (1938); Hedin v. Westdala Lutheran Church, 59
Idaho 241 (1938)), and other courts, noting the deference paid to wills, have said "the law
leaves every man at liberty to do with his property as he pleases - his will is the supreme
law ... only when he makes no will or none which disposes of any particular part of his
estate, that the law ... declar[es] to whom it shall go if he leaves behind him no
directions testifying his intention in writing." Warner v. Brinton, 29 F. Cas. 234, 235
(C.C.E.D. Pa. 1835).
Recognizing the importance of wills as evidence of a devise, Idaho Code declares:
Except as provided in section 15-3-1201 of this code, to be effective to prove
the transfer of any property or to nominate an executor, a will must be declared to
be valid by an order of informal probate by the registrar, or an adjudication of
probate by the court, except that a duly executed and unrevoked will which has
not been probated may be admitted as evidence of a devise if (1) no court
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proceeding concerning the succession or administration of the estate has
occurred, and (2) either the devisee or his successors and assigns possessed the
property devised in accordance with the provisions of the will, or the property
devised was not possessed or claimed by anyone by virtue of the decedent's title
during the time period for testacy proceedings.
Idaho Code§ 15-3-102 (emphasis added).
Under the facts and law, Marjorie demonstrated that there is a factual issue about
whether she should take the note under the will.
4. As Constructive Bailee.
Should the Court determine that Marjorie does not take the estate under intestacy
or by the will, it should still grant her standing to bring this suit as a constructive bailee
of Martha's property. As noted above, the notes inure to the benefit of legal
representative and assigns of Martha.
Marjorie held Martha's power of attorney and healthcare power of attorney for the
years during the events detailed in the complaint; Marjorie was nominated personal
representative by Martha's will, and has informally exercised those responsibilities,
Marjorie may also fall within the category of "legal representatives." Also, Marjorie, as
the holder of the residue of Martha's estate and her "informal personal representative"
position, holds the property as a constructive bailee for the benefit of the other heirs.
"[A]n involuntary or con·structive bailment arises when possession of personal
property passes from one person to another by mistake or accident. 8A Am. Jur. 2d
Bailments § 12 American Jurisprudence, Second Edition, Citing, Choice Hotels Intern.,

Inc. v. Manor Care ofAmerica, Inc., 143 Md. App. 393, 795 A.2d 145 (2002) and
Nadalin v. Automobile Recovery Bureau, Inc., 169 F.3d 1084 (7th Cir. 1999) (Having
acquired custody of a plaintiffs personal property by accident, when it repossessed the
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plaintiff's motor vehicle and found personal property therein, the repossessor was a
constructive bailee, as distinct from a bailee by contract.).
In this case, Marjorie holds Martha's estate, if not solely for herself due to Idaho's
probate laws, then for the benefit of the other heirs. She came to hold the estate under
the mistake that she was entitled to it because of the will. As a bailee she needs to act to
preserve the property she holds. The Idaho Supreme Court stated,
'When possession of personal property of another is acquired
and held under circumstances where the recipient, upon
principles of justice, ought to keep it safely and restore or
deliver it to the owner, as, for example, where possession has
been acquired accidentally, gratuitously, through mistake, or
by agreement, since terminated for some other purpose than
bailment, the law, irrespective of any actual meeting of the
minds, any voluntary undertaking, or any reasonable basis
for implying a mutual benefit, imposes upon the recipient the
duties and obligations of a bailee. Such bailments are known
as constructive and involuntary bailments, and ordinarily the
party in possession of the property is regarded as a gratuitous
bailee, * * *.'

Loomis v. Imperial Motors, Inc., 88 Idaho 74 (1964) Citing, 8 Arn.Jur.2d, Bailments, §
52 at p. 958.
Whether Marjorie would only have a duty to avoid gross negligence or the duty of
reasonably care is a matter of dispute. She may have a greater duty to the other people
entitled to Martha's estate because of her prior relationship and her understanding that
she was Martha's personal representative. In either case, bringing this law suit on the
note simply preserves the property rights of the ultimate owners of Martha's estate
-including Marjorie. Because Marjorie is an heir and was Martha's legal representative
she is eligible to seek enforcement of performance of the note as she was an intended
beneficiary.
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5. Conclusion.
The Court should deny Mr. Tabor's motion because there is a factual issue
whether Marjorie is entitled to inherit some portion of Martha's estate.
B.
Calvin Tabor Is Personally Liable To Marjorie Ellmaker Because He Failed To
Disclose That The Loan Was For A Separate Entity.

The 2005 agreement to loan Calvin Tabor the $150,000.00 was the result of his
representations that wanted to borrow the money for him and his partner. At the time he
made the request, Mr. Tabor was a member-manager of Al Real Estate. Before the
closing took place, Mr. Tabor asked for a loan. (ME Afft't, ,r7.) Marjorie understood,
based on Mr. Tabor's representations that the loan for Mr. Tabor to use in his business of
flipping homes. Mr. Tabor failed to tell her that the loan was for a separate entity. At the
time he asked for the loan and at the time he delivered the Notes to Martha and Marjorie,
Mr. Tabor knew the significant protections of an LLC (KS Afft't, Attachment B, p. 33,
ln.11 through p. 35, ln.16.). At the time he asked for the loan, Calvin Tabor was acting as
the agent of Al Real Estate (KS Afft't, Attachment B, p. 88, lns. 14-19.) and he failed to
disclose the principal and what it was (a limited liability company) to Martha and
Marjorie. (ME Afft't, ,r9; and ME 2nd Afft't, ,r4.)s
By Failing To Disclose That He Was Obtaining The Loan For A Limited
Liability Company, Calvin Tabor Is A Principal To The Contract And Is Liable For
Repayment.
1.

For the purpose of this argument, Marjorie Ellmaker assumes that Cc:1.lvin Tabor,
contrary to her understanding, was acting as an agent for Al Real Estate. As an agent for
Al Real Estate LLC, Calvin Tabor was responsible to make sure the people with whom he

5 ME 2nd is Marjorie Ellmaker's 2nd affidavit, filed November 5, 2013.
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was contracting knew that he was acting for a limited liability company. Because he did
not clearly inform Martha or Marjorie that he was representing Al Real Estate, and that
Al Real Estate was a separate entity and a limited liability company, he is liable as a
principal to the contract. 6
The Idaho Supreme Court explained the principal liability concept in the context
of corporations, "the managing officer of a corporation, even though acting for the
company, becomes liable as a principal where he deals with one ignorant of the
company's existence and of his relation to it and fails to inform the latter of the
facts." Marco Distributing, Inc. v. Biehl, 97 Idaho 853, 858 (1976); McCluskey

Commissary, Inc. v. Sullivan, 96 Idaho 91, 93 (1974). It is a basic principle that an agent
who enters into a contract on behalf of a corporation, but who neither discloses his
agency nor the existence of the corporation to the third party, becomes personally liable
to that third party. McCluskey Commissary, Inc., supra at 93; and Interlode

Constructors, Inc. v. Bryant, 132 Idaho 443 (Ct.App.1999). Marjorie clearly asserts that
Calvin Tabor failed to disclose that he was acting on behalf of another entity and the
nature of the entity when he got Martha and Marjorie to agree to the loan.
Although there is no Idaho case law, the principal liability concept applies for
limited liability companies and partial disclosure of principals. The business structure of
each provides the same type of protections in limiting liability, both. corporations· and
LLCs are considered separate entities. This is true even if the principal is partially
disclosed, as is the case here where Al Real Estate was listed on the note. LLC officers
6 This is not new law. "It is well-established that an agent, in order to avoid personal
liability, must, at the time of contracting, disclose both the capacity in which he acts and
the existence and identity of his principal." Polk v. Haworth, 95 N.E. 332, 333 (1911).
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and members have been held personally liable under circumstances that include
misrepresentations (See, Ledy v. Wilson, 831 N.Y.S.2d 61 (N.Y. AD. 1 Dept. 2007); and

Water, Waste & Land, Inc. v. Lanham, 955 P.2d 997 (Colo.1998) (Two members and
managers of an LLC held personally liable on a contract under the well established
common law agency doctrine of partially disclosed principal -if an agent contracts for a
partially disclosed principal (i.e., the third party knows of the existence of the principal
but does not know the principal's identity) -the agent is personally liable on the contract
as a general rule. The LLC was identified only as P .I.I. to the third party; "there was no
indication of what P.I.I. meant or that it was a limited liability company." The court
rejected the argument that the constructive notice provisions of the Colorado LLC act
protected the individuals from liability since they failed to adequately identify the LLC
principal. (See also, Sheffield Services Co. v. Trowbridge, 211 P. 3d 714 (Colo.
Ct.App.2009) (applying the equitable common law doctrine of piercing the corporate veil
to hold an LLC manager personally liable for the LLC's improper actions.)).
Mr. Tabor may respond that even ifhe did not tell them that he was acting for Al
Real Estate LLC when he got them to commit to the loan, that they should have known
when Martha signed the May 9, 2005 note. That note listed the borrower as Al Real
Estate LLC. However even if it is true that the notation on the note puts Martha and
Marjorie on some notice, Mr. Tabor is still liable under the partially disclosed principal
theory. Keller Lorenz Co. v. Insurance Assoc. Corp., 98 Idaho 678 (1977) (The plaintiff
knew the defendant was acting as agent for some principal, but did not necessarily know
for which principal the agent was acting. Restatement (Second) of Agency§ 4(2) (1957).)
In the situation of a partially disclosed principal, the agent is party to the contract as a
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principal and liable under it. Restatement (Second) of Agency§ 321 (1957). Id. Even if
Martha and Marjorie were on notice that Mr. Tabor was acting for a business' name, Mr.
Tabor was under an obligation to let them know the business and what kind of business
formation was involved. It is not as if he was acting under a well known business
formation structure like a corporation. In Western Seeds, Inc. v. Bartu, 109 Idaho 70
(Ct.App.1985) Western Seeds knew that it was dealing with the Farmer's Feed and Seed,
Inc. corporation through its agent/owner Bartu; but Bartu did not tell Western Seeds
that Farmer's Feed was owned by another corporation that he owned, Pocatello Cold
Storage Inc .. The Idaho Court of Appeals held that Bartu's partial disclosure of the
principal was insufficient to relieve him from liability on the debt Farmer's
Feed/Pocatello Cold Storage owed Western Seeds. Bartu had previously told Western
Seeds that he had purchased the oldest corporation in Idaho, unknown to Western Seeds
that was Pocatello Cold Storage Inc. not Farmer's Feed. The Court of Appeals remanded
the case to the trial court to make a finding on the extent of Western Seeds knowledge of
the relationship between Farmer's Feed and Pocatello Cold Storage. Even though A1 Real
Estate was listed in the 2005 note as the borrower, Mr. Tabor was dealing with two
unsophisticated elderly ladies who he had befriended and asked for a loan at the n th
hour of a large real estate transaction that he was helping them with. Mr. Tabor was the
owner/member and agent of A1 Real Estate and was under an obligation to make clear
that elderly women who loaned a quarter of a million dollars understood Al Real Estate
was a separate entity and that the loan was not to Mr. Tabor.
It is a factual issue whether an agent acts for a disclosed or an undisclosed
principal. (See, Myers-Leiber Sign Co. v. Weirich, 410 P.2d 491, 493 (Ariz.
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Ct.App.1966); Matsko v. Dally, 301 P.2d 1074, 1077 (Wash. 1956) (Both for whether a
corporate agent disclosed the existence of the principal.) and Water, Waste & Land, Inc.

v. Lanham, supra.) It is for a jury to determine the extent Mr. Tabor disclosed Al Real
Estate LLC, if at all; and if so, whether the disclosure was sufficient to relieve Mr. Tabor
from personal responsibility.
2. Calvin Tabor's Duty to Disclose that He Was Acting as the Agent of a Limited
Liability Company Went Beyond Agency Law and allows the Court to Reform the
Contract to Reflect Marjorie's Understanding.
When Mr. Tabor initially asked Martha and Marjorie for the loan for himself and
his partner, he failed to disclosed that he was actually asking for a loan for a limited
liability company. He failed to ascertain whether the elderly ladies whose trust he had
gained, knew the significance of contracting with a limited liability company. Mr. Tabor
said that he knew about limited liability companies because he had researched them. (KS
Afft't, Attachment B, p. 33, ln.11 through p. 35, ln.16.) Significantly, Mr. Tabor had not
claimed that "everyone knows what a limited liability company was,'' nor that Martha
and Marjorie knew what one was. Mr. Tabor's omission, his silence about Al Real Estate
being a separate entity, a limited liability company, and the significance of contracting
with a limited liability company worked a fraud on Martha and Marjorie.
a.

Calvin Tabor's duty of candor.

Besides his duty of honesty in fact under the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing discussed below, Calvin Tabor had a duty of candor to Martha and Marjorie
due to his special relationship with them.
Silence may constitute fraud when a duty to disclose exists. G & M Farms v. Funk

Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514 (1991); Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37 (1987);
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Bethlahmy v. Bechtel) 91 Idaho 55 (1966); Janinda v. Lanning) 87 Idaho 91 (1964). A
party may be under a duty to disclose: (1) if there is a fiduciary or other similar relation of
trust and confidence between the two parties; (2) in order to prevent a partial statement
of the facts from being misleading; or (3) if a fact known by one party and not the other is
so vital that if the mistake were mutual the contract would be voidable, and the party
knowing the fact also knows that the other does not know it. Bethlahmy, supra.
Mr. Tabor developed his relationship with Martha and Marjorie from an arm's
length business relationship to a quasi-fiduciary relationship where they believed he was
their trusted friend. Mr. Tabor agreed that they had a good relationship and that
Marjorie appeared to trust him. (KS Afft't, Attachment B, p. 101, ln.10 through p. 102,
ln.8.) Marjorie's confidence in Mr. Tabor is demonstrated by her restraint over the years
in granting him loan extensions and believing him when he said that he would pay the
loan, and not filing a law suit until he quit communicating with her.
Mr. Tabor asked for the loan for himself and his partner, at that time he should
have clearly stated that the loan would be to another entity. His failure to do so made his
partial statement misleading.
Mr. Tabor had been in business for (years), had researched LLC business
structures to be familiar with them, and had used LLC business structures in the past. He
knew both the limited liability nature of the LLC, and apparently, how to sign the LLC to
attempt to limit his liability. (KS Afft't, Attachment B, p. 33, ln.11 through p. 35, ln.16.) At
the time of the May 2005 loan, he knew that he was acting as an agent for A1 Real Estate

LLC and contracting on its behalf. Martha and Marjorie did not know any of these things.
Significantly, if Martha and Mr. Turner both believed that the contract was between
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themselves, but because of the way it was written, it was between Al and Martha, there
would be a mutual factual mistake about who the parties to a contract were, about who
the contract is between. "A mutual mistake occurs when both parties, at the time of
contracting, share a misconception regarding a basic assumption or vital fact upon which
the bargain is based." Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 853 (1997). In this case, Mr. Tabor
knew that he had learned about LLCs after researching them. He knew about the
protections that the LLC business form provided him. He had been involved with LLCs
for at least four years since he formed Perks in 2001 (KS Afft't, Attachment C.).7
Because of his relationship with Martha and Marjorie, their relative inexperience
loaning money and no knowledge about LLCs (ME 2nd Afft't, ,r2.), and because of his
knowledge of LLCs, Mr. Tabor should have clearly stated who he was representing and
the significance of them contracting with an LLC or he should have advised them to seek
out other counsel.
b.

The court should modify the contract.

In this case, Martha and Marjorie mistakenly believed that they were contracting
with Mr. Tabor. Mr. Tabor believed that he knew otherwise. Mr. Tabor prepared or
delivered to Martha and Marjorie, the documents that made up the Notes and the
Purchase and Sale agreement that refers to the Note. (Amended Complaint, ,I13.)
"[A] mistake is an unintentional act or omission arising from ignorance, surprise,
or misplaced confidence. The mistake must be material, that is, so substantial and
fundamental as to defeat the object of the parties. A unilateral mistake usually does not

7 During Mr. Tabor's deposition he misleadingly denied having been a part of an LLC
prior to Al Real Estate (KS Afft't, Attachment B, p. 30, ln.20 through p. 32, ln.5.).
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offer grounds for relief, although it may in certain circumstances."Leydet v. City of

Mountain Home, 119 Idaho 1041, 1044 (Ct.App.1991) (citations omitted).
A contract containing a unilateral mistake may be rescinded or modified if there has
been a misrepresentation or knowledge of the mistake by the other party. Dennett v.

Kuenzli, 130 Idaho 21, 28 (Ct.App. 1997); Cline v. Hoyle & Assoc. Insur., Inc., 108 Idaho
162, 164 (1985). Parol evidence is allowed to clarify that a term of the contract was a
mistake. Beard v. George, 135 Idaho 685, 689 (2001) (citing Tusch Enterprises v.

Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 45 n. 5 (1987); Moore v. Mullen, 123 Idaho 985, 987
(Ct.App.1993)). Here Mr. Tabor's omissions caused the mistake made by Martha and
Marjorie about a material term of the contract - the party with whom they were
contracting.
Because of his omis?ions, the Court should modify the contract that Mr. Tabor
claims governs and designate Mr. Tabor as the contracting, or co-contracting, party.
3. As Principal to the Contract, Tabor Orally Contracted to Repay the Note.
In Count I, Marjorie alleges that Mr. Tabor violated his oral agreement where
Martha would loan Mr. Tabor and Mr. Tabor would repay it. If a jury finds that Mr.
Tabor is a principal on the note then he is bound by the terms of the agreement that the
note reflects. Mr. Tabor agreed to borrow the money in 2005 and repay the loan in 2006.
The money was lent to Mr. Tabor. Shortly after the note was due in 2006, it was extended
to 2007 (DKAfft't.,

,r,r 3.c. & 3.d.); in 2007the initial 2005/2006 note was replaced by a

new note and was extended to December 25, 2007.
The loan/debt reflected by the 2005 note and 2006 modification, and 2007
replacement note was confirmed later when Mr. Tabor acknowledged to Marjorie that it
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is his debt and that he will repay it. If it was not his debt, he could have and should have
repudiated it and pointed out that it was Al Real Estate's debt. (ME 2nd Afft't, ,r,r9-12, and
15.)
4. Due To His Misrepresentations Or Omissions To Martha And Marjorie, Calvin
Tabor Would Be Unjustly Enriched If He Is Allowed Avoid Liability.
Calvin Tabor was in the best position to make sure that the 2005/2006 note and
the 2007 note would be paid. Yet it appears from the Tabor /Turner/ Al Real Estate tax
documents, that on December 31, 2007, six days after the December 25, 2007 due date of
2007 Note, Al Real Estate gave Jeff Gardner $58,482.00 in a non-business loan. Later,
in 2008, Al Real Estate paid the sole member-managers Mr. Tabor and Mr. Turner
distributions of $150,967-00.
Unjust enrichment consists of three elements: (1) there was a benefit conferred
upon the defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such benefit;
and (3) acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof.

Vanderford Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547; 165 P. 3d 261(Idaho 2007), citing,
Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Co. v. Peiper, 133 Idaho 82, 88 (1999). Vanderford goes on
to note that "[t]he doctrine of unjust enrichment is not permissible where there is an
enforceable express contract between the parties which covers the same subject matter.

Wilhelm v. Johnston, 136 Idaho 145, 152 (Ct. App. 2001) (citing DESI/TRI v. Bender,
130 Idaho 796, 805 (1997)). However, in some instances" [a]n award for unjust
enrichment may be proper even though an agreement exists" when the express
agreement is found to be unenforceable. Buku Properties, LLC v. Clark, 153 Idaho 828
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(Idaho 2012) citing, Bates v. Seldin, 146 Idaho 772, 776 (2009).
Here there was a benefit to Mr. Tabor of $150,000.00 that was freed up for him to
use somewhere else in his business. He did not have to obtain the money elsewhere, ifhe
could have, in order to purchase Martha's property. It would be inequitable for him to be
allowed to keep the benefit because his misrepresentation/ omission affected the
structure of the loan and whether Martha would have kept a security interest in the
property she sold him. It made a difference to Martha's advisor, Marjorie. (ME 2 nd Afft't.,

,r 16.)
There is a factual issue whether Mr. Tabor is precluded based on his omissions or
misrepresentations from claiming that there is an enforceable express contract against
him. Further, Mr. Tabor's claim is that the enforceable contract is against Al Real Estate
not him. It was Al Real Estate's bad faith actions making the loan and making
distributions before paying debtors that has enriched Mr. Tabor. Mr. Tabor, as
member-manager of Al Real Estate was in a position to make sure that the note was
repaid before Al Real Estate made a non-business loan to Jeff Gardner and before Al
Real Estate distributed cash, securities and property to himself and his partner.
5.

Conclusion.
Mr. Tabor repeatedly failed and omitted to clearly state to Martha and Marjorie

who he was representing and the significance of Martha contracting with an LLC; later
he failed to tell Marjorie that the debt was not his but was Al Real Estate's.
There is a jury question of fact that is in dispute for Count I, Oral Contract
whether Mr. Tabor's initial omissions regarding A1 Real Estate being the contracting
entity, and there is a further question of fact involving Mr. Tabor's continued omission in
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this respect until over a year after the 2007 note was in default. The same principles
apply to Count III, Failure to Pay the Note and Count IV Unjust Enrichment, where Mr.
Tabor was in the best position to disclose Al Real Estate and allow Martha and Marjorie
to make their decision to loan the money to a LLC instead of Mr. Tabor. There is a further
issue argued below about Mr. Tabor's bad faith (Count II) and whether as a result of the
bad faith he was also unjustly enriched.
C.
CALVIN TABOR IS PERSONALLY LIABLE TO MARJORIE ELLMAKER
BECAUSE HE VIOLATED THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR
DEALING.
There Is a Factual Issue Whether Calvin Tabor as a Manager of Al Real Estate,
Performed Acted in Good Faith and Fair Dealing in Obtaining And Repaying
Martha's Loan.
1.

Calvin Tabor violated the implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
because he did not perform his obligations in good faith. "The implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing is a covenant implied by law in the parties' contract." Idaho Power
Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 750 (2000) (other citations omitted). "The
covenant requires that the parties perform, in good faith, the obligations imposed by
their agreement.. .. " Id. Assuming that the contract was between Martha and Al Real
Estate, Calvin Tabor as A1's member-manager (See KS Afft't, ,r2 and Attachment E, A1
Real Estate Articles of Organization.) had an obligation to make sure A1 was acting in
good faith towards Martha and Marjorie. He failed that obligation.
Mr. Tabor failed to act in good faith when failed to disclose his principal and its
structure as a separate entity and that as an LLC it limited his liability and the
significance for Martha and Marjorie. He further failed to act in good faith as a
member-manager of A1 Real Estate by allowing it to ignore its debt to 1'4artha and
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Marjorie and loan money for non-business purposes and allowing distributions after the
debt was due.
When a LLC is wound up, it is supposed to discharge its liabilities. Idaho Code
§53-644(2)(d) (now 30-6-1104). Al Real Estate dissolved without going through the
winding up process set out in Idaho Code §53-644. In order to wind up, Al would have
had to distribute its assets including,
53-646.DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS. [EFFECTIVE UNTIL
JULY 1, 2010. SEE SECTION 30-6-1104] Upon the winding
up of a limited liability company, the assets shall be
distributed as follows:
(1) Payment, or adequate provision for payment, shall
be made to creditors, including, to the extent permitted by
law, members who are creditors in satisfaction ofliabilities of
the limited liability company;
(2) Unless otherwise provided in writing in an
operating agreement, to members or former members in
satisfaction of liabilities for distributions under sections
53-629 and 53-630, Idaho Code; and
(3) Unless otherwise provided in writing in an
operating agreement, to members and former members first
for the return of their contributions and second in proportion
to the members' respective rights to share in distributions
from the limited liability company prior to dissolution.
Idaho Code§ 53-646 (now 30-6-1104). The statute provides that creditors are to be paid
before members. Mr. Tabor claims that they did not dissolve (wind up) the business
because of debt -implying that Al did not have assets to give creditors (KS Afft't,
Attachment B, p. 64, ln.18 through p. 65, ln. 4.); however, that did prevent him and his
partner from loaning money and taking distributions, after the note was due. At the time
when Mr. Tabor was a member-manager of Al Real Estate, he allowed money to be used
for a non-business purpose -a $50,000 plus loan to ,Jeff Gardner (KS Afft't, ~3, referring
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to Attachment A.) 8, and he and his partner took distributions (in 2008) in the amount of
$150,967.00 (KS Afft't, ,r7, referring to Attachment A.).9 Mr. Tabor and his partner took
distributions and made non-business loans that exceed the debt.
2.

Conclusion
There is a factual issue where a jury could find that Mr. Tabor violated the implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing as alleged in Count II and should be individually
responsible for repayment of the Note(s) based on his lack of candor regarding who
Martha and Marjorie were contracting with.
V.

CONCLUSION
Neither Martha Chitwood or Marjorie Ellmaker on behalf of Martha Chitwood,
knowingly or voluntarily chose to deal with an LLC; they only did so unknowingly and
accidently due to Mr. Tabor's omissions and misrepresentations; Calvin Tabor not
Martha Chitwood nor Marjorie Ellmaker controlled the management of A1 Real Estate
LLC, and the loans or distributions made by A1 Real Estate after the notes were due.
Therefore, Marjorie asks this Court to find that material facts are at issue in this case and
8 According to Mr. Tabor's affidavit filed November 5, 2013, the loan was on a different
date than appears on the tax records he provided. Those records appear to show the
loan taking place on December 31, 2007. The accountant's letter submitted allegedly to
clear the matter up, does not.
9 These transfers appear that they could be be fraudulent so far as Al Real Estate was
insolvent at the time of the transfers. (See Idaho Code § 55-914. Transfers fraudulent as
to present creditors. (1) A transfer made or obligation incurred by a debtor is fraudulent
as to a creditor whose claim arose before the transfer was made or the obligation was
incurred if the debtor made the transfer or incurred the obligation without receiving a
reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfer or obligation and the debtor was
insolvent at that time or the debtor became insolvent as a result of the transfer or
obligation.) (See (KS Afft't, Attachment B, p. 95, In. 4 through p. 96, In. 2, that
demonstrates Mr. Tabor had no realistic expectation of repaying the 2007 Note.)
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deny Calvin Tabor's motion to dismiss and his motion for summary judgment.
Mr. Tabor should not be allowed to use the LLC laws as a safe harbor for his
omissions, misrepresentations, and bad faith management of Al Real Estate.
Dated: November 15, 2013
KENNETH F. STRINGFIELD

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:
The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document was served by the following method indicated below to each of the following:
David E. Kerrick
1001 Blaine Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605-3833
__x__

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Personally delivered (Kerrick)

Dated: November 15, 2013
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CANYON COUNTY
K CANNON, oerucrv

DAVIDE. KERRICK, ISB #2565
1001 Blaine Street
Post Office Box 44
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone:
(208) 459-4574
Facsimile:
(208) 459-4573
Attorney for Defendant Calvin Tabor

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER, a single
woman,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)
)
)
)

CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER and
Al REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

CASE NO.

CV10-4399C

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)

STATEMENT OF FACTS
On or about May 9, 2005, Sarah Martha Chitwood sold real property to Al Real Estate, LLC
for the sum of $927,000.00. As a portion of the sale price, Chitwood agreed to accept two Notes
from Al Real Estate, LLC. (See attached Closing Statement, Exhibit "A"). Chitwood signed the
Closing Statement at Pioneer Title Company before closing officer Vicki Hunsperger. Calvin Tabor
was not present at the time Chitwood signed the documents to close the sale of her real property.
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In 2006, the Promissory Note for $77,000.00 was paid and the remaining Note was extended
from a 2006 due date to a 2007 due date. (See Exhibit "A" attached to Plaintiffs Complaint).
In 2007, a replacement Note was given by Al Real Estate, LLC to Chitwood with a due date
of on or before December 24, 2007. (See Exhibit "B" attached to Plaintiffs Complaint).
All of these transactions were in writing and were between Chitwood and Al Real Estate,
LLC and not between the Plaintiff and Calvin Tabor.
On April 21, 2010, Marjorie Lois Ellmaker filed a Complaint asserting a myriad of
contentions, including the contention that she was the cousin and friend of Sarah Martha Chitwood
and was "the heir of Martha", (see Plaintiffs Complaint at paragraph 2), and that Calvin Tabor was
personally obligated to pay Ellmaker $150,000.00 on a theory of breach of oral agreement and the
breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Ellmaker never filed Chitwood's Will for probate and has yet to identify who Chitwood's
actual heirs at law would be.
On May 20, 2011, Ellmaker filed an Amended Complaint which added an additional count
for "unjust emichment", asserting that "Defendants appear to have made distributions to themselves
without complying with Idaho law".
ARGUMENT
The Defendant Calvin Tabor has brought a Motion to Dismiss and a Motion for Summary
Judgment on the grounds that Ellmaker does not own the cause of action and that Al Real Estate,
LLC, and not Calvin Tabor personally, is responsible for payment of the Promissory Note in the
amount of $150,000.00. These motions have been briefed and argued.
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To defend against the Summary Judgment, Ellmaker argued a number of facts that are not
found in the record, but on November 5, 2013, after oral argument, Plaintiff augmented the record
with the "Affidavit (Amended) of Kenneth Stringfield". Mr. Stringfield asserts in his Affidavit that
Tabor and Turner took distributions from Al Real Estate, LLC in 2008 in excess of $150,000.00.
The Court should strike the Affidavit. Rule 3.7 of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct
provides that a lawyer shall not act as an advocate at trial in which the lawyer is likely to be a
necessary witness. In addition, the Affidavit (Amended) of Kenneth Stringfield does not set forth
any foundational facts regarding the financial history of the company nor does it show any
qualifications for Mr. Stringfield to give an expert opinion in the interpretation of tax documents.
The Plaintiff cannot fend off a Motion for Summary Judgment with inadmissible evidence which
would be a violation of lawyer ethics to present at trial.
ADDITIONAL POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
Idaho Code 30-6-406, Liability for Improper Distributions, provides that a member or
manager of an LLC is personally liable to the company for the payment of a distribution that violates
I.C. 30-6-405 but such an action is barred if not commenced within two (2) years after the
distribution. I.C. 30-6-406(5).
Idaho Code 30-6-405, Limitations on Distribution, provides that certain distributions cannot
be made. However, the term "distribution" does not include amounts constituting reasonable
compensation for present or past services. LC. 30-6-405(7).
CONCLUSION
The Plaintiffs new theory that Calvin Tabor is liable to Al Real Estate, LLC for a wrongful
distribution in an amount yet to be determined, is time barred by the applicable statute oflimitations.
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Moreover, to this day, Calvin Tabor has never received adequate compensation for the labor and
services he provided to Al Real Estate. (See Affidavit of Calvin Tabor).
Summary Judgment should be granted against the Plaintiff on all counts and on all theories
and dismissed with prejudice.
DATED this

:)_ J_

day of Decembe/42

David E. Kerrick
Attorney for Defendant Calvin Tabor
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

. "\ .J

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on th1s _d_ day of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following individuals in the
manner indicated below:

Kenneth F. Stringfield
P.O. Box 777
213 S. 10th Avenue
Caldwell, ID 83606

[ ] U.S. Mail
[~ d Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[] ViaFacsimile442-7915

Attorney for Plaintiff
Erin J. Wynne
WYNNE & MELLO, PLLC
P.O. Box 1771
Boise, ID 83701

[vru.s. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Via Facsimile 473-2043

Attorney for Keith Turner

Bav

. Kerrick
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610 South Kimball• Caldwell, ID
(208) 459-165i

ESCROVV NU"'1BER: rC64347
PROPERTY:

TODAY'S DATE: 05/09/2005

NNA Bareground
CLOSING DATE: 05/10/2005
McCall, ID 83638
Parcel I: prt of SW1/4 SW1/4 9-18N-3E B.M.; Parcel II: prt SW1/4 SWi/4 9-18N-3E B.M.

ESCROW CLOSING STATEMENT OF:
Sarah Martha Chitwood
OTHER PARTY:
A 1 Real Estate, LLC

SELLER'S CLOSING STATEMENT
DESCRIPTION
Sales Price
Earnest money deposit
Unsecured Note to Sarah Martha Chitwood
Unsecured Note
Pay 2002-2004 1axes to Valley County Treasure,r
Prorate Taxes from 1/1/2005 to 5/10/2005 @ $1,367.36 / 12 months
Pay 2002-2004 taxes to Valley County Treasurer
Escrow Closing Fee (1/2) to Pioneer Title Company
Standard Owners Title Ins. to First American-Valley County

DEBITS

CREDITS

927,000.00
65,000.00

77,ooo.oo/
150,000.00 \
. 4,186.31
, · 483.26
1,096.24
500.00
2,615.75

Balance Due To Seller
626,118.44
927,000.00
927,000.00
TOTALS
Pioneer Title 9ompany of Canyon County hereby certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of funds received and disburse,
by us in the above closing statement.
I/We, the undersigned seller(s), have read and approved the above closing statement.
Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County

Vicki Hunsperger

Sarah Martha Chitwood
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DEC 2 7 2013
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, oePiJ'TY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER, a single
woman,

)

CASE NO. CV-2010-4399-C

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

vs.

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT
TABOR'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)

CALVIN TABOR, KEITH TURNER and Al
REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited Liability
Company,

)
)
)
)

Defendants.

-----------------

)

This is an action based on claims of breach of oral contract, breach of implied covenant
of good faith and fair dealing, failure to pay promissory note, and unjust enrichment. Defendant
Tabor filed a Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Summary Judgment. The hearing was held
before the Court on October 24, 2013. The Plaintiff was represented in court by counsel, Mr.
Ken Stringfield; and Defendant Tabor was represented by counsel, Mr. David Kerrick. The
parties presented oral argument at the hearing and subsequently submitted additional affidavits
and briefing on the issues raised at the hearing. This court makes the following factual findings
in regards to this motion.
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FACTS:

Defendant, Calvin Tabor, met Martha Chitwood (hereinafter "Martha") through a friend
when Martha wished to sell land located in McCall, Idaho. Tabor met with Martha and her
friend, Marjorie Ellmaker, the Plaintiff herein. Tabor explained to Martha that he was involved
with Al Real Estate which was in the business of buying property to fix up and land to resell for
profit. (See Corrected Affidavit of Calvin Tabor) Ultimately, the property was purchased from
Martha by Al Real Estate, LLC for $927,000.00. The purchase price included two unsecured
notes from Al Real Estate made payable to Martha. The note at issue here is for the amount of
$150,000. See the escrow closing statement of Sarah Martha Chitwood prepared by the closing
agent, Pioneer Title of Canyon County, which is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Corrected
Affidavit of Calvin Tabor. (Evidently the $77,000 unsecured promissory note has been paid.)
Tabor signed the Promissory Note as "Calvin Tabor as a member of Al Real Estate, LLC". The
agreement for the purchase and sale of the property clearly indicates that the sale was being
made to Al Real Estate. (The Agreement for Purchase and Sale of Real Estate is attached to
Marjorie Ellmaker's Affidavit filed on October 22, 2013.) On or about April 28, 2006 Ellmaker,
acting on behalf of Martha extended the due date on the Promissory Note until May 1, 2006.
Again, Tabor acknowledged the extension as "Calvin Tabor on behalf of Al Real Estate LLC.
On June 6, 2007, a new Promissory Note was executed by Al Real Estate LLC and Ellmaker,
acting through a power of attorney, on behalf of Martha with the same terms and an extension
date of December 25, 2007. Other than one interest payment for $9,000, Al Real Estate LLC
never paid the $150,000.00 Promissory Note.
Plaintiff Marjorie Lois Ellmaker is apparently a cousin and friend of Martha Chitwood
who died July 25, 2007 at the age of 89. While Martha executed a Will leaving the bulk of her
estate to Marjorie Ellmaker that Will was never admitted to probate and no probate proceedings
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either testate or intestate have ever been filed.

Plaintiff Ellmaker has now filed this action

seeking payment of the debt from Tabor individually and Al Real Estate LLC.

Another

defendant, Keith Turner, has been dismissed from this suit as a result of a 2012 bankruptcy.

LAW AND ANALYSIS:
Defendant filed a motion to dismiss arguing that Plaintiff lacked standing to proceed on
this claim. Defendant argues that plaintiff is not the owner of the Promissory Note and therefore
cannot collect on it. Defendant filed a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b )(6). Defendant also filed a
motion for summary judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (c) on the claims against Defendant
Tabor.
A 12(b)(6) motion looks only at the pleadings to determine whether a claim for relief has
been stated." Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). In

Hellickson v. Jenkins, the Idaho Court of Appeals discussed judicial notice in the context of a
12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, stating that: [t]he only facts which a court may properly consider on
a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim are those appearing in the complaint,
supplemented by such facts as the court may properly judicially notice. Taylor v. McNichols,
149 Idaho 826,833,243 P.3d 642,649 (2010) (internal citations omitted).
Summary judgment is appropriate only when the pleadings, depositions, affidavits and
admissions on file show that there is no genuine issue of material fact and the movant is entitled
to judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c). Standards applicable to summary judgment
require the district court to liberally construe facts in the existing record in favor of the party
opposing the motion, and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record in favor of the
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nonmoving party. If the record contains conflicting inferences or reasonable minds might reach
different conclusions, a summary judgment must be denied. Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho
434 (1991). When a party moves for summary judgment, the initial burden of establishing the
absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests with the moving party, thus, it follows that if the
moving party fails to challenge an element of the nonmovant's case, the initial burden placed on
the moving party has not been met and therefore does not shift to the nonmovant. Thompson v.

City of Idaho Falls, 126 Idaho 587 (Ct.app.1994). If, however, the basis for a properly supported
motion is that no genuine issue of material fact exists with regard to an element of the nonmoving party's case, it is incumbent upon the non-moving party to establish an issue of fact
regarding that element. Farm Credit Bank of Spokane v. Stevenson, 125 Idaho 270, 272-73, 869
P.2d 1365, 1367-68 (1994).

The party opposing the motion may not merely rest on the

allegations contained in the pleadings; rather, evidence by way of affidavit or deposition must be
produced to contradict the assertions of the moving party. Ambrose ex rel. Ambrose v. Buhl Joint

Sch. Dist. #412, 126 Idaho 581 (1994).

A. DOES MARJORIE ELLMAKER HAVE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO PURSUE
THIS ACTION IN HER OWN NAME?
The first issue to be determined is whether or not the Plaintiff has any legal authority to
pursue this action.

As indicated above, although she was listed as a "friend" and primary

beneficiary in Martha's will, that will was never probated, nor were any intestate proceedings
ever filed. Idaho Code provisions provide as follows:

§ 15-3-102. Necessity of order of probate for will
Except as provided in section 15-3-1201 of this code, to be effective to prove the
transfer of any property or to nominate an executor, a will must be declared to be valid by
an order of informal probate by the registrar, or an adjudication of probate by the court,
except that a duly executed and unrevoked will which has not been probated may be
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admitted as evidence of a devise if (1) no court proceeding concerning the succession or
administration of tl;ie estate has occurred, and (2) either the devisee or his successors and
assigns possessed the property devised in accordance with the provisions of the will, or
the property devised was not possessed or claimed by anyone by virtue of the decedent's
title during the time period for testacy proceedings.
§ 15-3-108. Probate--Testacy and appointment proceedings--Ultimate time limit
No informal probate or appointment proceeding or formal testacy or appointment
proceeding, other than a proceeding to probate a will previously probated at the testator's
domicile and appointment proceedings relating to an estate in which there has been a
prior appointment, may be commenced more than three (3) years after the decedent's
death, except (1) if a previous proceeding was dismissed because of doubt about the fact
of the decedent's death, appropriate probate, appointment or testacy proceedings may be
maintained at any time thereafter upon a finding that the decedent's death occurred prior
to the initiation of the previous proceeding and the applicant or petitioner has not delayed
unduly in initiating the subsequent proceeding; (2) appropriate probate, appointment or
testacy proceedings may be maintained in relation to the estate of an absent, disappeared
or missing person for whose estate a conservator has been appointed, at any time within
three (3) years after the conservator becomes able to establish the death of the protected
person; and (3) a proceeding to contest an informally probated will and to secure
appointment of the person with legal priority for appointment in the event the contest is
successful, may be commenced within the later of twelve (12) months from the informal
probate or three (3) years from the decedent's death. These limitations do not apply to
proceedings to construe probated wills or determine heirs of an intestate. In cases under
(1) or (2) of this section, the date on which a testacy or appointment proceeding is
properly commenced shall be deemed to be the date of the decedent's death for purposes
of other limitations provisions of this code which relate to the date of death.

The provisions of 15-3-102 above indicate that a court "may" admit a will as evidence of
a devise under certain conditions.

The use of the term "may" is permissive rather than

mandatory. It indicates that such a determination is vested in the sound discretion of this court.
In determining whether to allow the will into evidence as proof of a devise in this case the court
has consulted COMMENT TO OFFICIAL TEXT of Idaho's version of the Uniform Probate
Code. They provide as follows:

"It is noted, also, that 1evisees who are able to claim under one of the exceptions
to this section may not obtain probate of the will or administration of the estate to assist
them in their efforts to obtain the estate in question. The exceptions are to a rule which
bars admission of a will into evidence, rather than to the section baJ.Ting late probate and
late appointment of a personal representative. Still the exceptions should serve to prevent
two 'hard' cases which can be imagined readily. In one, a surviving spouse fails to seek
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probate of a will, giving her the entire estate of the decedent because she is informed or
believes that all of her husband's property was held by them jointly, with right of
survivorship. Later, it is discovered that she was mistaken as to the nature of her
husband's title. The other case involves a devisee who sees no point to securing probate
of a will in his favor because he is unaware of any estate. Subsequently, valuable rights
of the decedent are discovered."
While the two exceptions noted are not necessarily exclusive they do describe instances
when a will should be admitted as evidence to prove a devise. In this case Plaintiff has offered
no explanation as to why the will was not probated. This court cannot determine if the will
submitted is in fact the last will of Martha or that the will submitted has not been revoked or
replaced by a more recent will. As a result there is no evidence in the record that Plaintiff has
any legal basis to assert ownership of the promissory note and a right to pursue a claim in her
own name under that promissory note.

This court concludes that it will not recognize the

purported devise to Ellmaker as proof that she now owns the promissory note. Ellmaker has no
legal basis upon which to seek enforcement of the note.

B. PLAINTIFF CANNOT RECOVER ON THE OTHER THEORIES ASSERTED.

Even if Plaintiff could establish a legal basis for her to pursue the claim on the Promissory
Note, Defendant is entitled to summary judgment on the claims asserted.
Count I of the Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint Plaintiff alleges that Tabor entered
into an "oral" contract to pay her.

She claims that consideration for that contract was an

agreement that Plaintiff would not bring any action against Tabor to attempt to collect the debt.
That claim amounts to nothing more than a threat-agree to pay or I will sue you. Even if Tabor
agreed to be personally responsible for the debt in response to such threat, that agreement would
not be supported by consideration. If Plaintiff had no valid claim against Tabor any threat to sue
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him is nothing more than an empty threat. Tabor is entitled to Summary Judgment on Count I of
the Complaint.
Count II of the Complaint alleges a breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing by Tabor. The claim alleges that because Martha was an elderly lady Tabor had some
duty to notify her he would not be personally responsible for payment of the debt. Plaintiff has
offered no authority to justify such a duty was owed by Tabor under these circumstances. Count
II is really just a claim of fraud or undue influence clothed in "breach of an implied covenant of
fair dealing" language.

The covenant of good faith and fair dealing is applicable to the

performance of ,a party under an existing contract.

"The covenant requires that the parties

perform, in good faith, the obligations imposed by their agreement..." Idaho Power Co. v.
Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 750 (2000) (citations omitted). Count II of the complaint

attempts to impose the covenant to the circumstances surrounding the making of the Promissory
Note at issue. Plaintiff has provided no authority to support that proposition. Plaintiff has not
claimed any fraud or undue influence in the making of the contract. Tabor is entitled to Summary
Judgment as to Count II of the complaint.
Likewise Plaintiff must fail as to Count III of the complaint against Tabor which alleges a
simple breach of written contract claim. The contract, e.g. the Promissory Note, clearly was
entered into between A 1 Real Estate LLC and Martha. It is clear and unambiguous on its face.
The plain language of a contract, if unambiguous, is controlling. Cont'! Nat'! Am. Group
v. Allied Mut. Ins. Co., 95 Idaho 251, 253, 506 P.2d 478, 480 (1973). A court must look to the

contract as a whole and give effect to every part thereof. Wright v. Village of Wilder, 63 Idaho
122, 125, 117 P.2d 1002, 1003 (1941). "For a contract term to be ambiguous, there must be at
least two different reasonable interpretations of the term, or it must be nonsensical." Swanson v.
Beco Const. Co., 145 Idaho 59, 62, 175 P.3d 748, 751 (2007) (citing Armstrong v. Farmers Ins.
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Co. of Idaho, 143 Idaho 135, 138, 139 P.3d 737, 740 (2006) and Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co. of
Idaho, 138 Idaho 443, 446-47, 65 P.3d 184, 187-88 (2003)). "Parol evidence may be considered
to aid a trial court in determining the intent of the drafter of a document if an ambiguity exists."
In re Estate of Kirk, 127 Idaho 817, 824, 907 P.2d 794, 801 (1995) (citing Hall v. Hall, 116
Idaho 483, 484, 777 P.2d 255, 256 (1989)). Steel Farms, Inc. v. Croft & Reed, Inc., 154 Idaho
259,297 P.3d 222,229 (2012).
Where a written agreement is integrated, questions of the parties' intent regarding the
subject matter of the agreement may only be resolved by reference to the agreement's language.
Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496, 498, 808 P.2d 415, 417 (1991). "[E]vidence of prior
or contemporaneous oral agreements relating to the same subject matter is inadmissible to vary,
contradict, or enlarge the terms of the written agreement." Valley Bank, 119 Idaho at 499, at
808.Parol evidence is inadmissible to vary the plain terms and conditions of a promissory note.
Craven v. Bos, 38 Idaho 722,225 P. 136, 137 (1924).
The Agreement for Sale of Real Property was entered into between Martha and iU.
Tabor was not a party to that agreement. Likewise the Promissory Note which constituted partial
payment for the property was issued by Al Real Estate LLC. The documents are unambiguous.
Martha's closing statement clearly indicates the sale was from her to Al. It further indicates that
the promissory note was unsecured. There is no evidence that Martha was misled in any way.
She voluntarily agreed to the sale and received substantial compensation from the sale of the
property. Tabor is not a party to the promissory note and is entitled to Summary Judgment on
Count III of the complaint.
Plaintiffs final cause· of action set forth in Count IV of the complaint alleges an action
for unjust enrichment. In it she alleges that Al Real Estate LLC was dissolved and did not
follow statutory requirements of dissolution. However, articles of dissolution were never filed
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by Al thus invoking the requirements of I. C. 53-646. While Al was administratively dissolved
for failure to file necessary reports, it failed to file those reports because it was insolvent. The
administrative dissolution occurred after the debt to Martha was due. There existed no assets to
distribute at that time. Plaintiff is likewise entitled to summary judgment on Count IV of the
complaint.

CONCLUSION:
While Plaintiff offered a variety of other theories for recovery at oral argument, none of
those are contained in the Complaint.

Furthermore Plaintiff failed to present any relevant

authority supporting those claims. For the reasons stated herein Summary Judgment is granted
in favor of Tabor and against Plaintiff on all counts.
Dated: December

;2_2, 2013.
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JUDGMENT

)
)
)
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---------------

)

Judgment is hereby entered in favor of Defendant, Calvin Tabor, on all claims asserted by
Plaintiff against him in this matter.
Dated: Decemberµ, 2013.
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District Judge
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
MARJORIE LOIS ELLMAKER,
a single woman,
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vs.

Case No. CV2010-4399
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CALVIN TABOR and KEITH TURNER
and A1 REAL ESTATE, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Defendants.

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, CALVIN TABOR AND KEITH TURNER
AND A1 REAL ESTATE, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, DAVID E. KERRICK, PO
BOX 44, 1001 BLAINE STREET, CALDWELL, IDAHO 83605-3833; ERIN JEAN
WYNNE, C/O WYNNE & MELLO, PLLC, PO BOX 1771, BOISE, IDAHO 83701, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
The above named appellant, Marjorie Lois Ellmaker, appeals against the abovenamed respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the order granting Respondent
Tabor's motion for summary judgment against Marjorie Lois Ellmaker and Judgment
against Marjorie Lois Ellmaker entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the
27th day of December 2013, Honorable Judge George A. Southworth presiding.
1.

2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1) I.A.R.
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then
intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not
prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal:
(a)
The trial court failed to follow the applicable legal standards when it
ruled in favor of the Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment;
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(b)
The trial court failed to make every reasonable inference in favor of
the non-moving party Marjorie L. Ellmaker when it ruled in favor of the
Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment;
(c)
The trial court erred in finding that there were no material issues of
fact when it ruled in favor of the Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment;
(d)
The trial court erred in granting judgment in favor of Al Real
Estate, LLC.
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? If so, what
portion? NO.
5.

(a) No reporter's transcript is requested.
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the
reporter's transcript: NONE.

6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's
(agency's) record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.
• 06/07/2013 Motion for Summary Judgment
• 06/07/2013 Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Standing
• 06/07/2013 Affidavit of David E Kerrick
• 06/07/2013 Points and Authorities in Support of Calvin Tabor's
Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion to Dismiss
• 07/19/2013 Objection to Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Summary
Judgment
• 07/19/2013 Points and Authorities in Support of Objection to Motion
to D1sm1ss and Motion for Summary Judgment
• 10/15/2013 Points and Authorities in Support of Response to Objection
to Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Summary Judgment
• 10/15/2013 Response to Objection to Motion to Dismiss and Motion
for Summary Judgment
• 10/22/2013 Affidavit In Support of Response to Response In
Opposition of Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion to Dismiss
• 10/22/2013 Affidavit of Marjorie Lois Ellmaker
• 11/05/2013 Affidavit of Calvin Tabor
• 11/05/2013 Affidavit of Marjorie Ellmaker errata
• 11/05/2013 Second Affidavit of Marjorie Lois Ellmaker
• 11/05/2013 Affidavit (amended) of Kenneth Stringfield
• 11/07/2013 Corrected Affidavit of Calvin Tabor
• 11/15/2013 Brief in opposition to'summaryjudgment and motion to
dismiss
• 12/02/2013 Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
7. I certify:
(a) that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out
below: N/A
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(b) (1) [ ] That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has
been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. N/ A
(c) (1) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been
paid.
(d) (1) That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to Rule 20.

DATED: February 7, 2014.
KENNETH F. STRINGFIELD
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